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II. THE SOVIET AND US READINESS SYSTEMS

Soviet Readiness System USSR a "mixed" readiness posture is maintained

1. The Soviets maintain their units at varying de- around a small nucleus of "reduced-strength ready"

grees of readiness in peacetime. Their most combat- units and a large number of cadre or "not ready" units

ready ground formations are airborne divisions and that are not prepared for immediate operations. In the
itroofthe USSR, most units are maintained indivisions in the groups of forces in Eastern Europe interior of

and, to a lesser degree, divisions along the western and low-strength "not ready" status. The Soviet system also

eastern borders of the USSR. They believe, however, is evident in microcosm within large units in which

that a period of prehostilities tension probably would some subunits are kept in a highly prepared and
provide sufficient warning and time for lower strength trained status while others are kept in a cadre or

units in the interior to mobilize and prepare for war. "reduced-strength ready" status. For example, a divi-
Their readiness philosophy is therefore predicated on sion might be composed of one or more "ready"
the maintenance of a credible combat-ready force regiments while all other regiments are in cadre status,
opposite the primary areas of perceived threat and the or "not ready."0
retention of a much larger but less ready force within
the USSR. Division Manning

2. The Soviets divide their ground units into two 4. There are distinct differences in peacetime man-
broad readiness categories: units that are "expanded," ning in Soviet units; we have identified six general
"filled up," or "ready" (razvernutaya) in peacetime manning levels into which divisions can be grouped
and those that are not (nerazvernutaya). These broad (see table II-1). We believe Soviet nondivisional units
categories reflect readiness distinctions in terms of are manned in a similar fashion, although less infor-
manning, equipment, training, and missions. A unit is mation is available on manning practices within these
considered "expanded" or "ready" if it can conduct units.
combat operations with little or no mobilization. This
determination is correlated with the availability of 5. Full-Streng Rea divisions Full-tre
sufficient personnel to commit a predetermined num-do not re-

ber of crew-served weapons to battle. One Soviet quire mobilization with reservists and have all their

source, for example, reported that his tank company authorized equipment. All 30 tank and motorized rifle
was considered "ready" when it had enough tank divisions in the groups of forces, six airborne divisions

crews to commit 70 percent of its tanks to combat. (including one in Afghanistan), three motorized rifle
Another source stated that his artillery unit was con- divisions in Afghanistan, and one tank division in
sidered "combat ready" when it had an approximate Mongolia (see figure II-1) are maintained at this level.
strength of 70 percent and could deploy most of its The "present for duty" strength of these divisions
equipment to the field without help from reservists, varies on a daily basis. If alerted during an emergency,
Thus, "expanded" or "ready" units, in effect, are those assigned personnel who are not present for duty within
that are at least minimally combat ready for opera- the division would be recalled.L
tions in peacetime. For convenience, this IIM refers to 6. Reduced-Strength Ready Divisions. Forty-two
units as either "ready" or "not ready. 11 Soviet divisions fall within the manning parameters for

3. The Soviet force readiness management system is reduced-strength ready divisions (diviziya soskrash-
extremely flexible. A well-prepared force is main- chennogo sostava). We have identified two general
tained in Eastern Europe where Soviet interests are manning variations within these divisions: some are
critical and where an indigenous Soviet population manned at between 70 and 85 percent of wartime
base is unavailable for mobilization. In the western strength, and others from 55 to 70 percent of wartime
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PREFACE

'T'his I terawene Intml i ent \(Jllmrandmnn'. approed bk the
National Foreig n li (n I ((t ll B a (n26 ( er I wa

c isls ioned bly It I Dii irctol r o f (:enl rai l Intellig ce in reIS S to a"
reanest by the Sec"retar> of D~efense for an in-depth anahysis alf thec
readiness postulr( of the Soviel ('rund . Tih Ilal eIi i \Iillmt radlllon

draIss, in part, nit- research and toalysis published in more dltailhd
stidie< b\y the lfnse Intlllihil nct :\g nc tand the (:Inltral Intelligem

\IenIl . IThese studies tout reviewd or approvd bIy NFIB l) atre cited
till' Io g t the e 1ln rm nliN:

T he \hinoranidumn contains a immbehcr of comparisonI s of Sop ict aInd
EL for )ces. Thes e are inc"ldd onl> to prmod a fraunewormk fo)r

neferen("e in \ iewcing* So iet readiness. The reader shoul not concbude
fronl these comnparisonls superiorily on either side in mleeting w artimec

reuniliremnents. The reliaIbilily iof data on So)viet fo)rces \ arie~s consid'IrI

bk fromIl one regiion to ano)ther. particularly for w\eapouns im entories (see
manum (A

This iNi-mrandhnn doss not adhress in detail the readiness of nIlo-
Smv iet \\ arsaw P)al forces or problemts inherent in ()oganizing and

uxcenting coalitionl w\arfare. Nour dlots it address wa rning of w\ar. T he
time's asso)ciated with the nmbilization and preparation ofi forces forI w ar
in this doeunment should not be interpreted as w\arnin~g time=

TIhe \lemnorandumn wcas prolduced under the anspices of the
Nalimnal Intelligence ()ficer for (;eneral Purpo s( Fo)rc-'S. It w as

prepacred lIry an intleragency wourking vroup consislitig of represnitatiwcs
()f the I)cfenlse Intllig ce :\gency,. the (:central Intelligence :\geon .

and the \Assistant (:hlief oft Staff for Inltelligence. I)epartmlent of the
\rmy\. (lontribiutions wcere provided b\y the l S :\rmy Foreitun Science

and Tfeehnolo(gy (:enter and the tUS :\rlm AMissile Inttelligence :\s!IIN y.
The \lemo(ramhuln w as draft ed b> I)irtorate' for

Be -mIr b. Decfense InteIlig nce \g( ncy. It was coord inaltd wcithin II) I:\
and with llI. Directorale of Ilatellig~ence. (:ventral In Itelligence :\gency:
the Nat ional Scurit\ :\gen : 2IndI the intelligence compon-nts of the

mlilitaIry s'r ices. I I
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PRINCIPAL FINDINGS

Ihe Soviets make a clear distinction between "ready'' am 'not

ready' portions of their ground forces:

- iReady'' units are the most highly manned .aid the best

(c*(nippel and trained, and the\% are at least mninially prepared
for combat operations with little or no mobilization.

- "Not ready" units require extensive mobilization and probablN
would not be available for immediate combat operations. While
the necessary reservists can be mobilized Iunickly, the Soviet

reserve systeml does not immediately convert 'not read- units

into colhesive fighting units. Bather, the units must train if. they
are to perform proficiently in high-intensity combat.

The most combat-ready Soviet units are five airborne divisions in

the U'SSR, 30 miotorized rifle and tank divisions in Eastern Europe. one
airborne and three motorized rifle divisions in Alghanistan. aul one

tank division in Mongolia:

lThese divisions are manned at or near full strength. Ie fully
eunipped, and complete a full annual training program. Ihey
Could comuplete normal alert actions and disperse out of garrison
in :3( to 6( hours.

- Another -2 divisions, located primarily along the eastern and
western borders of the USSR. are maintained in a peacetime

rea(dy' posture but at somewhat lower manning and training
levels. These could complete the mobilization and dispersal

process in two to four days but would not be as fully prepared

for combat because of their lower peacetime training staturs.

Well over half of the Soviet divisions (103 cadre-strength divisions

and 25 mobilization base divisions), as well as much of the nondivisional

support structure, are 'not ready for combat in peacetime:

- This skeletal element of the force requires substantial prepara-

tion to overcome deficiencies in manning, e(uipment, and
training, particularly if the units are to be comnitted to

offensive operations in a combat environment such as that
expected in Europe.
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-[The time required for these units to con plete the mobilization
process and move to dispersal areas would vary from 3.5 to 9
days. We believe, however, that they wouIdl require 19 to 33
clays of training to be trained to the "ready" divisions' mini-
mu n standard for offensive combat.

The Soviets believe that a period of prehostilities tension probably
will provide the time necessary for "not ready" units to mobilize and
prepare for war:

- The Soviets may increase the readiness of selected elements of
their "not ready" forces prior to full-scale mobilization, thus
shortening postmobilization preparation time.

- Although they could do so within 11 days, the Soviets do not
necessarily intend to mobilize all 210 divisions at once. They
stress the initial availability of forces in each theater of military
operations, but the force generation process is designed essen-
tially to maintain a steady flow of well-trained and well-
equipped units into the battle area. By maintaining large
strategic reserves and skeletal units, the Soviets can generate
additional forces to fight a prolonged war.

The Soviets have two basic options in preparing their forces for
combat. Between these lie a range of potential trade-offs between
combat proficiency and force availability:

- They could choose to commit forces as soon as they have
completed the alert and mobilization process. Should they opt
for this approach, a large number of divisions would not have
received a level of training equivalent to that of the "ready" di-
visions, and the Soviets would have to accept a degradation in
the combat potential of the mobilized force.

- Alternatively, the Soviets could take a more deliberate, phased
approach, allowing time to more fully prepare and train their
forces, thus increasing their combat potential--by more than 50
percent for the full 210-division force.

- Although circumstances would determine which option the
Soviets chose, we believe they would opt for the more deliberate
process when they had some control over time and events.

Our findings on the readiness of forces opposite NATO's Central
Rlegion are as follows:

-For an offensive against NATO, the Warsaw Pact could-as
noted in NIE 1] 1-14-81 (Warsaw Pact Forces Opposife

2
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NA TO)--orgaize its forces in Eastern Europe into three fronts
as the first chl (on and those in thr western (SSR into two

fronts as a seconl echelon.

- tltinatel. the readiness and cmilbat potential of Pact forces
opposite' iiATO wiould he h\eavilvy dependent oil the non-Soviet
\'arsa\w Pact (NS\P') forces that wxould make ip over half Of

the div isions in the three first-echelon fronts.

- Soviet planners could elect to begin hostilities witlh the three
first-echelon fronts before the two second-echlelon fronts from
the I SSH \were in place and available..

- Atoscow coul read the Sov iet elemnits of tll Pact thre-front
force-as its nulells-in three to five dads. (xcluding nmwr-
iment timir. Ihlese forces would not retunirr additional training.
Altiouhi we have not assessed NS\VP readiness in detail. we
believe that some NS\VP divisions (six East Germiiai anid a frw
Polish and Czechoslovak) could he mlbilized as cuicklI as the
Soviet divisions. \We do not helirve that all non-Sm it forces
colde be as fillk prpared in as short i tiie as thir So vit
enuterp arts stationed in Eastern lurope.

- If the Soviets were willing to make units in the USS ;i\ aailahle
fur combat immeidiately after alert and nobilization. the two

founts in the western USSR could be readied in 1t to I I dlays
plus \whateve(r moviement time was reunired. \lany of the
di'isions. howe v er, woild have a relatively lw combat poten-
tial due to low peacetime trainiing levels.

- Should the Soviets cboose to train "Int read' units to achiv e a
higher level of comhat proficiency (consistent with minimu
reuireiments fo of fensive operations against \A.TO). the prep-
aration time for tle twso fronts in the western LUSSR and thus for
a full fi'e-front force wotuld be phased over a coisidrrall
longer period of abou 15 days. The additional time ivestcd in
post mobilization training fon tIe "not ready" divisions \vold
increase the theoretical combat potential of this 62-div isimin
force by as much as :30 perceint.

O inldings on the readiness of forces opposite Soiithwest Asia are
as foldlows:

- \Vith the exception of airborne divisions and those divisions
commnilitted in Afghanistan. the maiority of Soviet forces avail-
able for offensie operations in Iran and the Persian (;11fi arf

3
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poorly equipped (relative to heir counterparts opposite NATO's
Central Region) and maintained in a "not ready" status in
peacet imel.

- The Soviets could mobilize in 60 to 80 hours a force of the size
we believe they would require for limited operations into the
Azarbayjani region of Iran (three to five divisions plus support
forces). The forces for a full-scale invasion of Iran (some 20 or
more divisions) could he mobilized in five to six days. To
achieve a high level of potential combat proficiency, however,
they would require additional time for postrnobilization train-
ing. Vithout such training the 20 divisions would have the
combat potential of only seven to eight of the better equipped
and trained Soviet divisions in Eastern Europe.

- We helieve the Soviets would take whatever time was available
to train these forces up to higher proficiency levels: some 20 to

30 dlays of training after mobilization could double the combat
potential of the 20-division force.

Our findings on the readiness of forces opposite China arc as
follows:

- Twenty-five of the 56 Soviet motorized rifle and tank divisions
in the Far East opposite China are maintained in a "ready"
status in peacetime. Many of these "ready" divisions are nearly
as well equipped as their counterparts stationed in Eastern
Europe.

- \Ve believe the Soviets could mobilize these 25 "ready" divi-
sions in the Far FEast and complete their training in seven to
nine days.

- The Soviets could mobilize the 31 "not ready" divisions in II
days but these divisions would require extensive training to
achieve a level of proficiency comparable to that maintained ini
peacetime by the ready divisions.

- The full 56-division force could be mobilized and trained to a
m in imurn level of proficiency we judge sufficient for offensive
operations over a 50-day period. This additional training theo-
retically would increase the combat potential of the total force
by some 60 percent.

The Soviet logistic, manpower arnd equipment mobilization, train-
ing, alld maintenance systems all are geared to a rapid mobilization and
short, intense war. Although we question the long-term effectiveness of

4
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the repair and niainnclimr e ysteni, we detect na shrtevining s that
wounldI affect initial force readliness. The rn~ajor factor afffceling initial

readIiness is the sin~iialnnulI (spring and fall) rot)ationI of new cmonscripts
intou unitsloc replace troopIs com)IIpleting their active dunty tounrs. Fo r abouit

ii innt h after troo~p rotat io n, -new concscripts (abou )lt :20 percent oif the
ground force innower) receivec basic training in provisionacl training

nuits. This practice results in a seiliannlail degralation in uitii pro )Ii-

ciency, codsimn, and readiness.
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SUMMARY

Introduction

This Nlemoran1dumrt assesses the readiness of Soviet ground forces

a11d etstilates the time rejiuired to convert the forces from a p~e.ctill

to wartime posttre a11(1 to engage in operations in a mid-to-high-
intensity combat cmnvironnnl.' it focuses on those situations inl vhiclh
the Soviets have the initiative in planning and preparing their forces for
of fensi\e operations at a time and place of their choosing. It also assesses
tic teoretical combat potential of the forces both upon mobilization
mtd after a period of training.

ic \lemnorandnumi does not attempt to isolate the most likely
scenario under which the Soviets \will(d prepare for combat or to
predict tlir decisions regarding the extent and durationi of these
preparations. IRather it assesses the relative costs and benefits-in
qutanIitifiale terms-of Soviet choices, wIich range hetween two basic

options:

- The Soviets could commit their forces as soon as the 11 h.d been
alerted anid mobilized. Should they opt for this approach, they
would have to accept a degradation in the combat potential of

the mobilized force due to the low peacetimet training levels of a
large portion of the force.

- Alternatively, the Soviets could allow varying amounts of time
followi ng alert and mobilization to more fully prepare and train
their forces. This wv ould extend overall preparation time but
would enhance the total force's combat potential.

While we believe the Soviets would prefer to make deliberate,
time-phased preparations prior to committing their forces, the point at

which they would consider their forces prepared for offensive opera-
intis would del:pend on the region in which the conflict was to take

place, the nature of the opposition, and other scenario-dependent
considerations.0

Soviet military doctrine has been heavily influenced by World War
II experience, when the lack of preparedness and initiative resulted ini a

'A midl-intensity conflict is defined as a war in which the belligerents employ the most moth-rn
technology and resources. excluding miar, chemical. and biological weapons A hih-inteoity conflict
wold inchude the use of Ihese weapons.

7
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three-year campaign on Soviet soil against invading German forces with
devastating territorial, human, and economic losses. Soviet writings and

exercises stress the ability to respond to a surprise attack and to conduct
a successful emergency defense of the homeland. Today. the Soviet

readiness and mobilization systems emphasize speed and efficiency to
maximize the initial availability of forces and to assure that any ground
war is not fought on Soviet territory.

The mraintenaice ofi a large standing army in peacetime, concepts

for the echelonment of forces, the existence of a quick-reaction
mobilization system, and a doctrine that emphasizes offensive opera-
tions are all designed to prevent a recurrence of the catastrophe the
USSR suffered during the initial stages of World War II. Postwar

developments in weapons technology-particularly the availability of

nuclear weapons-have only increased the em ph asis Soviet planners

place on the decisive nature of the "initial period of war." Nonetheless,
the Soviets expect their forces to be able to respond to a full spectrmn of
situations and have structured and equipped their forces for a protract-
ed conflict. The Soviet force generation process is designed to maintain
a steady flow of well-trained and well-equipped units into the battle
area. By maintaining large strategic reserves and skeletal units, the
Soviets can generate additional forces to fight a prolonged war.

Soviet and US definitions of combat readiness are similar, focusing
on the capability of a unit, force, or equipment to perform the missions
or functions for which it is organized or designed. In its most basic
terms, readiness involves two essential elements: the availability of
forces, as determined by such factors as alert status and manpower and
equipment levels; and the preparedness of forces, which depends on

such factors as maintenance, training, logistics, and weapon system

capabilities. This Memorandum addresses readiness in its broadest
sense, taking into account both availability and preparedness

The development of combat readiness in its broad sense involves
two key factors or variables: force generation-or the conversion of
forces from a peacetime to wartime status-and the development of

combat potential. Force generation is largely a function of time,
involving those actions necessary to alert, mobilize, and deploy a force
for combat. Combat potential, simply defined, is a forces assessed

capability to carry out its wartime mission. More specifically, it is the
product of numerous factors, including the effectiveness of weapons,
the ability of personnel to operate their weapons and equipment, and
skill in carrying out integrated and coordinated maneuvers. The first
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lactor is primarily a funcltiorI of technolog: the latter twco arc

estalished. miniitained(. and -nhanced by training. ( :)

In assessing combat potential, this MIemorai(lun takes into consid-
(ration both the weapon systems available to Soviet divisions and the
training stat us or proficiency of the divisions. It distirngiuishes beltween

the combat poutential of high-strength divisions-such as those in the
grolps of forces in Eastern Europe-and that of divisions in the interior
of the USSH. 'These latter divisiors suffer by comparison with the
forward-deployed divisions on two eints. First, they are conipped for
the most part with older models of equipment and frequently lack
major items such as armorel personnel carriers: Second, they are unable

in peacetime to develop the same level of combined-arms skills as high-
strength divisions becauise of their lower level of peacetime nanning
and training. The skills reqnired to approach or achieve lull proficiency

could be decvelopel Iy increasing peacetime maingiri and then xpand-
ing training programs, or by conducting a period of postmlobilhzation

trainiig before the units enler combat

(:ombhat potential also is affected by the capability of the force's

connuid, cnitrol, and cmimuicatiorns .system: leadership and iroop
morale: and th(e ability of a logistic base to sustain combat operations.
These factors are asscs(ed in general terms. but they are not quantified.
In assessing and comparing the readiness of Soviet units in iunantifiable
terms. the Memoran(him focuses on the time required for divisions and
nondivisional support units to mrove through the force generation
process arl Oi the combat potential of these forces in terms of wveapon

effectiv'leess and training proficiency X

Background

Theater War: The Societ Vietr. Soviet doctrine for theater
warfare emphasizes numerical superiority, offensive action, rassed
firepower, and maneuver. Defense is considered merely an e.xp(lient or

temporary phase until an offensive can be nounited. E.umphasis is placed
on comlbined arms operations inrvolving the c(ord inated use of arnr,
aviation, artillery, and motorized infantry to breach enemy defenses
either from the marcb or in breakthrough operations

TO sustain continuous and powerful offensives, the Soviets echelon
their forces and assign specific missions and forces to each echelon. The
success of the Soviets' echelonment strategy is largely dependent on
effective timing and the ability to develop the quick, powerful offen-
sives stipulated by their doctrine. Although the Soviets stress the rapid
offensive in their doctrine they also recognize the necessity for planning

9
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Soviet Alert Stages
Constant combat readiness: the normal peacetime readiness status of tIle

Soiet armed forces Routiine training and activity take place. [.cavis ani passes
lma be granted at cnuandlers' discretion.

Increased combat readiness: unit persomnel arm recalk-d from leave or TDEY
and division uhunits conIcting field trainiig return to garrison. \lobilization andi
contingencey plans art reviewed antd uixdated b\ staffs. Unit personnel reniwe
equipment from storage andf begin to prepare reception points for reservists. The
division's field command post (CP) is partially manned and deployed to a dispersal
area. Staffing of the garrison -command center is increased.

Threat-of-war combat readiness: units deploy frorn garrison to dispersal
areas. The control of the division is transferred from the garrison command center
to the field CP; Selectti reservists with specialized skills may join the unit.

Full combat readiness: fill mobilization takes place and reservists join their
units. Equipment mllilized for the unit also arrives. tinits establish their wartimn
command. control, and communications structure. At this point the alert disper-
sal, and mobilization process is complete.

and preparing for t protracted conflict and have structured their forces
accordingl

The Force. The Ground Forces constitute the largest compo ent of
the Soviet armedi forces. The peacetime force structure consists of 2 10
divisions at varying levels of manning and readiness, including 25
inactive mobilization base divisions, consisting of pre-positioned equip-
ment configured in unit sets. (Motorized rifle and tank divisions are the
basic tactical maneuver ftrnations. Ground units are most heavily
concentrated in the groups of forces and the military districts of the
weslern tUSSR opposite N"ATO and opposite China.

The Soviet Readiness System

The Soviet and US readiness systems both divide units into "ready'
and "not read,- categories. The United States generally has more
demanding manpower retuirements for its "ready" units. The Soviets,
however. require full equipment sets in all "ready' units, while
marginally ready U9S units can lack up to about one-fourth of their
equipment. Equipment operational readiness rate requirements are
roughly comparable in Soviet and US ready units. Tlhere is a major
difference in approach. however, in the way Soviet and US officials rate
the contribution of training to overall readiness, and US standards
appear more demanding=

Soviet "ready' units are at least minimally prepared for combat
operations with little or no mobilization. "Not ready" units, however,

10
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Table I

Mmlinlg ii Soviet DJivsioils

niisij n \lannine Irrl (r:a'rrrter s

B ill-sIrenr lb i rrari \lA nril a It rr r CIII I rrce l n f ui liiw rnr trirr:,-rnn II wouli

~Innlde dh isions in Arinps of for'es

I Ital I0divisions

I - rr-rd-trIri rcl h F I~- In-: i pe t f n r r rtirndhuri/d .Irregthi

h uvaled I F in l r r aras of I SSI

T ial: 22 diNI'ion

Haluml-strein hlli rrd II 5.iO p r )i t l wiartr i utlimrird stren1th1
on IC inerrnrt, al cadrr t1nriwth

I|nird 2(1 diviinr .

ligh-irrnelb rh 2.--i Itrnrrir l u r artinir nit ri/dF rer-nrIth

inludeal traiaining dFr is irn

O r mrrtnriard rr imr nl in rb morrntori/nl Ir dI IIorn i riairnnal

at rel dnrhi strr neth

Total: 51 diviion

I w-strength I )n 5-25r perum n rF wartimrr anth ri r d rrTrm rrrengh: nr n unpow r

rnr nintrAted in <tari Fir-it> Innd drhier werlinir kill'

I snalb r itri/ed riflr liiimns

T Ial- 52 d iirrs

MFrhdi~i/.rrtinn n basr rnrne t b;sirnd >taRl

L sKIlb rrolOrated with Iti- ln

TodlaE 25 i iirons

wouild re(iIre large-scale m1obilization an md th erefotre would~ : iot bte

available for inunfied iate combhat Operat ions. This Sy stema is also) folund in
microcosm wvithin large un1its: a division might be coUmposed otf one or

more "ral\" regilleilts \\hile all other regiments are 1''ot real\.
There also is a d iit differ(nrce bsetweej I)(n pacetime and wartime

authtrizeI mni,1ining levels in imost S(viet units. .A total of six discelible
ma1,nninig levelIS have been idecntifiedl in divisio nal units. and (nndivi-

siOnal units arc apparltI llmnnedl in a similar fashion (see table I ). Ihe
units that are mst cotmbat ready and that Iave the lighest stre111 1 air

airbnrne di\isions, dii\isi(ons in -astern Euroipe and Aflhalistanl. ald. to

a lesser extent, divisions alig the western and1 eastern bodcrdrs of the

U'SS11

In a(ditiol to classifyiug units as "ready'' 1 ''nt1 readr" fIr

c(lmbat. the Sovicts maintain tiheir units in one of fouir alert stagts (see

inset) that Iictate their I)eactime activities. Tlhese alert stages Iprolvidle

for and define an (rdierly, manageable tranisitioi fi Soviet units from1
their normal peacetimle posture to full co(mbllat rea(iness.7e
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Together, the unit categorization system and formal alert stages
reflect the Soviets' atpproach to readiness:

- They have an orderly approach to the maniagenent of mranpow-
er and materiel,. and concentrate them with "rea(y" units
located ini regions where Soviet interests are most vital r
perceiv\ed threats are most severe.

- They apparently expect warning of war and will take advantage.
of the period prior to hostilities to systematically increase both
the preparedness ald alert condition of a portion or all of their
forces.|

Readiness Beporting and Monitoring. The Soviet readiness
reporting and inspection system provides a systematic but inflexible and
burdensome approach to monitoring manpower availablity, tra irii g

status, and the technical condition of equipment. When conscientiously
applie(d, the system can give comrnanders valuable tools with which to
manage resources in order to meet standards. Inspections are stringent
and competently administered in the groups of forces outside the USSR,
although grades are somewhat inflated. Throurghout most of the interior
of the USSR, however, unit readiness is far mn ore dependent oil
irdividual command emphasis than on any formal monitoring systerm.
Readiness reports are often greatly inflated or falsified and inspections
are frequently lax. perfunctory, or circumvcnte(L.||

In both the Soviet and US armies, unit readiness is a command re-
sponsibility. Soviet commanders, however, delegate most e(uipmncit
readiness authority to technical officers. No single Soviet readiness
reporting docurment eq uivalernt to the US unit status report is known to
exist, blt divisions do prepare a monthly report that summarizes
training accomplishments and conditions bearing on the "internal order
of units.' There is no evidence that Soviet commanders are required-
or permitted-to provide subjective evaluations of unit readiness.

Determinants of Readiness

Manpower. Mlanpower availability should rot be a constraining
factor on overall Soviet force readiness. The Soviets have a large
manpower pool upon which to draw and a well-organized and efficient
mobilization system. Variations in leadership ability would be found
throughout the ground forces, but it is difficult to predict whether
leadership deficiencies would be more prevalent in the less readv force
elements. Morale problems exist in peacetime, but calculati ng their
overall impact on readiness or performance in combat is problematic.
Nonetheless. the nationwide problem of alcoholism and the evident
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morrale and discipline problemis in units inl Algihanistan are factors that
the Soviets must take into acciunt in their m in readiness assessments

Soviet Law re1nires in iersal male military servic'e. and fe
uinal ified males escatpe smle for ouf military service. (onscrip it are
discharged into the re(se'rves automatically afte'r cormpleti of miand-

tory service and remain suiject to callup until age 50. Nmire than 50 mil-
lion Soviet males are estimated 'fit" for military service. Of this total, at
least 25 million are reservists wsho have been added to the reserve pool
since jamnlary 1970. We estimate that all active Soviet divisions and
nondivisional units, as \ell as inactive mobilization bases. cou1ld beI

mobilizel to their wartime authorized strength wvitliut depletinrg the
pool of reservists wNho have serv ed as conscripts in the groiund CoMpo-
nlent of the( armed forces within the last five years.l

Mobilization Systein. 11istoric'allv. the Soviet s have sneeueded in
rneeting their military mranrpower and equipment lneeds. niost notahly

during Wrld War Il. Their ability to respnId to crises under c Id itions
of partial mobiliIzation were tested during the (zechroslovak crisis and
most recently durig the invasion of Afghanistan. In these and other
instances of partial mobhilization. the manpower and e(iipment genera-
tior system functioned \well. The Soviet rmohilizationr systier has not
been -tested on a large scale, however, since World W\ar II. \onethiless,
if Sovicet planners have the initiative and tire to prpare deliherately
for military operations. they should he able to minimize the difficulties
that xould be likely to characterize a large-scale en'ergency mohiliza-
t ior.0

Training. Premilitary training has been obligatory since 1965 and
consists of an ahbreviated basic training program designed to ease the
transition of* youths into military service. Postinduction trainingi is
conducted according to a common set of regulations, and the anial
training program is divided into winter and surmner periods. Each six-
month cycle lbegins Xhen conscripts are rotated into units to replace
conscripts completing their active drty tours. For about the first month
after troop rotation, new conscripts receive basic training in provisional
training units formedv within each division. This results ini a semiannual
degradation in ntit proficiency, cohesion, and readinss

The unit training program formally beginls wvheln ne\w conscripts

comn plete their basic training ard are integrated into urtnits. lieavy
emiphasis is placed on individual, sciuad-level. and platoonr-level train-
ing. Field exercises-designed to perfect individual and collective skills
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and to train commalnders arid their staffs in simiiulatedl combat-are
considered essential to forge unit integrity and proficiency. The peace-

timu m ianning of units determines the extent of the training program
which they actually can accOmplish in peacetime. "Heady" divisions
carry out the full training program and appear to accomplish the
required number of exercises. Other divisions train to the extent
possible with their assigned persoInel but cannot corn plete a full
Slaining prograll.

The Soviet reserve system provides a large pool of manpower with
military skills. Reservist training, however, is of uneven qiuality anld
frequency at best. I ndividlal reservists seldom participate in the fill
number Of callups allowed. and rarely train with the same unit more
than once. The bias of the reserve system for conscripts with recent ac-
tive service leads to a heavy turnover oin unit mobilization rosters and
limits the developlent of cohesion in low-strength units. Upon mobili-
zation, these iints would require training to achieve or approach the
levels of training proficiency attained in peacetime by "ready" unilit.s.

Equim ent. Soviet grolu force equipment is designed to satisfy
both technical and tactical requirements on the battlefield. Each new
system or product improvement is designed to enhance the system's
capability on tie battlefield. to be produced in large numbers, and to Ibe
eqiual or superior to comparable existing or projected Western counter-
parts. A program of continuous product improvement and incremental
development makes imaxillnm use of each piece of eqiipment Or
srbconponent during its life cycle. Soviet designers, however. have
demonstrated they are capable of much more than incremntilal pro duct

enhancemieint when the sitiatioiin demands it. Soviet design practices
provide a product that is usually quite reliable and repairable

The size of the Soviet force structure requires an increeneutal

approach to the fielding of new equipment which results in a lack of
standardization; complicates the problem of providing spares, aimmuni-
tion, and maintenance skills to match requirements; and makes it more
difficult for the reserve system to mnatch man and machine.c

The practice of peacetiie storage of large quantities of weapons
and equipment to reduce wear and tear and conserve resources distorts
the demand for repair parts and maintenance that would be faced in
wartime. The repair supply system supports an artificially low vehicle
population that would greatly expand in wartime. There is only
minimal stockage of repair parts below division level, so the system is
heavily dependent Oni motor transport.
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Tlh- Soviet Syst(r for maintenance support of ciombat units is well
suited to a fast-nuwing c.onflict with frequent repiacrentl of fronitline
units, but the S\Stemr is dependent on this rotation for ri)air and
moaintenurce of ((luipmrent. Divisions forced to remain in nid-to -hig-
intensity c(iobat fur lonuger than five to six da\s coild beg)in t(
ncounter serious mainenance proublers as losses overwhelmed repair

capabilitics. The Soviet maintenlance mrgtulization1. howecver. is tailored

to support Sviet tactical concepts that do init rciiiire sustained
rinaintrrance support for Irntline divisions.j

Sustainability. 'The Soviets have stockpiled large (nantities of
ammi unition and (1)l, to satisfy their operational concrpts for support-
ring; and suistainingi comnmitted forces. The Soviets also recognie. the
need for a fl(.xible an1d responsive transportation system to mov

siupplies when and where rurlired. (turrent assessments indicate that
the Sovicts have sufficient quantities of ammunruition and P() Iu suppil\
their intil a] wartime nieds.L

Assessment of Readiness

Tfhe Soviets Itaxo twio basic options in) preparing thIir ilfrcS for
combat Shoiiu l circumstanc('-s dictate. thex riIht choose (or be force;(
to cniiii it their forces as soon as thcy had c(ong1pleted the alert arid n>-
bilizatiiI process. Shoul they opt for this approach. a large portion of
the force w\ old nut have received a level of training equ1ivalent to the

ready" divisirs arid t hi Soiuiets would have to accept a detgradatio n in
the cibiiat potential of the mobilized force. Alternativel. the Soviets
could take a more deliberate. I)hased approach, allo wing time to more

fully prepare and train their forces. :\lthough circmrstancers would
deotermin which option the Soviets chose, we beoliive t l ou "ild opt
for the rore deliberate process wc hen they hadl somle control over tirie
and events|0

The Force Generation Process

The Soviets have devcoped an or(erly, systemnatic process to
convert their forces from a peacetime to a wartime posture. This process
is (esignid to provide units wit t sufficient manpower. ciun ipmniror and
training to enrgag in rffectivi operations. Soviet \\arsaw act exircises

iften include a prehostilities warning period-varying betweon several

weeoks and several months--during which preparatory unit Lraiiirig
could occur. Following the commencemnent of hostilities, the prepara-
tion of runconurnitted forces could continue. Ilistorically, the Soviits
have recognized the need to prepare their forces for comal and have
dfone so to the extent that time was available
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The force generation process begins with a units peacetime status.
The completion of the alert and mobilization process, however, does not
produce a full cornat-ready force. The time required to produce a
prepared force is the sun of the time necessary to alert, mobilize, train,
and move the force, and to accomplish final preparations and deploy-
ments.

Alert. Dispersal, and Mobilization. The mechanism for mohi liz-
ing the force is the formal alert system, which involves the transition of
units through four alert stages. The time required to execute measures
associated with each alert stage would vary depending on the threat. hi
an extreme enrergency, such as reaction to (or anticipatlio of) a surprise
attack, ai attempt would he made to mobilize rapidly and accomplish
required alert measures on corpressed time lines. Under less extreme
circumstances the process would be accomplished gradually

Divisional Mobilization. The time required for Soviet maneuver
divisions (tank, motorized rifle, and airborne) to complete the alert,
dispersal, and mobilization process would vary between one and a half
and nine days. About 90 percent of the 210 Soviet divisions could
complete this process in six and a half days, but many divisions would
require additional training to increase their proficiency to levels
comparable to the full-strength ready divisions. Within one and a half
to two and a half days. however, the full-strength ready divisions could
complete preparations, vacate their garrisons, and move to ncarby
dispersal areas.

Nonlivisional Units. The time to alert and. mobilize the large
nondivisional support base-units assigned at front and army level-
would range froni I hours to over six days. These units include
artillery, missile, engineer, signal, chemical defense, intelligence, elee-
tronic warfare, air defense, and logistic organizations

Command and Control Structure. We estimate it would take
about three to five days to establish the command and control structure
of a front and its subordinrate armies in the groups of forces in Eastern
Europe and abnt seven to 10 clays to the internal inlitary districts of
the USSR.

Training

If time were available, we believe Soviet units would conduct
postmobilization training to improve combat proficiency. Reduced-
strength and cadre units would req uire individual refresher training for
reservists, unit training and exercises, and staff training-including
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ennunland post excrciscs-to increase their prof icne\ t~ lesels conII a-

rablu to, full-strength ready divisions. The duratio~n aInd ty pc of training

actually condut led unulJUd ih nld on the time atvaihtblle and ihc unI it
ilissio n.

I ivisions in the (;r(8u(p o f Sor iet Forcei in ( rm 5an ( SF(;:15 and

other groups of forcs are IIhe, naiI \ro i)iOen t\ trained inI the force
struc tr . At the cnd oif their >cni tnnual trailing er les. when tii y :air

at ieak *(roficincy, we e Iic they woul841 meet Soviet standardIs f'r
c mmI tin nt t( offensive perations in a nI id- i to h igh- intnity com at

(in meII I t. In (our. analysis of th IhS(ntianlum il trainin 'g e le of tiS - se
divisions. ut have estabSl ish(dI three milestones aAt we use as 

iastick for ass4ssiI Ig the p aroficic I Iyc of other diviSioiS:

- M inium Proficiencv: The Ocst tivel of training uoficigney,
i a ichI occurs at troou rotation. W e believe tha t given a I is t,

thec Sod icts would prIefIerI not to comm IIit divisions at this pint,
bI t imInold do so in a situation inl which the i did not Ir ' control

of litim andi ev\ ntS.

- Nlinimumn Standard for Commtitment to Offensive Opera-
tions: Occurs about three m onths into the tlaining atell after
consc - rits have compilleted afsic trainig and comaixy- fnd

b ttI aionaui -level training is well under ay . At this point, we
believe, dvsion IS have ach IievedI su IfficilenIt cohesion and profi-

Wa inc for commitment to offensive ctoeat in a mid-to-high-
intensity combhat environment.

-- AMaximum Proficiency: Occurs at the cnd of each training
(.\ lc. when all reqluired training has been) comipleted7 |

Thel( amount of training reunrired by Soviet divisions to attain (;SF(:
standards varies depending (n)I 'ieacetier manluing levels ind the

proficiency lev(el desired. if sufficient time had elap~sed since troop
rotation, ''r-eady' d isions wourld re(quire either no training at all or up
to five day s of training to achieve minimum) proficienuNy for offensive

operationus, while ".not ready'- divisions would require from 19 to more
than :30 dlays of training to achieve the same standard(. If' the relunired
training we\ ( conducted after Imob ,iliilalon division Iaailability for

coI nnitmecnt to combhat would vary from) one and a half daIys (for fullf-
s trength readIy d Iivisions) to moure than -40 days (for-I mo ilization ba;Ss)
(sce figure I)=

Weapon Effectiveness

\Maior variations in) weapon effectiveness owccur betwee"n ''readI
and "not read\ divisions and on a regional basis. ' Readl divisions

7
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Figure I
Cumulative Force Availability of Soviet Divisions
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generally arc better eqluipped. with newecr, more capable wecapon

systemis and have a full11 complemenrnt of we capons. ' No retuly'' divisions.
palrticurlarly low-strength cad(re" and mobilization base divisions, are

equtipped with older wecaponrs and do not have a full comlplemeint (of
eliuipmn1t. ()n a regional basis; the \Vestern Iheater if Ailitary
Operatiouis (T\)) facing NATOs (Central legion not only contains
mo1re divisions than other TI'\ Ds. it its divisions typically have ia higher
overall equtipmecnt effectiveness. Soviet divisions opposite (:hina in the
Fat iastern TVI) in aggregate are the next best (lipped inl the lorce
structure, f llhowe b those in the Soulh western T 1), those in the

Strategic Rieserve. anld those in the Southeastern and Northw\eStern

T\Os (see figure 2). Divisions oppositc areas of lesser threat cleany have
a loIwr priority for more modern and effective w eapo systtsm

Overall Combat Potential

Comlbat potential is at function of numerous- factors, including
mission proficiency (delermined by training): equipment eiffctiveness:
conurnand, countrol, communications, and intelligence: leadership and
morale; and the logistic support base. While the last three ar' impor-

taIt- ~-articularl\ in assessing opposing forces-wce have nt attempted

to quantify these factors. Therefore, our aIaly sis focuses on two ke
(tuantifiable factors: equripmecnt eff'ectiveness and mission proficicyc".
Although \eapon elffectiveneiSS generally would remain static during
the forcec generation process. mission proficiency-and therefore overall
combat potential-would increase through training: the more time
aIllocated for force generation-particularly training-thc greater the
pay~off in lerms of combhal potential.9 |

We believe that the Soviets plan essentially to cemploy only those
forces stationed in the vicinity of ia given operational T'D, reinforced

perhaps with reserves from the mrilitary districts in the cenltratl I SSRi.
'Ihere is little indication that they contemplate miiajor redeplio ments of

high-readiness units from one theater coimtnd to another. In fact, the
major variations in over'all readiness and combat potential betweecn the
TVDs suggest that each is oouniuely structured, manned, and equipped
to meet contingencies peculiair to that region.|

Ont a regional basis divisions in the Vestern T\l) woulld have the
highest overall combat potenita1 iupon completion of alert and o( tbiliza-

Our inantification of iheoretical comi bat poential uses the effectiines, of a unit' w-apons a s a
I n eir i measure of eiibal pttnlia. Nissiiin proficiency is expressed as a ii"ef ficienl. If the unit s missioni
proficiency' is assessed to be less than the theoret ical maximum (1.0), the overall combat puteniual of the uni
.ill be degraded Wt- bhWi ee that. in keneral, this apmroach is consistent with the Smviet approach to

assessing combat capabiit
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Table 2

Theoretical Increase in Divisional Com bat Polential by Theater

Avgrw'ale (lnhal Aug i tel (:ombat

Plo tntial I I'ln Pottential -\lter
Svl D Mobibyralin Training P'rirent (:Hanmer

Stratl ii lclserv 3 2 ThI .411P
Soulthwse, n TD \' 1), 425t 1 -
Southeastlrn Tvl ) (iF)) I,10It Vt
Nortlh estern TVI) i,751) 2 (t1ltofn
Far East TSvD 1&IS))eO r T V I) 117) 2i !S() fi))Westn lD' 2-15 35350 :0

Divisional cmbat pIl tntial is theI an reoate cum ImIt otnti d I f all mneut er di inst hin r a
Iheatetr n t h cr atintss.

1 The banse in c 1nhat p ponthd is influe n aed chil by11( thave f rl t am u I i elt
divisions w oitential o l Is ( the great the m nhr o 'reml v ider "n St nrul> dixt iins the
f vwr t hi nmber of divisions that jwed Irainine: th ve alw l-,wer Percent i lbante in cm otent ir

e Does not lake account 30 non-S piet warsawc e l vs, n t hich. it included in hT l rm) rM t
incrinase the, score..

tion, daue to the large number of highly trained full-strength realy
divisions and the concentration of modern wcapon systems. Divisions in
the Far Eastern T\ D oppo-site China would have the second-hig~hest
combat itential, follerd l by those in the Southwestern, Sontheastern,
and Northwlestern TVrDs and the Strategit taeserve ie

With postmbilization training overall combat potential could
increase anywhere from r30 percent in the Wchestern TVD to more than
100 percent in the Strategic Reserve (see table 2). This gain in combat
potential would vary according to the ratio of ''ready" to ''not ready
divisions in each TVD and wloutld exact a cost in terms of force
availability Not ready divisions require from 19 to more thla i) das
of training (plus time required for alert and mobilization) to achieve

minif umtt standards for commitmetnt to offensive operations. "ieady
divisions require little or n training to reach this same level of mission
proficiency=

Implications

Forcewide Readiness and Combat Potential

The Soviets appear to have systematic and effective p)rocedures fo)r
alerting and mobhilizing their forces. The completion of the alert and
mobilization process. howvever, does not provide a fully trained, coml-
pletely combat-ready force. Because of the substantial dif fernce s in the
com11bat potential of "ready- and "not ready- divisions after mobliza-
tin, wve believe that the Soviets would use any additional time available
for training prior tocormitting "not ready" units to offensive opera-
tionis in a mid-to-high-intensity combat environment
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We believe the Soviets could alert and mobilize all 210 of their di-
visions within 11 days. Upon completion of alert and mobilization
alone, however, many of the 210 divisions would have a greatly limited
combat potential. Overall, this force would have less than half of the to-
tal combat potential we believe could be generated. Most of this initial
force capability would be provided by the 82 "ready" divisions.

Completion of the minimum training we estimate would be
necessary to prepare for operations in a mid-to-high-intensity combat
would extend the availability time for the 210-division force to 50 days.
However, this would be a phased process, and more than 90 percent of
the force (194 divisions) should be available 35 days after alert. The ad-
ditional time taken to train "not ready" divisions theoretically would
increase the overall combat potential of the force by 50 percent

Force Readiness by Theater

The Soviets have structured and deployed their ground forces for
theater warfare and would rely primarily on those forces in-theater to
defeat any enemy. Specialized forces, such as airborne divisions, and
central reserves could reinforce one theater or another, but Soviet forces
basically are designed to operate in each TVD independently. Readi-
ness, therefore, is largely a theater problem for the Soviets and is most
usefully assessed on that basis. The three Soviet theaters that encompass
the bulk of Soviet forces and most of the Soviet frontier are the
Western, Southeastern, and Far Eastern. Of these, the Western TVD is
unique: it is the only one of the three to which non-Soviet allies
contribute forces-well over half of the first-echelon divisions

The Western TVD. The Soviets believe that a war in Central
Europe probably would occur only after a period of heightened tension
during which they would take steps to increase the readiness of their
forces in the Western TVD. Under such circumstances, we believe the
Soviets could phase their preparations, bringing various elements of
their forces to full combat readiness sequentially. For an offensive
against NATO, the Warsaw Pact, at least initially, could organize its
forces in Eastern Europe into three fronts and those in the western
USSR into two fronts. Soviet planners could elect to begin hostilities
with three fronts before the two reinforcing fronts from the western
USSR were in place and available. The Soviet concept of operational
and strategic echelonment is designed to provide for the time-phased
introduction of fresh forces into battle to sustain an offensive.
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Readiness for Operations in the Western TVD. The Soviets have
two options in preparing to conduct operations in the Western TVD:
they could initiate operations immediately after completion of the alert
and mobilization of sufficient units to flesh out the required force; or
they could take additional time to conduct training and improve the
proficiency of the mobilized force, increasing its combat potential

If the Soviets were willing to commit units immediately after alert
and mobilization, they could generate the Soviet component of a three-
front force in the forward area within three to five days. The two Soviet
fronts in the western USSR could be readied in 10 to 11 days, excluding
movement time (see table 3 and figure 3). If the Soviets chose to train
"not ready" units to achieve a higher level of mission proficiency
(consistent with minimum requirements for offensive operations against
NATO), the preparation time for the Soviet portion of a five-front force
would be phased over a considerably longer period of about 45 days.
The training undertaken by "not ready" divisions would increase the
overall combat potential of the 62-division Soviet force by about 30
percent

Ultimately, the readiness and combat potential of the three fronts
in the first echelon would be heavily dependent on the non-Soviet
Warsaw Pact (NSWP) forces that would make up more than half of the
divisions in the first echelon. Polish and Czechoslovak divisions would
be particularly important because they would provide the bulk of the
forces on the northern and southern flanks. Although we have not
assessed NSWP readiness in detail, we believe that some NSWP
divisions (six East German divisions and a few Polish and Czechoslovak
divisions) probably could be mobilized as quickly as the Soviet divisions.
We do not believe that all non-Soviet forces could be as fully prepared
in as short a time as their Soviet counterparts in the groups of forces.

The Southeastern TVD. Soviet planning for operations in South-
west Asia differs substantially from that for war in Central Europe, but
the Soviets probably would not accept the risk of committing a hastily
assembled, poorly prepared force. For operations in this region, the
Soviets could mount a limited invasion of Iran to seize Azarbayjan with
a combined-arms army (three to five divisions) and support elements.
Large-scale operations, to seize control of Iran and the northern littoral
of the Persian Gulf, would require 20 or more divisions and would
probably be accomplished in two phases: secure northwestern, central,
and northeastern Iran, including Tehran, and consolidate, resupply, and
redeploy tactical aircraft to captured airfields; then seize the Khuzestan
oilfield region and secure control of the Strait of Hormuz. The phased
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Table 3

Peacetime Readiness Posture of Soviet
Divisions in the Western TVD

Number of
Readiness Status Divisions

"Ready'
Full-strength ready 26
Reduced-strength ready I 7
Reduced-strength ready 1 1

"Not Ready"
High-strength cadre iI
Low-strength cadre 12
Mobilization base 5

Total 62

Excludes two airborne divisions-a full-strength ready and a
high-strength cadre (training) division-that could be employed in
this or other theaters.

approach could also be combined with-an early "grab" of the strait by
heliborne or airborne forces, although they would be at risk until
reinforcements arrived over land.'

Readiness for Overations in the Southeastern TVD. The Soviets
could generate the number of divisions required for a limited operation
against Azarbayjan within about 60 to 80 hours after alert, and the
forces required for large-scale operations within five to six days (see
table 4 and figure 4). Without training, however, the combat potential
of these forces would be extremely low, and the most combat-ready
divisions would be those currently located in Afghanistan. Failure to
provide training would add to the substantial risks inherent in a
campaign in this region. If training were provided the Soviets could
almost double the combat potential of the total force in 30 to 40 days af-
ter the initial alert.

The Far Eastern TVD. Soviet options in a Sino-Soviet conflict
range from large-scale raids with limited objectives to a full-scale
invasion of western and northeastern China. We believe that military as
well as political considerations probably would discourage the Soviets
from pursuing the total defeat and surrender of China or attempting the
long-term military occupation of the Chinese heartland

Soviet ground operations probably would be interspersed with
short defensive periods during which enemy incursions would be
repelled, followed by offensive operations that would achieve high rates
of advance and attain desired military objectives. For offensive opera-
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Figure 3
Force Generation Profile for Soviet Divisions: Western TVD
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Table 4

Peacetime Readiness Posture of Soviet
Divisions in the Southeastern TVD"

Number of
Readiness States Divisions

"Ready"
Full-strength ready 3
Reduced-strength ready I 0
Reduced-strength ready Il 4

"Not Ready"

High-strength cadre 9
Lows-strength cadre I I
Mobilization base 2

Total 29

a Exciudes two full-strength ready airborne di visions that could be
employed in this or another theater

tions, Soviet forces probably would be organized into three primary
fronts in the Far East. Transbaikal, and Central Asia Military Districts,
and possibly a reserve front in the Siberian MD.

Readiness for Operations in the Far Eastern TVD. The Soviets
could alert and mobilize 25 "ready" divisions in the Far East within
four days (see table 5 and figure 5). Within 11 days after alert, the full
56-division force in the Far East could-be mobilized and integrated into
the theater command and control structure which exists in peacetime.
Once mobilized, however, this force would need additional training to
achieve a level of proficiency consistent with offensive operations in a
mid-to-high-intensity environment. The "ready" divisions could be
prepared for such operations within seven to nine days after alert, but
"not ready" divisions would require between three to six weeks for
alert, mobilization, and training

Given the relatively low-combat potential of their forces upon
mobilization, the Soviets would be likely to opt to complete training
prior to launching a major three-front offensive. In a more limited
campaign, however, they could choose to launch initial cross-border
operations against relatively thin Chinese forward defenses and count
on having sufficient time to prepare follow-on forces for commitment
should they be required.

Readiness Trends

While the Soviets have continued a pattern of steady ground forces
growth over the past 10 years (some 30 new divisions or mobilization
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Figure 4
Force Generation Profile for Soviet Divisions: Southeastern TVD
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Figure 5
Force Generation Profile for Soviet Divisions: Far Eastern TVD
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Table 5

Peacetime Readiness Posture of Soviet
Divisions in the Far Eastern TVD a

Number of
Readiness States Divisions

"Ready"
Full-strength ready 1
Reduced-strength ready 1 10
Reduced-strength ready II 13

"Not Ready"
High-strength cadre 15
Low-strength cadre 11
Mobilization base 6

Total 56

e Excludes one reduced-strength ready I coastal defense division

that is not deployed or oriented for operations against China,

bases have been created), there has been no appreciable change in the
overall readiness posture. On the contrary, between 1972 and 1981,
there was a drop of about 4 percent in the proportion of "ready" to "not
ready" divisions in the forces (see figure 6). Although a few divisions
have been upgraded from "not ready" to "ready" status, most new

Figure 6
"Ready" and "Not Ready" Maneuver Divisions
in the USSR, 1972-81
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divisions have been either manned at cadre levels or are being
maintained as inactive mobilization base divisions.

We do not anticipate a major, permanent change in the readiness
posture of the Soviet forces over the next five years unless they perceive
a substantial and lasting alteration of the threat in one region or another.
Any effort to substantially upgrade their readiness posture would be
problematic. The Soviets will continue to face dwindling manpower
resources through the end of the decade, and a major increase in
peacetime manning (except on an emergency basis by recalling reserv-
ists) in one region might require consequent reductions in other regions.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1. This Memorandum assesses the readiness of the 3. Soviet military doctrine has been heavily influ-
Soviet Ground Forces and estimates the time required enced by World War II experience, when the lack of
to convert the forces from a peacetime to wartime preparedness and initiative resulted in a three-year
posture and to engage in operations in a mid-to-high- campaign on Soviet soil against invading German
intensity combat environment. It focuses on those forces with devastating territorial, human, and eco-
situations in which the Soviets have the initiative in nomic losses. Soviet writings and exercises stress the
planning and preparing their forces for offensive ability to respond to a surprise attack and to conduct a
operations at a time and place of their choosing. It also successful emergency defense of the homeland. Today,
assesses the theoretical combat potential of the forces the Soviet readiness and mobilization systems empha-
both upon mobilization and after a period of training. size speed and efficiency to maximize the initial

availability of forces and to assure that any ground

2. The Memorandum does not attempt to isolate war is not fought on Soviet territory
the most likely scenario under which the Soviets would 4. The maintenance of a large standing army in
prepare for combat or to predict their decisions re- peacetime, concepts for the echelonment of forces, the
garding the extent and duration of these preparations. existence of a quick-reaction mobilization system, and
Rather it assesses the relative costs and benefits-in a doctrine that emphasizes offensive operations are all
quantifiable terms-of Soviet choices, which range designed to prevent a recurrence of the catastrophe
between two basic options: the USSR suffered during the initial stages of World

War II. Postwar developments in weapons technol-
- The Soviets could commit their forces as soon as ogy-particularly the availability of nuclear weap-

they have been alerted and mobilized. Should ons-have only increased the emphasis Soviet planners
they opt for this approach, they would have to place on the decisive nature of the "initial period of
accept a degradation in the combat potential of war." Nonetheless, the Soviets expect their forces to be
the mobilized force due to the low peacetime able to respond to a full spectrum of situations and
training levels of a large portion of the force. have structured and equipped their forces for a pro-

- Alternatively, the Soviets could allow varying tracted conflict. The Soviet force generation process is

amounts of time following alert and mobilization designed to maintain a steady flow of well-trained and
well-equipped units into the battle area. By maintain-to more fully prepare and train their forces. This ing large strategic reserves and skeletal units, thewould extend overall preparation time but would Soviets can generate additional forces to fight a pro-enhance the total force's combat potential. longed warp

While we believe the Soviets would prefer to make
deliberate, time-phased preparations prior to commit- Readiness
ting. their forces, the point at which the Soviets would 5. Soviet and US definitions of combat readiness are
consider their forces prepared for offensive operations similar, focusing on the capability of a unit, force, or
would depend upon the region in which the conflict piece of equipment to perform the missions or func-
were to take place, the nature of the opposition, and tions for which it was organized or designed. Theother scenario-dependent considerations.=j Soviet and US systems both establish quantitative and

A mid-intensity conflict is defined as a war in which the qualitative standards for manning, equipment, and
belligerents employ the most modern technology and resources, training as peacetime measures of readiness. The
excluding nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons. A high- Soviet philosophy is to maintain a combat-ready force
intensity conflict would include the use of these weapons. (u) opposite areas of threat while holding a large number
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of less ready units, which can be prepared for war as after units have vacated their garrisons and moved to
time permits, within the USSR. The US Army philoso- field dispersal locations. In a situation in which the

phy is similar: to conserve resources, it normally Soviets have control of events, however, incremental or
p y i a r t o ceslevel r e neses ion ly phased mobilization can occur within garrison over a

maintains at the highest level of readiness only those period of weeks or months. Reservists who are called
units required early in support of contingency plans. up for training and subsequently released are subject to
Other units are assigned readiness goals according to immediate recall. Mobilization may or may not be

their peacetime resources. discernible, depending in part on its scale and whether
it is accomplished rapidly or incrementally. We believe

6. In its most basic sense, readiness involves two the Soviets would attempt to accomplish incremental

essential elements: the availability of combat forces, as mobilization covertly in the guise of routine reservist

determined by such factors as their alert status and training.

their manpower and equipment levels; and the pre- Training and preparation: the process of training
paredness of combat forces, which depends on such mobilized personnel and preparing units to conduct

combat operations. Time allocated for this process
factors as maintenance, training, logistics, and weapon would depend on circumstances. If the Soviet leader-
system capabilities. This Memorandum addresses ship deems it necessary, some units may be committed
readiness in its broadest sense, taking into account both immediately, while other units may have weeks or
availability and preparedness. months to prepare for combat.

Movement: the process of moving units from alert
Methodology and Assumptions dispersal areas to concentration or assembly areas in a

theater of operations. The process includes the loading
7. The development of combat readiness in its and unloading of units, as well as transit time.

broad sense involves two key factors or variables: force Final preparation for combat: includes replenish-
generation-or the conversion of forces from a peace- ment of ammunition and fuel consumed during move-
time to wartime status-and the development of ment; replacement of equipment and personnel losses
combat potential. Force generation (see inset) is large- suffered during movement; maintenance; and the inte-

ly a function of time, involving those actions necessary gration of units into the command structure of the

to alert, mobilize, and deploy a force for combat. As theater, front, and army in which they are to serve.

such, it entails a phased process of (1) alert, dispersal, Deployment to combat: includes movement of units
and mobilization; (2) postmobilization training and from concentration or assembly areas to attack

positions.preparation; (3) movement to the combat zone; (4)
final preparation for combat; and (5) deployment to
combat. In this Memorandum we assess all aspects of
the force generation process except those involving 8. Combat potential, simply defined, is a force's
movement, which is highly scenario dependentLI capability to carry out its wartime mission. More

specifically, it is the product of numerous factors that
affect the ability of a unit to operate and execute

The Soviet Force Generation Process assigned missions, including the effectiveness of weap-
Alert and dispersal: the process of alerting units and ons assigned to the unit, the ability of unit personnel to

personnel, recalling personnel, returning units to garri- operate these weapons, and the unit's ability to carry
son from training sites, making preparations within out integrated and coordinated operations. The first
garrison, and moving to dispersal areas. Activities
include removal of equipment from storage; loading of factor is primarily a function of technology; the latter

supplies; preparation for calling up and receiving re- two are established, maintained, and enhanced
servists and mobilized transport vehicles (if required); through training.|
receiving, reviewing, and/or updating operational and
movement plans; and-in some cases-selective small- 9. In assessing combat potential, this Memorandum
scale mobilization of reservists with specialized skills. takes into consideration both the weapon systems

Mobilization: the process of calling up, receiving, available to Soviet divisions and the training status, or
and integrating reservists and equipment to achieve proficiency, of the divisions. It distinguishes between
wartime manning and equipment authorizations. In an the overall weapons effectiveness and training profi-
emergency, this process may be accomplished rapidly ciency of fully manned divisions-such as those in the
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groups of forces in Eastern Europe-and those in the their forces greatly on predesignated axes of attack. In
interior of the USSR, which are usually less well executing their doctrine the Soviets emphasize com-
equipped and manned at much lower peacetime bined-arms operations involving the coordinated use
levels. These latter divisions clearly are unable in of armor, aviation, artillery, and motorized infantry to
peacetime to develop the same level of combined- breach enemy defenses either from the march or in
arms skills as high-strength divisions because of their breakthrough operations.
lower level of peacetime manning and training. The 13. Although the Soviets believe that a theater war
required skills to approach or achieve full proficiency would probably cross the nuclear threshold, they
could be developed by increasing peacetime manning would prefer to fight the war with conventional
in these divisions and expanding their training pro- weapons. During the conventional phase, the Soviets
gram or by conducting a period of postmobilization would strive to destroy an enemy's air forces, nuclear
training before the units enter combat. Nonetheless, delivery systems, nuclear weapon storage sites, and
the combat potential of these divisions will remain less command and control facilities while ensuring the
than that of divisions in the groups of forces because of survivability of their own. They would attempt to
older equipment. | move highly mobile, self-sustaining armored forma-

10. Combat potential also is affected by, the capa- tions deep into the enemy's rear early in the campaign

bility of the force's command, control, and communi- to block attempts to thicken the defense, prevent

cations system; leadership and troop morale; and the lateral movement of reserves, and confront an enemy

ability of a logistic base to sustain combat operations. with the choice of using nuclear weapons deep in its

These and other factors are assessed in general terms- own territory

some in detail-in chapter IV; however, they are not 14. To sustain continuous and powerful offensives,
quantified. In developing a methodology to assess and the Soviets echelon their forces and assign specific
compare the readiness of Soviet combat units in missions and forces to each echelon.' An attacking
quantifiable terms, therefore, the Memorandum focus- army would have two echelons, with frontline divi-
es on the time required for divisions and nondivisional sions belonging to the first tactical echelon, and divi-
support units to move through the force generation sions in the rear making up the second. Each of these
process and then assesses the combat potential of these echelons also would be assigned its own tactical re-
forces in terms of weapon effectiveness and training serves. In a military theater of operations (TVD) such
proficienc as the Western TVD in Central Europe, the first

operational echelon would consist of the forward
Theater War: The Soviet View fronts in Eastern Europe. These forces would be

expected to overcome NATO's forward defenses and
11. Soviet doctrine for theater warfare emphasizes defeat its main forces. The second operational eche-

numerical superiority, offensive action, massed fire- Ion-fronts formed in the western military districts of
power, and maneuver. The Soviets intend to fight any the USSR-would exploit the first echelon's success,
future war on the territory of their enemies. Accord- reinforce the offensive, and seize deep theater objec-
ingly, their forces plan to seize the initiative through tives. At the strategic level, the Western TVD with its
offensive operations. Defense is considered merely an first- and second-echelon fronts could be considered a
expedient or temporary phase until an offensive can strategic echelon, while reserve forces deep within the
be mounted and relentlessly pursued into enemy USSR could constitute a second strategic echelon=
territory.

15. The success of the Soviets' echelonment strategy
12. The Soviets believe that by fielding ground would depend largely on effective timing. Although

forces-especially tanks and artillery-numerically
superior to those of their potential foes, they will be 'The Soviets distinguish between several different types of
able to develop the quick, powerful offensives stipulat- echelons: tactical, operational, and strategic. Each echelon has

ed by their doctrine. Although their forces are in specific objectives assigned to it and encompasses forces within
certain formations or geographic regions. Echelons are not rein-

varying states of readiness, they expect a period of foacre aoin the Western sense because each echelon is independ-
warning before war during which they could prepare ent and is responsible for its own separate missions. Echelons,
for the offensive. As war begins, they plan to increase however, do have designated reserve forces. (s)
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the missions of each echelon differ, the forces in each ground and air units, The Soviet Supreme High Com-
would face demanding tasks requiring considerable mand would exercise command and control over the
skill in executing rapid, coordinated large-unit maneu- theater commands through the General Staff ul I
vers, troop control, and command initiative. The
Soviets plan to maintain. an average overall rate of 20. Deployment. Ground units could be employed
advance of 40 to 50 kilometers a day. in any geographic region as required, but units garri-

soned along the periphery of the USSR most likely
16. Soviet doctrine for a rapid offensive is, of would be employed in areas near their peacetime

course, the ideal. The Soviets recognize the necessity locations. Consequently, there are structural differ-
of planning and preparing for a protracted conflict but ences between elements of the force due to specific
would prefer to avoid it. Their concept of echeloning conditions in a geographic region and the capability of
forces, with very large reserves in the USSR backing potential opponents. The heaviest concentrations of
up highly prepared forces in Eastern Europe, gives active units are opposite NATO in the groups of forces
them the capability of introducing fresh forces into the and the western border military districts of the USSR
battle or conducting attacks on new axes if the first- and opposite China (see figure I-1).
echelon attacks were to fail.

21. Operational Concepts and Organization. Im-

The Force portant changes in the operational concepts and struc-
tural organization of Soviet ground maneuver forma-

17. The Ground Forces are the largest component tions have been observed since the late 1970s. The
of the Soviet armed forces and are organized into reemergence of a concept for employing a tailored,
branches of troops, including motorized rifle, tank, high-speed exploitation force at army and front level is
rocket and artillery, and airborne. The peacetime particularly significant. This force-called an opera-
force structure consists of 26 armies, 10 corps, and 185 tional maneuver group (OMG)-would be organized to
active divisions. An additional 25 mobilization base conduct high-speed exploitation operations after
(inactive) divisions, consisting of pre-positioned equip- enemy forward defenses had been ruptured. It would
ment configured in unit sets, may be activated by move deep into the enemy rear area, conduct large
mobilizing reserve personnel. Highly mobile motor- raids,' and seize critical objectives, possibly before
ized rifle and tank divisions are the basic -tactical second-echelon formations were committed. The in-
maneuver formations. creased emphasis on rapid, deep operations by opera-

18. Command and Control. In peacetime, Soviet tional maneuver groups, acting with considerable au-

ground formations and units are subordinate to the 16 tonomy from the main attacking force, probably is
military districts (MDs) in the USSR and the groups of related to recent changes in the organizational struc-

forces in East Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and ture of maneuver divisions and in the establishment of
Hungary. The operational command of ground units army aviation
in peacetime passes from the Minister of Defense 22. Organizational changes in the structure of tank
through the Chief of the General Staff directly to the and motorized rifle divisions are based on concepts
commanders of military districts or groups of forces. that were tested in two experimental divisions begin-
The commander in chief of the Soviet Ground Forces ning in 1977. The principal changes were the addition
does not command units; his duties involve supervision of an artillery battalion to each tank regiment, the
of technical matters, research and development, and expansion of motorized rifle companies to battalions in
training.

'A Soviet "raid" may be conducted by a force as large as an
19. The wartime command and control of Soviet army. Typically the raid is executed along a previously designated

forces would differ considerably from that observed in route of march against preplanned objectives in the enemy's rear
peacetime. In organizing for war, the Soviets would area, although the raiding force may also engage targets of opportu-
create high commands of forces in TVDs. Ground nity. The raiding force can be expected to conduct operations

separate from the main body for prolonged periods of time.units would be incorporated into groupings of forces Additionally it is almost never expected to rejoin the main forceswithin a theater called fronts, whose structure could until the main forces have advanced to the depth at which the
include units of all services, but would include at least separate raiding force is operatind
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Figure I-1
Peacetime Regional Deployment of Active Soviet Divisions
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tank regiments of tank divisions, and the establishment staff, and communications support. A staff coordina-
of a helicopter squadron (instead of detachment) in tion channel is maintained with the deputy command-
high-strength divisions. More than 40 percent of all er for air forces of the military district or group of
active tank and motorized rifle divisions-including forces. j
all divisions in the groups of forces-are reorganizing
in this mannel 24. A third major development has been the estab-

lishment of air assault brigades subordinate to the
23. The development of army aviation has occurred front commander and independent air assault battal-

concurrently with the division reorganization. The ions subordinate to army commanders in selected
Soviets have assigned attack helicopter regiments di- areas. These units provide the front and army com-
rectly and permanently-rather than on an 'as need- manders an independent means to conduct limited air
ed" basis as in the past-to some tank and combined- assault operations, thereby reducing their dependence
arms armies. In addition to the attack helicopter
regiment, the aviation component of an army includes
a general purpose helicopter squadron, a reconnais- 25. Capabilities. As a result of restructuring and
sance drone squadron, and appropriate maintenance, weapon modernization, Soviet forces are more capable
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of conducting high-speed combined-arms operations . 27. The establishment of air assault brigades to
involving nuclear, chemical, and conventional weap- support front and army operations has given the front
ons. The Soviet tank regiment is being developed into commander large, flexible, well-armed formations
a combined-arms team (tank, motorized rifle, and that can be employed against targets in the enemy
artillery). It promises to be as flexible in its employ- rear. Deployed as a unit or as subunits, the brigade can
ment as the motorized rifle regiment, while remaining seize, disrupt, or destroy nuclear weapons, airfields,
tasked and configured for fast-moving exploitation command, control, communications, and logistic facil-
operations. Hence, the capability of the tank regiment ities, and key terrain such as river crossing sites and
and tank division to conduct independent operations road junctions, and thereby help shift the focus of the
has been greatly enhanced. The addition of large- battle away from the forward line of troops. If
caliber, self-propelled howitzers and long-range multi- successful, the brigade's operations should facilitate
ple rocket launchers to the artillery available to army rapid penetration by first-echelon Soviet formations
and front commanders greatly enhances their capabili- through the enemy's forward defensive zone, and
ty to provide area and counterbattery fire support to directly support the high-speed movement of large
subordinate divisions as they maneuver at depth in the exploitation forces-particularly OMGs-advancing
enemy's rear. Moreover, Soviet tactical surface-to-air into the depths of the enemy's defenses. I
missile (SAM) and antiaircraft (AA) gun systems pro- 28. Both tank and motorized rifle divisions will be
vide a versatile and redundant air defense capability, more capable of independent operations within the
covering targets from high to very low altitudes while front offensive concept, although each will remain
keeping pace with rapidly advancing ground forma- optimized for specific roles. Fronts will be supported
tions l by long-range area and counterbattery artillery weap-

26. The establishment of army aviation has given ons and accompanied by weapon systems mounted on
ground maneuver formations a vertical dimension. mobile armored vehicles and attack helicopters
The helicopter now provides combined-arms and tank 29. To assure support of such operations, the Soviets
armies with a highly maneuverable, versatile platform have also undertaken a reorganization of their logistic
for reconnaissance, -command and control, troop lift, support units. These units are being reorganized into
and fire support. General purpose and attack helicop- "materiel support" units to provide commanders with
ter units can move with armies and divisions at the the logistic capability and flexibility to support the
high rates of advance they will seek to achieve in rapid, deep operations envisaged in their operational
conducting combined-arms operations in depth. concepts
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Table II-1

Readiness of Soviet Divisions

"Ready" Divisions
(About 40 percent of all active and inactive divisions)

Full-strength ready
- 40 divisions
-95 percent or more of wartime authorized strength
- Full training program
- All authorized equipment present
- Modern equipment

- Includes all divisions in the groups of forces
- Includes all airborne divisions except one training division

Reduced-strength ready
- 42 divisions

- Grouped between 55 percent and 85 percent of wartime authorized strength
- All authorized equipment present

- One or two such divisions generally found in most military districts
- We have identified two distinct manning variations:

- Reduced-strength ready I
Grouped between 70 percent and 85 percent of wartime strength
Modified full training program
Modern equipment

- Reduced-strength ready II
Grouped from 55 percent to 70 percent of wartime strength
Modified full training program
Mostly modern equipment

"Not Ready" Divisions

Cadre
- 103 divisions
- Grouped between 5 percent and 40 percent of wartime authorized strength
- Found only within the USSR
- We have identified two distinct manning variations:

- High-strength cadre
Grouped between 25 percent and 40 percent of wartime strength
Limited training-generally not above battalion level
Older equipment
Most major items of combat equipment present
Some shortages of equipbment (trucks, APCs)

- Low-strength cadre
Grouped from 5 percent to 25 percent of wartime strength
Mostly motorized rifle divisions
Limited training-rarely above company level
Older equipment
Most major items of combat equipment present

Some shortages of equipment (trucks, APCs)

Mobilization base (inactive divisions)
- 25 divisions
- No permanently assigned staff in peacetime
- No regular training program
- Substantial equipment shortfalls
- Equipment configured in unit sets
- Usually colocated with active divisions
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Figure II-1
Peacetime Deployment of Soviet Divisions by Readiness Level
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strength. Internal manning patterns within these divi- Nondivisional signal units (for example, army-level or
sions also vary. Some divisions typically maintain one military-district-level signal regiments/brigades) are
or more maneuver regiments and other selected units often manned at reduced strength. Army- and corps-
(such as the surface-to-air missile regiment and the level units that are often manned in cadre status
FROG battalion) at or near wartime authorized include artillery brigades, multiple rocket launcher
strength, while other elements are manned at much brigades, engineer and pontoon bridge regiments, and
lower levels. In other divisions one battalion in each signal and chemical defense battalions
maneuver regiment may be manned at or near war-
time strength, while the other battalions are manned Unit Alert System
at reduced or cadre strength.0

10. In addition to a unit's readiness classification,
7. Cadre Divisions. We estimate that 103 Soviet which involves broad resource allocation decisions,

divisions-well over 50 percent of all active divi- units are maintained in one of four formal alert stages
sions-are maintained in a cadre (kadrirovannaya) which determine their peacetime activities (see inset).
status. We have identified two general manning varia- These alert stages are roughly equivalent to the US
tions: between 25 and 40 percent of wartime strength Defensive Readiness Conditions (DEFCONs).
and from 5 to 25 percent of wartime strength. Man- -
ning in a cadre motorized rifle division usually varies
from 5 to 25 percent of wartime strength. Cadre tank Soviet Alert Stages
divisions are often manned between 25 and 40 per- Constant combat readiness: the normal peacetime
cent, because of greater maintenance and crew re- readiness status of the Soviet armed forces.. Routine
quirements for tanks. All command positions at com- training and activity take place. Leaves and passes may
pany level and above are filled, and sufficient enlisted be granted at commanders' discretion.
personnel are available to maintain equipment in Increased combat readiness: unit personnel are
storage. Peacetime manning in cadre divisions general- recalled from leave or TDY, and division subunits
ly limits training to the company or-at best-battal- conducting field training return to garrison. Mobiliza-
ion level unless reservists are mobilized to participate tion and contingency plans are reviewed and updated

by staffs. Unit personnel remove equipment fromin field training exercises. Many low-strength cadre storage and begin to prepare reception points for
divisions would require the mobilization of 10,000 or reservists. The division's field command post (CP) is
more reservists to achieve their wartime authorized partially manned and deployed to a dispersal area,
manning levels.= Staffing of the garrison command center is increased.

8. Mobilization Base Divisions. We have identi- Threat-of-war combat readiness: units deploy from
fied 25 mobilization base divisions, consisting of divi- garrison to dispersal areas. The control of the division is

transferred from the garrison command center to thesion-configured equipment sets maintained in storage. field CP. Selected reservists with specialized skills may
They are unmanned in peacetime but could be con- join the unit.
verted to active divisions by mobilizing reservists.

Full combat readiness: full mobilization takes place
9. Nondivisional Units. Nondivisional army and and reservists join their units. Equipment mobilized for

front support units are also manned at varying strength the unit also arrives. Units establish their wartime
bri- command, control, and communications structure. Atlevels in peacetime. Surface-to-air missile (SA-4) br this point, the alert, dispersal, and mobilization process

gades and Scud and Scaleboard brigades are examples is complete.
of nondivisional units manned at or near full strength.
These units are assigned important missions, employ
complex equipment, and require intensive training.

11. Soviet units in peacetime are normally main-
tained at "constant combat readiness." The activity
which routinely occurs within a unit during this alert
stage will, however, vary substantially depending on
the unit's overall readiness status. For example, a
"ready" Soviet division in Eastern Europe carries out
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Figure II-2
Comparison of Readiness Categories for Soviet Divisions

US/NATO Description Actual Patterns Observed

Description and Number of Divisions Description and Number of Divisions
Percentage of Wartime Percentage of Wartime
Authorized Strength Authorized Strength

"Ready" Category I/A 45
75-100%

Category tI/B 37
50-75%

"Not Ready" Category III/C 103
Less than 50%

Mobilization base 25

Total 210 Total 210

587946 12-82

an extensive program of unit training while "not US Readiness System
ready" cadre divisions within the USSR spend much of
their time maintaining equipment and rarely train 13. The US Department of Defense defines combat

above battalion leveli readiness (or operational readiness) as "the capability
of a unit/formation, ship, weapon system, or equip-

12. The four stages of alert establish an orderly, ment to perform the missions or functions for which it
manageable transition from a normal peacetime pos- is organized or designed.' This concept of readiness
ture (constant combat readiness) to full mobilization incorporates both the availability of qualified person-

and preparation for battle (full combat readiness), and nel to perform assigned missions and the availability of
the Soviets have provided commanders with guidelines .

whichequipment in such condition to serve the function forwhich outline the steps and procedures units of vary- designed
ing levels of preparedness must accomplish to progress
through the four stages. The alert stages also allow 14. The US Army's readiness objective is to provide
flexibility in managing the preparation of forces for units capable of performing their missions in support
combat. Should international tension rise or regional of operational requirements. To conserve resources,
disturbances occur, the Soviets can selectively alter the only those units required early in support of contin-
readiness status of an appropriate portion of their gency plans are normally maintained at the highest
forces without initiating disruptive and expensive level of readiness. Other. units are assigned readiness
forcewide mobilization= goals according to the resources provided. These
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resources include personnel, equipment, funds, time, status. Generally, the United States has more demand-
and facilities for training and maintaining equipment. ing manpower requirements for its "ready" units. The

Soviets, however, require full equipment sets in all
"ready" units, while marginally ready US units can

Comparison of Soviet and US Readiness Systems lack up to about one-fourth of their equipment. In
cases where Soviet and US operational readiness re-

15. Both the Soviet and US readiness classification quirements for equipment in ready units can be
systems 2 divide units into "ready" and "not ready" compared, we have found them roughly similar.=

'It is difficult to compare the Soviet and US unit readiness 16. There is a major difference in approach, how-
classification systems directly, since the Soviet system appears to ever, in the way the Soviets and the United States rate
combine standards found in the US Army Authorization Documents the contribution of training to overall readiness. The
System (TAADS), the Authorized Level of Organization (ALO)
system, and the US unit rating status system. See tables II-2 and 11-3 Soviets use a six-month training cycle, which is pro-
for a comparison of Soviet readiness categories and alert stages with gressive and is followed by all members of a unit.
the US "ALO" and unit "C' rating systems. I Training builds steadily from basic and individual skill

Table II-2

US Unit Readiness Classification System

US "C" Rating e Nearest Soviet Equivalent
C-1 Personnel 95 percent of full MTOE 2 Full-strength ready units;

MOS 86 percent personnel qualified all "ready" units meet
Senior grade . 86 percent E-5 and above equipment requirements
Equipment on hand 90 percent of reportable lines at

or above 90 percent fill
Equipment status 90 percent or above operational

rate

Training 0-2 weeks battalion or above
company

C-2 Personnel 85-95 percent of full MTOE Some reduced-strength ready I
MOS 77 percent units
Senior grade 77 percent
Equipment on hand 90 percent of reportable lines at

or above 80 percent fill
Equipment status 80 percent or above
Training 3-4 weeks battalion or above;

2 weeks company or battery

C-3 Personnel 75-85 percent of full MTOE Most reduced-strength ready I.
MOS 68 percent units
Senior grade 68 percent
Equipment on hand 90 percent of reportable lines at

or above 65 percent fill
Equipment status 70 percent or above
Training 5-6 weeks battalion or above;

3-4 weeks company

C-4 Personnel 75 percent or below full MTOE Some reduced-strength ready
- MOS 68 percent or below It units and all "not

Senior grade 68 percent or below ready" units
Equipment on hand 90 percent of reportable lines

below 65 percent fill
Equipment status Less than 70 percent
Training 7 weeks plus for battalion;

5 weeks plus for company

US data are drawn from "Rating Criteria," Appendix F, AR 220-1.
b "C" rating criteria include manning, MOS (military occupational specialty), fill, equipment on hand,

equipment status, and training status.
MTOE = modified table of organization and equipment.
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Table II-3 training in the first two months of the six-month cycle,
and then proceeds to platoon, company, and battalion

US and Soviet Unit Readiness training, and regimental or divisional exercises. During
Classification Systems peacetime, training progress is monitored monthly.

US Manning Soviet training status is then judged against training
US ALO a (percent) Nearest Soviet Equivalent goals deemed appropriate for a unit on the basis of its

1 100 Full-strength ready training cycle. By this rating method, battalions in a
(95-100 percent manning) Soviet division that are three months into the six-

2 90 No Soviet equivalent month cycle should be mastering battalion-level com-
3 80 Reduced-strength ready I

(70-85 percent manning) bined-arms operations. Soviet battalions are tested at

4 70 Reduced-strength ready I this point to determine if they are "on schedule" in
(70-85 percent manning) their training. If so, such battalions would be rated as

5 60 Reduced-strength ready Il satisfactory in the Soviet system, even if they still
(55-70 percent manning) needed two months to complete training at the regi-

6 40 Nighrent uivalent mental and division level. The United States, on the

(25-40 percent manning) other hand, would rate such units as "not ready"
8 30 High-strength cadre because the battalions still need more than seven

(25-40 percent manning) weeks to complete divisional training
9 20 Low-strength cadre

(5-25 percent manning)
0 10 Low-strength cadre

(5-25 percent manning)
Z 0 Mobilization base (inactive)

a Authorized level of organization (refers to manning only). Refer
to AR 220-1.
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Il1. SOVIET AND US READINESS REPORTING AND MONITORING

General thorities. Although we have no evidence, it is likely
that regional summary data are forwarded to Moscow.

1. All military forces must devise methods to ensure
that expected preparedness levels are maintained at

the unit level. Unit status reporting permits units to 4. Nor is there evidence that Soviet commanders
document their preparedness levels periodically and to are required-or permitted-to provide subjective
inform national command authorities of existing unit evaluations of unit readiness. In line with their avowed
capabilities and conditions. Unit status is usually re- scientific approach, the Soviets have devised measur-
ported in terms of uniform forcewide standards de- able norms for all aspects of readiness. Subjective
signed to lend consistency and comparability to data elements of readiness such as morale are evaluated in a
derived from many units at varying resource and monthly report specifying all instances of insubordina-
preparedness levels. Readiness management systems tion, crime, or other forms of deviance within units.
must also provide higher level authorities with inspec- Training is likewise narrowly evaluated against objec-
tion mechanisms to verify the accuracy of unit status tive performance norms for all tasks and subtasks
reporting and to ascertain the actual preparedness of comprising an individual or collective skill.0
units. When properly conceived and implemented, a

5. Both the Soviets and the United States havereadiness management system should provide force acti iseting and trin Stat pro-
planners with timely data on resource allocation and active inspecting and monitoring programs that pro-

utilization, force operators with accurate assessments gress from informal unit audits to formal inspections

of unit capabilities for mission assignments, and unit by professional inspectorates at national level. On the
of uit apailiies or isson ssigmens, nd nit whole, both national inspection programs are roughly

commanders with guidance in meeting the prepared-
ness requirements expectedjequivalent in concept. -

2. Both the Soviets and the United States make unit Soviet Readiness Reporting and Monitoring
readiness a command responsibility. Soviet command-
ers, however, delegate most equipment readiness re- 6. Readiness in Soviet ground units is measured
sponsibility to technical officers. In the United States, against quantitative and qualitative norms for equip-
the unit readiness status report, compiled monthly, is ment, training, and manpower. The Soviets have a
the basic readiness reporting document. This docu- comprehensive, methodical reporting program and an
ment integrates training, manpower, and equipment active, continuous inspection program designed to

factors in arriving at an overall estimate of unit ensure that units meet the standards set for them. Unit
readiness. Furthermore, subjective command input is readiness is a command responsibility. In practice,
a crucial element of readiness reporting in the US commanders directly monitor manpower and training
system. . status, while delegating responsibility for equipment

preparedness to service chiefs who are functional
3.po hi le doc eknow ofuival t n o i e S ni t rea es specialists in areas such as armor, engineering, avia-reporting document equivalent to the US unit status tin.rcmuiatos eotn repniblt is

tion, or communications. Reporting responsibility isreport, divisions do prepare a monthly readiness re- fixed, in the first instance, at the regiment, separate
port. It is prepared at regimental level and summarizes battalion, or nondivisional unit level. Commanders are
training accomplishments and conditions bearing on badedlin or onivisilit leir units ae
the "internal order" of units. In addition to this report, graded in part on the ability of their units to meet

the ovits rquie searae mothl reprtsfro standards published in manning and equipment tables,the Soviets require separate monthly reports from
regiments and separate battalions on equipment and training manuals, and service regulations.=

manpower status. These reports are consolidated at 7. Manpower Reporting. Manpower availability is
division and sent to military district and group au- monitored daily and a variety of formal, periodic
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reports are used to inform division and higher level they had received all the training that their command-
headquarters of unit status. For example, detailed, ers reported conducting. We cannot confidently esti-
often hand-kept records, originating at platoon level, mate how pervasive this practice is, but the evidence
record personnel availability on a daily basis. This of falsification of training records casts some doubt on
information, compiled in a "short report" (roughly the accuracy of training status reporting within the
equivalent to a US morning report), is sent through USSR.
battalion and consolidated at regimental headquarters. 11. Equipment Reporting. The Soviets document
Soviet regulations require battalion commanders to the technical condition of their equipment using vehi-
notify regimental chiefs of staff daily on manpower cle logs, monthly and annual usage charts, and daily or
availability. The Soviets also prepare a detailed weekly readiness certification. Logs accompany all
monthly strength report, consolidated at division level, equipment and are kept current by operators. They
for military district or group of force headquarters= are used to record data on mileage, operating hours,

8. Training Reporting. Training status is moni- and maintenance. Equipment log data are then

tored by unit commanders aided by technical special- checked against published usage standards and expect-
ists. Established training standards and manuals pro- ed service life norms. This permits the Soviets to
vide guidance for programing training. The Soviets calculate "coefficients of technical readiness," which
keep continuous platoon-level training records during are mathematical statements of the probability that an

each phase of training. Each soldier, squad, platoon, equipment item will operate as intended without

and company is graded periodically on the ability to breakdown. As equipment acquires more use, its
meet specified standards measured in terms of speed probable reliability decreases and the item is succes-

and accuracy as training progresses. In addition, com- sively reclassified through five usage categories (see
manders at battalion and above conduct informal table III-1).i
evaluations for their own use every four to six weeks.
The results are used to assist these commanders in Table III-1

formulating monthly training schedules. Soviet Equipment Condition Categories

9. In the groups of forces, training records are I. Combat ready: New vehicles, having traveled less than 3,000
meticulously kept on virtually a daily, subject-by- km or 100 motor hours; serviceable, fit for use.

subject basis. Hand-kept records can contain more II. Probable minor repair: Vehicles fit for assigned use, fully
than 200 pages and more than 4,000 individual and serviceable. Can include vehicles that have undergone medium

small unit training grades. The Soviets encourage or capital repair and are technically fit.

"socialist competition," both individual and collective, III. Intermediate repair: Vehicles requiring medium repair-

to bolster training scores. Scores are published periodi- rebuilding of one or several assemblies.

cally-daily for individuals, weekly for companies, IV. Major overhaul: Vehicles requiring capital repair-complete

and monthly for battalions. Outstanding grades .result overhaul and rebuilding.
in passes, promotions, and occasionally small monetary V. Unfit for combat: Vehicles that cannot be renovated and must
inars pbe discarded.awards.

10. In the interior of the USSR, however, training
status is less closely monitored. 12. Commanders of both "ready" and "not ready"
commanders take short cuts or permit cheating in units are required to keep certain percentages of their
order to ensure that training norms are met. Further- inventory in each equipment condition category, with
more, there is evidence that commanders in both a majority of unit equipment in either category I or
"ready" and "not ready" units in the Soviet Union category II. Since 60 to 85 percent of Soviet equip-
divert military personnel to local labor projects. Train- ment is conserved, rather than routinely used, it is
ing records are then falsified to indicate that the possible to maintain most unit equipment in a low-
training was completed and that passing grades were usage, highly prepared condition. Although we have
obtained. One source noted that inspectors in his little direct evidence, sources report that their units
military district routinely asked troops at random if maintain actual equipment operational readiness rates
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ranging from about 75 to more than 95 percent. assessing unit readiness in one or a few areas. Many of
Monthly and annual usage charts are compiled- these inspections are little more than internal unit
probably at battalion and regiment-as management audits and are not "for the record." To assure equip-
tools to permit commanders to monitor the status of ment availability and reliability, inspections are regu-
their equipment against acceptable usage norms and larly performed at set periods. For example, according
to plan future use and equipment replacement accord- to one source from a "ready" division, Soviet regimen-
ingly.f tal commanders are required to check 5 percent of

13. The Soviets also monitor the availability of unit equipment in use monthly; battalion command-
e3.iTet. SIet atlso monitor uite availaby oe ers, 50 percent quarterly; and company commanders,

equipment. In at least ready" uts, sources hav 100 percent biweekly. Other sources report less de-
reported that the availability of equipment in normal manding schedules. In addition, battalion and regi-
use is certified daily or weekly during dedicated mental officers conduct unannounced random inspec-
maintenance days. Detailed trip tickets are used to tions, which can involve up to one-fourth of a unit's
document the physical presence of equipment, and equipment inventory. Training is likewise evaluated
unit clerks make daily checks with technical officers to by battalion and regimental commanders after pla-
determine the quantity of authorized equipment actu~ toon, company, and battalion training is completed.
ally on hand with the unit.m The purpose of these inspections is to monitor specific

14. The availability of most Soviet equipment, aspects of military life or organization that affect
which is kept in storage sheds and not normally used, readiness and to identify and correct deficiencies

is monitored by unit officers each day. Storage sheds before serious readiness consequences occur.|=l
must be officially sealed each evening by the garrison 17. Certain formal partial inspections are conduct-
guard and this fact reported to unit duty officers. ed, however, by commissions from army, military
Equipment within the sealed sheds is then considered district, or higher level. Although we lack firm data on
available and operationally ready. In practice, how- frequency, some sources report annual specialized
ever, sheds are often only superficially checked or not inspections in areas ranging from engineering to medi-
checked at all. report minor pilfer- cal procedures. Such inspections can be demanding
ing from stored vehicles because of chronic spare parts with serious repercussions for failure. For example,
shortages in units. The scope of such borrowing is alert readiness inspections, in which units are required
difficult to estimate, but most sources agree that major to clear their garrison within prescribed time limits
assemblies are usually left intact and stealing is con- with specified percentages of equipment and person-
fined to parts such as fuel pumps and batteries. Such nel, are held by military district authorities and
pilfering, however, does degrade equipment prepared- occasionally by Moscow-level inspectors. Failure to
ness and reportedly is routinely concealed in unit pass this readiness inspection has resulted in loss of
status reporting|=| commandII

Soviet Readiness Inspections 18. Unit readiness is most thoroughly tested in end-
of-cycle readiness tests and in formal general readiness

15. The Soviets attempt to verify the accuracy of inspections. Both of these forms of testing integrate
their readiness reporting through an active evaluation equipment, training, and manning status into a single
and inspection program. While the inspection pro- overall unit readiness evaluation. The end-of-training-
gram is apparently intended to be uniform throughout cycle testing is not as exhaustive as the general readi-
the force structure, there are regional variations in the ness inspection, which covers subjects ranging from
frequency and competence of inspections. The most hygiene to unit tactics. Furthermore, while a general
demanding inspections occur in the groups of forces readiness inspection can be conducted by authorities
and selected border military districts l above division, end-of-cycle tests are the normal divi-

16. The Soviets have a hierarchy of readiness evalu- sional form of inspection=I

ations and inspections, differing in frequency, pur- 19. All "ready" units and at least the cadres of most
pose, and stringency. Perhaps the most frequent readi- "not ready" units receive an end-of-cycle check at
ness checks are partial inspections restricted to least annually. In fact, units in the groups of forces are
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tested semiannually as are most units in the western pie, where readiness records are meticulously kept, the
and far eastern military districts. These tests begin most prevalent grade appears to be a 4, and one
with a unit alert and proceed to individual military knowlegeable source stated that "no one ever flunks" a
specialty and small-unit firing and tactical tests in the readiness test in the groups. Special rehearsals often
field, which last about five days. The results of these precede inspections, and occasionally crews precalcu-
tests are calculated using complex scoring rules that late firing data based on foreknowledge of inspection
render an overall unit readiness status grade, which tests. Conversely, however, very few 5's or 2's are
can range from 2 unsatisfactory, not ready) to 5 reported from the groups of forces. Despite these
(ready, outstanding). flaws, both general readiness inspections and compre-

20. The general readiness inspection is the most hensive checks are taken seriously, are thorough, and
thorough and demanding unit readiness test. It is given appear to be competently and frequently conducted in
by professional inspection commissions from the Min- the groups of force=j
istry of Defense or military district headquarters. As a 23. Reporting on the implementation of the readi-
matter of policy, divisions and brigades are to receive ness monitoring system within the USSR indicates that
a Moscow-level general readiness inspection on aver-
age once in five years. There is some evidence that less emphasis is placed on readiness than in the groups
miitage districtscalso infi spe s mjom vi nce inhe of forces. Since most units are in cadre status, or "notmilitary districts also inspect major units once in five ready" by Soviet definition, they must be fully mobi-years. In practice, however, units in the groups of lized at least once in five years at the division level to
eitherscowyreiv geroup ariess enseciond or conduct a reliable general readiness inspection. Severaleither Moscow or group authorities every second or weeks of reservist training, narrowly geared to onlythird year, while interior units seem to adhere to the those drills to be tested, typically precedes unit generalless frequent schedule of once in five y'ears. General readiness inspections within the USSR. Cheating fre-
readiness inspections, which may take one week or
more cover every aspect of military life and activity quently occurs as commanders create composite "test"

and are critical to the career success of unit command- crews to -represent the entire unit in tactical tests.
Equipment often is superficially checked, and spare-ers.LIj0
part shortages reportedly are ignored.ZIZ

21. General readiness inspections concentrate on
performance in basic readiness subjects. These vary 24. During "off" years, when low-strength units are
somewhat by unit type, but invariably include driving, not subjected to general readiness inspections, only the
weapons firing, political training, protection against cadres are inspected during "comprehensive" readi-

weapons of mass destruction, technical specialty skills, ness checks. At that time, ad hoc inspection commis-
and unit tactics. Standard performance norms are sions are drawn from unit officers who cross-inspect
published for the required tasks within each subject, one another's units. This leads to a system referred to
and readiness is evaluated against these standards. A as "tu mnye a ya tebye (you scratch my back and I'll
complicated scoring system reportedly gives dispro- scratch yours)" and reportedly results in grossly inflat-
portionate weight to readiness scores obtained by ed readiness results. The only notable exception to this
combat maneuver and missile units. generally lax pattern of readiness reporting and in-

spection in the interior is found with air defense and22. The Soviet readiness reporting anid monitoring nuclear missile units, where high emphasis is placed onsystem rarely works exactly as designed. In the groups accurate readiness reporting and competent inspec-
of forces and border units, obsession with readiness as accurate adinisserepong al inpetors

defined in objective standards leads to intensive but
stereotyped and often tactically unrealistic training 25. The Soviet readiness reporting and inspection
designed to "beat the norm." Sources report failure to system does provide a systematic, detailed, and theo-
take safety precautions, prepare defensive positions, or retically uniform-if inflexible and burdensome-
use camouflage as typical ways to exceed time stand- approach to readiness monitoring. When conscien-
ards. In a desire to report favorable results, unit tiously applied, the system can provide commanders
readiness reporting is often exaggerated and occasion- with an invaluable tool with which to manage re-
ally falsified. Even in the groups of forces, for exam- sources in order to meet required readiness standards.
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In the groups of forces, readiness data appear reason- assists in the allocation of resources but does not
ably accurate for those factors subject to readiness contain all information needed to manage resources or
reporting. Inspections are stringent and competently assess unit readiness. These reports also assist in the
administered, although grades are somewhat inflated assessment of total force readiness but are not designed
and subtle forms of cheating guarantee favorable to contain all information necessary for a comprehen-
results. The Soviets appear to have no way, however, sive evaluation of the broader concepts of readiness.
to monitor the intangible aspects of readiness such as
morale or leadership qualities, which elude their' 29. The unit status report monitors personnel,
objective reporting formatsI i | equipment, and training. Unit ratings for these factors

26. Within most of the interior, however, unit are computed and recorded according to detailed

readiness is far more dependent on individual com- instructions. In addition, each commander determines

mand emphasis than on any formal readiness monitor- an overall rating that best describes the unit's ability to

ing system. Soviet readiness reports are often greatly accomplish the mission for which it was organized.

inflated or falsified and inspections are frequently lax, The level of readiness in any area is indicated by a
perf numerical rating. A rating of 1 indicates the highest

perfunctory, or circumvented. It is not clear to what numerica raing. A rating of 4 indicatesethenhighest
extent. the Soviet General Staff discounts readiness level of readiness. A rating of 4 in any area indicates

reports a rthat a unit is incapable of fully performing its assignedaccordingly. However, the Soviet readiness TOE missions (that is, according to the Modified
system appears incapable of accurately monitoring the Te

. Tables of Organization and Equipment), unless other-variation in unit readiness reported in the interior, and wise explained by the commander.L
thus national-level military authorities may have only
an approximate picture of unit readiness in the major- 30. Unit status is considered the end product of
ity of ground units. managerial effort at all levels of the Army. Therefore,

attributing readiness conditions solely to the leadership
US Army Readiness Reporting and Monitoring and managerial efforts of reporting unit commanders

ignores limitations that exist within the system. Unit
27. The US Army unit commander is responsible reports are designed as status reports and management

for maintaining the highest level of unit training tools and are not intended to evaluate commanders.
proficiency and equipment serviceability consistent No unit is expected to attain an overall status that
with assigned mission and resources provided; assuring exceeds its authorized level of organization. The goal is
that readiness ratings reflect actual unit conditions; to achieve a rating equal to ALO in personnel and
and redistributing resources to prevent or correct equipment and to train to the highest level possible
degradation in readiness with the resources available to the unit. Terms such as

"ready," "not ready," "incapable of performing TOE28. Readiness is reported to higher commands mission," and "deployable," as used in overall rating
monthly using the "unit status report." This report misions andedeplnibleoasusedpinnoerall re

definitions have meaning for war planners, but are
meaningless as descriptors of unit achievement. When
units achieve a rating equal to ALO, they are as ready
as the Department of the Army expects them to be j
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IV. DETERMINANTS OF READINESS

1. This chapter examines a number of factors that voyenkomat has no counterpart in the United States.
impact on readiness, including manpower, the mobili- Its functions combine those of US Selective Service
zation system, training, equipment, maintenance, and draft boards, Armed Forces Reserve Centers, and the
sustainabilit jl Veterans Administration=

5. Since their inception in 1918, the duties and
Manpower responsibilities of the voyenkoraty have grown signif-

2. Manpower, per se, should not be a constraining icantly. Their most important responsibilities are:

factor on overall Soviet force readiness. The Soviets - Premilitary training of youth (usually from age
have a large manpower pool upon which to draw in 16).
fleshing out their force structure for wartime and a
well-organized and efficient mobilization system. Sovi- - Registration for conscription of all males at ages

et soldiers generally are well trained in basic military 16 or 17.

skills, and officers are well schooled in operational - Conscription of males at age 18 (unless deferred).
procedures and planning. It is likely that variations in
leadership ability would be found throughout the - Approval or disapproval of all deferments.

ground forces, but it is difficult to predict whether - Selection, records maintenance, and annual in-
leadership deficiencies would be more prevalent in the spection of all civilian transportation assets desig-
less ready force elements. Morale problems exist in nated for mobilization.
peacetime, but calculating their overall impact on
readiness or performance in combat is problematic. - Discharge of conscripts into the reserve.

Nonetheless, the nationwide problem of alcoholism as - Maintenance of reservist records and allocation
well as evidence of morale and discipline problems in of reservists to units by specialty.
units in Afghanistan are factors that the Soviets must
take into account in their own readiness assessments. - Reservist training.

- Alert, assembly, and delivery of reservists to units

3. The size and composition of the Soviet armed during mobilization.

forces are shaped to a large extent by the 1967 6. Military commissariats are found in every politi-
Universal Military Service Law, which determines or cal/administrative subdivision in the USSR. Within
influences the size of the military manpower base, the the military chain of command they are under the
reserve system, the mechanism for conscription, and control of the local military district commander
the callup of reservists and equipment during mobili- through the Organization and Mobilization Depart-
zation. The 1967 law requires military service-active ment of the MD staff. Ultimately, command of the
and reserve-by virtually all physically and mentally voyenkomaty rests in the Organization and Mobiliza-
fit Soviet males between the ages of 18 and 50. tion Directorate of the Soviet General Staff (see figure
Consequently, the Soviet military manpower pool IV-1). Administratively, the commissariats are orga-
numbers well over 50 million. nized in parallel with the civil/territorial divisions of

4. Administrative Apparatus. The Soviet man- the USSR.Z

power and mobilization support system is enormous 7. Manpower Availability. The 1967 law expand-
and complex. At the heart of the system is the network ed the manpower base over which the voyenkomaty
of some 4,100 voyenkomaty, or military commissari- exercise jurisdiction by reducing obligatory military
ats, which in one form or other, are found in nearly all service from three to two years (from four to three
villages, towns, and cities of the Soviet Union. The years for certain naval components) and lowering the
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8. All conscripts are automatically discharged into
Figure 1V-1 the reserves after completion of mandatory service
Voyenkomat Command Links and remain subject to callup until age 50. Most officers

remain obligated until at least age 65. Of the total
population of the USSR, more than 50 million are

S-- - males estimated "fit" for military service. Of this total,

Ministry of Derense at least 25 million are reservists who have been added
to the reserve pool since 1 January 1970. Theoretically,

Genera stf the Soviets can mobilize sufficient personnel to man all
active Soviet divisional and nondivisional units, as well

as inactive mobilization bases using only those reserv-
MlIden mdioe ists discharged from active duty within the last five

years.0

Military 9. Conscription. Conscription is as old as the Soviet
District Commander state, has played a key role in its survival, and has

become an accepted feature of Soviet life. Conscripts
ta make up about 75 percent of the ground forces.

Overall, the Soviet conscription system functions with
rganization and. a high degree of efficiency, and few qualified males

Moblirtation Department escape some form of service. Deferments are carefully
defined in statutes, rigidly enforced, and reviewed
annually by the commissariats. The system is vulnera-

Republic ble to human manipulation and has occasionally been
circumscribed, but instances of bribery for purposes of
draft evasion are relatively rare. Assignments are

O s made primarily on the basis of the draftee's qualifica-
tions and potential.

City 10. Formal registration for conscription occurs be-
Voytkseiat tween ages 16 and 17. During registration, youths

complete questionnaires and are interviewed, given a
Rano- physical examination, and issued a certificate of regis-

V wa tration. The potential inductee is queried about his
interests and about which service or branch of the

MiliWt DliS armed forces he would prefer to serve. The youth also
is advised or ordered to participate in training pro-
grams sponsored either by DOSAAF (the Voluntary
Society for the Cooperation with the Army, Air Force,

Chain of command and Navy), a paramilitary training organization, or the
Technical cognizance commissariat itself. Any physical defects revealed

during the medical examination are discussed, and
efforts are made to correct them prior to induction.
The same process is repeated the following year
during induction. As a result, manpower assets are

587947 12-82 dtrie smc stoyasi dac fecdraft age from 19 to 18. Reserve strength is now determined as much as two years in advance of each

increased every second rather than every third year, and induction. The Soviets reject approximatelypercent

young men who have fulfilled their military obligation of their potential conscripts at induction
and learned skills that are useful in civilian or defense 11. Peak commissariat conscription activity takes
industries enter the civilian labor force earlier. place during the semiannual callups held in the spring
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and fall of each year. At this time, men 18 years of age departments of the military district staffs, by the
(unless deferred) are ordered, by the commissariats, mobilization departments of the numerous military
usually by mail, to report for induction. At the local commissariats, and by civilian enterprises. Ultimately,
voyenkomat inductees are given a final medical ex- however, the military commissariats play the vital role
amination and usually are transported to a regional in the Soviet force generation process and have be-
voyenkomat for assignment to units. The unit and come quite proficient in supporting this process. In
place of assignment are rarely known to the draftee peacetime, the ability of the voyenkomaty to manage
until he actually arrives at the unit. A unit assignment large groups of men under conditions of conscription,
usually is deliberately made to an area far from the reserve training, and alerts has been demonstrated. In
draftee's home. .. those instances of partial mobilization, the competence

12. Quotas are created and filled on the basis of not of the commissariats in responding to the needs of the

only the long-term needs of staff planners, but also the military has been generally impressive=

immediate needs of operational components. This is 15. Although the Soviets have a well-structured
especially true of technical specialties. The difficulty mobilization bureaucracy, the nature of modern war-
in filling critical specialties has led to the system of fare and its potentially heavy losses will place severe
"pokupateli" or military "buyers." These are usually strains on a system that has not been tested as a whole
officers from active units who visit voyenkomaty at all since World War II. In the event of a general mobili-
levels to scan the files of draftees for selection into zation, about 2.5 million men and 200,000 vehicles
their units. Such "raids on talent" are coordinated with would be required to flesh out existing ground forma-
the staff of the local military district and are especially tions and units, as well as mobilization bases. Under
lucrative in urban areas. Conscripts less qualified, simulated and controlled conditions of partial mobili-
usually from rural and non-Russian areas, are often zation in peacetime there are often instances of diffi-
placed in railroad or construction units. Service by culties, due in part to human error or poor planning. If
minorities in construction and railroad units and as Soviet planners have the time to prepare carefully,
riflemen appears to be largely due to a lack of skills however, they should be able to minimize major
and fluency in the Russian language. To cope with this shortcomings and mishaps that would be likely to
problem, in some areas of Soviet Asia the ooyenko- characterize an emergency national mobilization=
maty have initiated training programs in the Russian
language. Such training is continued by at least a few 16. Manpower Mobilization. Voyenkomat au-

active units after inductionL ___J thorities review mobilization assignments semiannual-
ly with the deputy chiefs of staff for mobilization of

13. After serving the required two years of military the units served. These reviews result in changes in
service, the conscript is given the opportunity to apply assignments and expose shortages in personnel and
for extended service. If he chooses not to extend (the skills. The voyenkomat authorities assign available
reenlistment rate averages about 3 percent), he is reservists with the necessary skills to fill these assign-
discharged into the reserves and given a mobilization ments or, if necessary, call up reservists for retraining
assignment which is simply a reporting site, usually a in the skills required=
readily accessible and well-known location such as a
public square, a public building, or perhaps the voyen- 17. Detailed planning for mobilization is conducted

komat itself. Unit nomenclatures and the names of at the division and regimental levels by the deputy
reservists assigned to them are identified only in chief of staff for mobilization. These officers and their

commissariat and unit files.= staffs review the unit's mobilization plans semiannual-
ly and set requirements for additional reservists to fill

The Mobilization System mobilization positions. These requirements are for-
warded to the military district staff and to the local

14. At the national level, military mobilization is voyenkomat. The local voyenkomat in turn satisfies
the responsibility of the Mobilization and Organization these requirements by assigning the most recently
Directorate of the Soviet General Staff. The manage- trained reservists with the necessary skills to the unit.
ment functions of the Directorate are performed at Individual reservists are assigned by name to positions
lower levels by the mobilization and organization within these units. With the exception of most officers
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and some enlisted reservists who hold critical special- the Bolsheviks in the civil war of the early 1920s, but
ties, many Soviet reservists will not know their specific during World War II the Soviets mobilized enough
assignments until mobilization or after the outbreak of divisions to greatly exceed the early German estimates
war, of Soviet force generation capabilities.

18. In the event of mobilization, the voyenkomaty 22. The ability of the commissariats to respond to
would immediately be tasked with the callup of crises under conditions of partial mobilization were
reservists to flesh out understrength units and any tested during the Czechoslovak crisis in 1968, and
newly created components. As previously mentioned, more recently during the Soviet invasion of Afghani-
the reserve pool of the Soviet armed forces is more stan in 1979-80. With some exceptions, the voyenko-
than sufficient to meet postulated requirements. Dur- maty appear to have performed efficiently in both
ing peacetime, the Soviets use alert and mobilization cases. During the Czechoslovak crisis, for example, the
exercises to test the ability of oo enkomaty to provide eight urban voyenkomaty of Minsk Oblast were or-
resources within specified times dered to mobilize 10,000 reservists. Three hours after

19. Equipment Mobilization. The military com- the alert, 60 percent of the force had been notified and
missariat also is responsible for supplying the armed had reported to initial assembly points. Within six
forces with reserve materiel, primarily transportation hours all reservists had been assembled. Once assem-
assets. Although active units possess much of their bled, the reservists were segregated according to mili-
combat equipment, ground units would require addi- tary specialties and sent in groups to field assembly
tional transport and engineer vehicles to augment areas adjacent to units as yet unidentified to them. At
divisional motor transport, expand or create nondivi- the assembly points, makeshift facilities had been
sional combat and combat service support units, or established by receiving units at which the reservists
replace losses. These vehicles include general purpose received uniforms, equipment, and weapons. In some
cargo trucks, tractors, graders, mobile repair shops, instances processing into units was accomplished with-
fuel and water trucks, buses, ambulances, passenger in a matter of hours
cars, and taxis.J|

23. Soviet mobilization efforts for the invasion of
20. In peacetime, these vehicles are assigned to state Afghanistan, however, were not without shortcomings.

enterprises, collective farms, and transportation con- There were instances of hostility and late reporting by
glomerates. However, certain of the vehicles and their reservists, many of whom were Muslim. There were
drivers are selected and organized into motor transport also some delays in the arrival of civilian transporta-
columns (or avtokolonny) by the commissariats for tion assets and several instances of poor coordination
mobilization in the event of war. These vehicles are between the voyenkomaty and local military staffs
maintained according to military specifications and and units. Some reservists were deployed to unit field
are inspected yearly by personnel of the mobilization assembly points only to be dismissed weeks later
departments of the voyenkomat. They have specific without having joined their units. Several senior offi
mobilization assignments, and the drivers are reservists wu hvgoied tiris. evasenior off-
subject to recall. In addition, the avtokolonny undergo cers were reportedly dismissed because of poor per-
periodic alerts, often in conjunction with mobilization formance in mobilizing the 201st Motorized Rifle

exercises. Deployment of vehicles is usually to a Division in the Central Asia Military District |

voyenkomat or a field assembly point. Avtokolonny
contain as few as five or as many as 1,200 vehicles. Training
Some 690 avtokolonny have been identified, predomi- 24. Premilitary Training. Although some form of
nantly in the European USSR, but the total number premilitary training has long been a feature of Soviet
may be much larger. Those identified contain an life (see inset for comparison with US practice), such
estimated total of more than 200,000 vehicles.LI training was essentially voluntary before 1968. The

21. Performance. Historically, the military com- 1967 law, however, made premilitary training obliga-
missariats have been quite successful in meeting the tory, probably to compensate for the reduced con-
military manpower and equipment needs of the Soviet scription period. The law also gave the military com-
Union. Not only was their role crucial to the victory of missariats a shared responsibility for such training as
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Comparison of Soviet and US Training Practices

Soviet US

1. Two-year conscript soldier with officer corps as the 1. Three-year volunteer with both an NCO and offi-
primary long-term professional cadre cer corps as the professional cadre

2. Formal preinduction training to develop basic mili- 2. Preinduction skills developed through nonmilitary
tary skills sources (scouting, sports, and driver training)

3. Combination of basic, AIT (advanced individual 3. Basic training followed by skill-related AIT
training), and NCO development during the first
six-month cycle

4. Repetitive six-month training cycle in units 4. Annual training program implemented by local
commander to develop skills for ARTEPs and
cross-training as needed

5. Cross-training limited by conscription period 5. Cross-training encouraged to develop soldier skills
and for general education and promotion potential

6. Intensive classroom training followed by use of 6. Classroom training followed by extensive "hands-
simulators and designated training equipment; on training," making each soldier more confident
combat equipment mostly maintained in storage, with his job and equipment
"conserved" for combat use

7. Repetitive training using skills "normed" (timed) to 7. Task-oriented training allows development of a
standards is stressed skill to a reasonable single goal

8. After discharge reservists may be called up for 8. National Guard and Reserve are paid for 39 days
short periods of refresher training or exercises of training annually

a Army Training and Evaluation Program evaluations,

well as a major responsibility for the training of encouraged (or ordered) to undertake training in such
reservists|l| specialties as telecommunications, radar technology,

25. Training of youths between the ages of 16 and parachuting, aviation, navigation, and vehicle mainte-

17 is conducted-under a program formally called nance and driving. These skills are in demand by the
Nachal'naya Voyennaya Podgotovka (NVP), meaning armed forces and the practical training is meant to
Initial Military Training-in secondary schools, fac- complement the NVP. Responsibility for such training
tories, and collective farms and is arranged by the belongs to DOSAAF. It is conducted throughout the
voyenkomaty. School authorities and employers allo- year at facilities maintained by DOSAAF, the voyen-
cate time and facilities, and the commissariats provide komaty, or the armed forces
materiel and instructors, usually retired officers or 27. Although the quality of training varies, it is
reservists. The typical NVP training program consists extensive. In any given year, approximately 11 millionof 140 hours of classroom instruction in such subjects youths are enrolled in DOSAAF training programs,
as first aid, civil defense, military regulations, tactics, acquiring familiarity with nontechnical basic military
mapreading, close-order drill, and small-arms famil- skills as well as some exposure to more technical
iarization and firing. This training serves essentially as skils The as of eOSure to oetimes

an abrevate basc tainig pogra deigne to subjects. The quality of DOSA AF training is sometimesan abbreviated basic training program designed to ciiie nofca oitwiig.Aogtecii
ease the transition of youths into military servicecriticized in official Soviet writings. Among the criti-

cisms are: shortages of well-trained instructors; poorly
26. Upon registration at local commissariats at age organized programs and a lack of coordination and

16 or 17, future conscripts are carefully screened and cooperation among various agencies; poor teaching
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and training facilities; old or worn equipment; and 30. According to regulations, training is usually
grade inflation to meet certification requirements, planned for five days a week, seven hours per day.
Shortcomings related to the quality of instructors and Saturday is generally reserved for maintenance and
training facilities are probably more acute in rural or housekeeping duties. Sunday is normally a day of rest
remote areas than in European Russia. The Soviets are and/or organized sports. Heavy emphasis is placed on
attempting to improve the quality of DOSAAF train- individual, squad, and platoon-level training (see table
ing by increasing budgetary allocations, seeking highly IV-1). Unit field exercises are designed to perfect
motivated youths, providing better equipment and individual and collective skills and to train command-
facilities, and assigning better trained instructors ers and staffs in controlling units under field condi-

tions simulating combat. Field maneuvers are consid-
ered essential i lormi unit integrity and proficiencyual soldier skills are developed during unit training or (see table IV-2)six-month NCO/specialist courses. Although most con-

scripts are sent directly to their units by voyenkomaty, Table IV-1
selected conscripts are sent to training divisions or
regiments for six-month NCO or specialist courses Allocation of Training Time in

prior to reporting to operational units. Both types of Soviet Motorized Rifle Units

conscripts receive an identical basic training course, Hours
which lasts about four weeks and includes rifle instruc- winter Summer Yearly
tion, CBR (chemical, biological, and radiological) Type of Training Period Period Total

training, physical training, political indoctrination, Political 84 84 168
and drills and ceremonies. At the end of this course the Individual, squad, 420 458 878

conscript takes an oath and officially becomes a and platoon-level
training

soldier. For conscripts assigned directly to units, basic Company training 48 80 128
training is conducted in provisional companies or Battalion training 51 51 102
platoons formed by the unit to which they are as- Regiment and divisional 56 56 112

signed. Conscripts-selected for NCO or specialist train- exercises

ing receive basic training during the first month of Administration 41 41 82
(commander's time,

their six-month course. During this monthlong period training tests)
immediately after troop rotation, about 20 percent of Total 700 770 1,470
the Soviet ground force manpower is made up of new
conscripts undergoing basic training. The remainder of
the six-month course is devoted to tactical, technical, Table IV-2
and weapons training designed to enable conscripts to
perform the jobs for which they have been selected.| Soviet Requirements for Field Training Exercises

29. Postinduction Unit Training. Unit training is Unit Number of Exercises per Year Length

conducted according to a set of regulations, applicable Company 2 1-1.5 days
Battalion 2 2 days

throughout the force, that specify the types of training, Regiment 1 3-4 days
the number of lessons and hours, and the number of Division 1 5 days
field training exercises. The annual unit training pro-
gram is divided into two distinct periods-winter and
summer. Each training cycle begins with the arrival of 31. The peacetime manning of a unit determines
new conscripts to replace those completing their ac- the training program which it can accomplish in
tive-duty tours. For the first month after troop rota- peacetime (see table IV-3). All active divisions provide
tion, basic training is conducted. Personnel not in- individual training to their assigned personnel and can
volved in providing basic training perform conduct staff training up to division level. Only the
maintenance on equipment and make other prepara- full-strength ready divisions, however, can completely
tions for unit training. The unit training program carry out the full unit training program. Reduced-
formally begins when new conscripts complete their strength ready divisions can carry out the full pro-
basic training and are integrated into their units.[-=- gram; however, effectiveness is reduced because these
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Table IV-3

Training Carried Out by Soviet Divisions With
Peacetime Authorized Personnel

Staff Training/CPX Unit Training/FTX
Individual

Division Type Training Battalion Regiment Division Battalion Regiment Division

Full-strength ready X X X X X X X
Reduced-strength ready I X X X X X X X
Reduced-strength ready II X X X X Most Most X
High-strength cadre X X X X Some 0 0
Low-strength cadre X X X X 0 0 0

divisions have cadre battalions and/or regiments. Cad- quired of first-year conscripts. The standards are
re divisions cannot carry out unit training at the considered to be attainable without "bending" regula-
regimental and divisional level, although high-strength tions or sacrificing safety recuirements. Any damage
cadre divisions can conduct limited battalion-level to equipment or injury to personnel that occurs during
training. Low-strength cadre divisions are limited to performance testing results in an unsatisfactory evalu-
company-level training. Cadre and reduced-strength ation.=
ready divisions also train by calling up reservists and
conducting regimental and division FTXs (field train- 34. Training within units is repetitive and stereo-

ing exercises) at specified intervals. Mobilization bases typed. Commanders and political officers are responsi-

do nt crryouta rgulr trinig pogrm i pece- ble for developing "an enthusiastic level of Socialistdo not carry out a regular training program in peace- Coptin.Asyem fisatrcgiinad
time.Competition." A system of mnstant recognition and

rewards for excellence are used to encourage individ-
32. Soviet training begins with theoretical instruc- uals, crews, and units to excel. Poor performance is a

tion in the classroom, during which instructors present matter for "socialist criticism" at evening political
information extracted from manuals. The students sessions
copy this information into notebooks, which are re-
tained as their personal manuals. These notebooks 35. Harvest Support: Impact on Training. The

typically are highly detailed, filled with drawings and military makes a well-publicized and important con-

mathematical formulas. Conscripts constantly refer to tribution to the Soviet harvest. Troops and vehicles are

them during their two-year military obligation. drawn from most types of active-duty units under
orders issued by the Ministry of Defense. Individual

33. Practical training involves the use of time stand- commanders can choose which resources to send, and
ards or training norms that each individual, crew, or generally divert to the harvest those assets least critical
unit must achieve to be considered proficient. Activi- to unit readiness. Overall, harvest support does reduce
ties covered by these norms are practiced over and resources on hand for training and therefore has a
over to meet or exceed standards and maintain profi- temporary adverse impact on unit readiness. However,
ciency. Norms are worked out in detail by selected should the Soviets contemplate initiating military op-
units during the troop-testing phase for new equip- erations, harvest support by military units could be
ment. Normally, they are published with separate canceled or greatly curtailed, minimizing or negating
requirements for day and night performance stand- its impact on readines
ards. There are four levels of performance: unsatisfac-
tory, satisfactory, good, and excellent. The higher 36. Each spring the groups of forces release about

norm levels (good and excellent) are set by using highly 20,000 personnel (about 5 percent of total group
strength) and about 15,000 trucks to the harvest.trained and motivated individuals. Once the norms are "Provisional" harvest support battalions consisting ofestablished and published it appears they are rigidly____________________________

followed. Second-year conscripts are often required to
achieve higher levels of performance than those re-
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400 to 500 trucks and 700 men begin forming in the short of cargo trucks, harvest support probably de-
USSR and the groups of forces in May and June. These grades the overall preparedness of these forces for
units sign contracts with state collective farms and military operations. This degradation is minimized,
migrate within the USSR, following the harvest, from however, by assigning older equipment scheduled for
June through October or November. Personnel in- replacement or overhaul and a high proportion of
volved are conscripts who usually have served six to 13 reservist, rather than active-duty soldiers, to the har-
months. While away on harvest duty, these troops are vest support battalions formed in the USSR.
retained on parent unit rosters. Most of the vehicles 38. Reservist Training. Overall, the Soviet reserve
involved probably are in excess of unit war authoriza- system (see inset for comparison with that of the
tions and represent a minimal drain on assigned unit United States) provides a large pool of manpower with
assets. We do not believe that the release of personnel military skills. The reserve training provided, howev-and vehicles from the groups of forces appreciably er, is of uneven quality and frequency at best. Individ-degrades readiness for initial operations, but it may ual reservists rarely participate in the full number ofdeprive the Soviets of reserve vehicles. 0 callups allowed, and there appears to be little effort to

37. Units within the USSR also support the harvest. assure unit cohesion by repetitive assignment of re-
Since most internal units are under strength and often servists.

Characteristics of Soviet and US Reserve Programs
Soviet US

Basis for participation Mandatory Voluntary

Availability of reservists Limited by capacity of personnel processing Limited by numbers of men liable to recall-
system and demands of the civilian economy. 380,000 paid reservists, 443,000 paid members
All qualified males to age 50 are registered as of the National Guard, and 420,000 unpaid
reservists. ready reservists.

Authority for full mobilization Can be proclaimed by the Presidium of the Requires Congressional declaration of war or
Supreme Soviet. national emergency.

Authority for smaller callups Minister of Defense has great flexibility in President has authority to order selected re-
recalling individual reservists for up to five servists to active duty for up to 90 days
months (three-month initial callup plus up to a without declaration of national emergency.
two-month extension) of active duty in peace-
time.

Active-duty training Conducted on an individual basis; participa- Two weeks of annual training on a unit basis.
tion is spotty and infrequent: average of four Some individual training for paid reservists.
to seven days per year.

Weekend training None. One weekend per month for most paid reserv-
ists.

Organization No reserve unit organization. Extensive reserve unit organizational struc-
ture.

Skills in reserve pool Manpower pool consists largely of former con- US reserve forces include personnel mix which
scripts with limited technical skills. is determined by needs of active units and

success of recruiting efforts.
Active-duty pay Reservists receive 75 percent of their civilian Reservists are not paid by civilian employer

wages from their employer in addition to their while on active duty. Reservists eligible for
military pay when on active duty. pay receive a wage from the Department of

Defense for weekend drill and active-duty
training.

Reserve retirement system None Reservists qualify for pensions after 20 years'
service on reaching the age of 60.
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Table IV-4

Statutory Training Obligations of
Enlisted Reserves in the USSR

Class I Class I Class IIt
18-34 years 35-44 years 45-49 years

Category I
One year or more of active duty Up to 4 callups of 1-2 callups of I callup of

up to 3 months each 2 months each I month
Category II

Less than 1 year of active duty Up to 6 callups of 1-2 callups of I callup of
up to 3 months each 2 months each I month

a Maximum permitted by law except that the Defense Minister "in the event of necessity" may retain
reservists for an additional period up to two months. Reserve officers who are graduates of higher
educational institutes m'ay be called up for two years of active duty. Reserve officers are subject to callup for
up to three months for refresher training every third year and a 40-hour training course on alternate years
up to the age of 65.

39. Although the 1967 law establishes and defines 41. To satisfy mobilization needs the Soviets largely
training requirements for reservists (see table IV-4), depend on reservists who have completed their active
many former reservists report irregular or infrequent duty within two to five years. This practice minimizes
callups. In fact, the Soviets do not require annual the need for refresher training of personnel in many
training for reservists. Reportedly, only reservists with military specialties, such as riflemen, drivers, and

demanding technical specialties are likely to be re- ammunition loaders in tank crews. Reservists with
called for additional training with regularity and such skills-usually the most physically but least tech-

frequency. Most reservists are unlikely to be called up nically demanding-would constitute a high propor-
more than once diiring their period of obligation. tion of personnel needed upon mobilization. The bias
Rather, the law was probably meant to be flexible for of the recall system in favor of youths and recent
reservists with only basic military skills, and to serve conscripts does have an inherent disadvantage, how-
primarily as a guide to the commissariats. The size of ever: the frequency with which older conscripts are
the reserve manpower base and economic factors also replaced with recently discharged conscripts on mobi-
dictate some selectivity in reserve training. Further- lization rosters precludes continuity among the reserv-
more, the accrual of conscripts into the reserve pool ists assigned and prevents the development of unit

should provide sufficient recently discharged reservists cohesion

to meet immediate needs and short-term requirements 42. The pool of conscripts trained in technical
as determined by the General Staff skills-such as communications, engineering, artillery,

40. The relative contribution of reservists to Soviet and armor-during each training cycle is smaller

military power in each theater depends on the regional relative to mobilization needs than the pool of reserv-

mix of "ready" and "not ready" divisions. "Ready" ists with more basic military skills. The relative value

divisions constitute 85 percent of potential Soviet of these reservists to the overall operational capabili-

combat effectiveness upon mobilization in the West- ties of a division, however, is higher than that of

ern Theater and 65 percent even after the "not ready" individual infantrymen. Emigres report that reservists

divisions complete additional training. Hence, reserv- with such skills are indeed likely to be recalled

ists are less important against NATO. "Not ready" relatively frequently for additional training. Units

divisions opposite Iran, on the other hand, represent 50 demanding these skills are also more likely to conduct

percent of Soviet power in the area upon mobilization frequent mobilization exercises and reserve training.

and 70 percent after training. Hence, the availability

and quality of reservists has a major impact on Soviet 43. Regional and ethnic factors impact on the dis-
military operations in the Persian Gulf area. tribution of specialized skills among the military dis-
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tricts. There is reportedly a bias against training non- tion. Divisions which have critical missions early in the
Slavic minorities in technical fields. This bias results mobilization process-typically "ready" divisions on
from the typically lower competence in the Russian the Soviet frontier-usually mobilize some reservists
language and the generally lower educational levels annually or semiannually for refresher training and
among non-Slavs, although possible Soviet concerns field exercises. Cadre units in the interior of the Soviet
about the reliability of such ethnic groups may also be Union usually mobilize reservists for division-level
a contributing factor exercises only once every five years. These exercises

44. The practice of having Soviet conscripts serve are usually conducted in conjunction with a general

their active duty outside their native republics dis- readiness inspection of the unit by the General Staff.

guises the geographic distribution of personnel with
critical skills within the USSR. The reserve system is 47. Patterns of reservist training also may vary
territorially based and must draw such skills from local within divisions despite location and nominal peace-
manpower pools. This situation probably does not - time strength. Specialist subunits, such as engineer and
cause problems in the densely populated western artillery, typically conduct reservist training more
military districts of the USSR where the population is frequently than other subunits regardless of the status
highly educated. However, in some areas such as of the parent division. Reservists are also used by
Central Asia and the Far East, there are not enough divisions to reduce the burden of supporting the
trained specialists to satisfy local reserve requirements. civilian economy. Reservists are called up by many to
The Soviets were forced to transfer specialists in fill personnel quotas for harvest support and to per-
several technical skills from active units in the western form garrison housekeeping chores and vehicle main-
military districts and the groups of forces to Afghani- tenance. Reservists rarely receive specialized training
stan to satisfy operational requirements for such skills. to refresh their nominal military skills during these
During a large-scale mobilization of understrength callups
units, the Soviets might find it more difficult to
balance the distribution of technical skills among 48. A few units that appear to operate as reserve
mobilized units. During a national mobilization they training units have been identified. Reservists are
might be hard pressed to fulfill all requirements for typically called up on a rotating basis for two to three
technical specialists in the armed forces, particularly months in these units. Local voyenkomaty and divi-
without transferring technicians from defense-related sions also call up reservists for alert exercises to test
industrie notification and reporting procedures for mobilization.

45. Although the Soviets have a requirement and These exercises, which do not count against a reserv-

standard for individual training, the primary focus of ist's legal obligations, are conducted frequently and

Soviet reserve training is the unit rather than the typically satisfy rigid Soviet norms. In some areas,

individual reservist. Reserve callups are scheduled to these callups are expanded to include familiarizing the

maintain a required level and frequency of unit reservists with their positions in the local unit. Refresh-

training rather than to satisfy the legal obligations or er training is seldom conducted during these alerts.
training needs of the individual reservist. Reserve
soldiers and NCOs are seldom called up more than Equipment
once for retraining, and most reserve officers are 49. Soviet ground equipment (see inset for compari-
seldom called up even for lectures more than once son with US counterpart) is designed to satisfy opera-
every five years. The more demanding technical skills tional requirements in both nuclear and conventional
are reportedly subject to more frequent callups. Pat- warfare. Historically, equipment has been simple to
terns apparently vary among military districts, and .

calupsaremor comonin hos wih lwerpopla- maintamn and operate, and proven, older equipmentcallups are more common in those with lower popula- types are kept in service, as illustrated by the continu-tion densities, particularly in Central Asia and the Far ing use of such weapon systems as the T-55 medium
tank and the 122-mm howitzer M-1938 (M-30). Newer

46. The frequency of reserve training at division models of equipment, however, are incorporating
level varies according to the unit's mission and loca- increasingly sophisticated technologyJ
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complex for totally new systems, but can be veryComparison of Characteristics of responsive in reacting to a fielded or anticipated
Soviet and US Equipment

threat. Each new system or product improvement is
soviet Us designed to enhance the system's capability on the

1. Designed for intensive 1. Designed for combat and for battlefield and to be producible in large numbers. The
combat. intensive training use. goal is that these systems be equal or superior to

2. Conserved for wartime use 2. Used in "hands-on training" comparable existing or projected Western counter-
through short- and long-term to develop training and parts. A program of continuous product improvement
storage. Training depends on maintenance skills, makes maximum use of each
intensive use of simulators miece of equipment or

and selected training subcomponent during its life cycleY
equipment. 52. Designers are obliged to consider formalized

3. Based on evolutionary de- 3. Based on designs all new national standards and regulations during every stage
signs to satisfy simple tacti- from ground up, using the
cal-technical requirements. latest technology, often to of the design process: the Unified System of Technical

perform multiple mission Preparation for Production (YeSTPP) requires contin-
requirements. ual consultation between designers and production

4. Producible in large quanti- 4. Produced with high technol- engineers to ensure product compatibility; the Unified
ties using common compo- ogy to achieve high quality System of Design Documentation (YeSKD) specifies a
nents and innovative sub- that will match or be better ,
components when necessary than that of fielded threat. umforr and structured process of design emphasizing

to fulfill combined arms role. cost consciousness, the use of common off-the-shelf

5. Provided with scheduled 5. Governed by policy to "in- components, and reliance on available technology. The

maintenance and subjected spect and repair only as nec- design process also is guided by military requirement
to controlled usage in a pro- essary" dictated both by documents which feature clear, unambiguous meas-
gram designed to maximize maintenance cost-conscious- ures of performance but allow the designer maximum
availability. ness and high rate of equip- freedom in fulfilling the criteria of cost and manufac-

ment usage.
turability

6. Supported by austere peace- 6. Supported by extensive
time spare parts, supply and peacetime supply and main- 53. These elements, when translated by the design-
repair system. To assure tenance system to assure er into specifics, have resulted in a wide range of
readiness, Soviets maintain a availability for combat.

war reserve of equipment weapons displaying certain distinctive characteristics.

The demand for large quantities and ease of produc-
tion, for example, have tended to promote weapons
with relatively clean and simple designs, machine-
finished only to the degree necessary for smooth

50. The Soviets attempt to maintain homogeneity in operation, at low cost per unit. Soviet weapons are
equipment throughout their forces. The size of the usually designed with a single mission in mind rather
force structure, however, requires an incremental than striving for the multiple capabilities of some
approach to the fielding of new or improved equip- Western systems. Finally, requirements for large-scale
ment. This results in a mix of equipment in units, deployment dictate that obsolescence be avoided by
particularly in "not ready" units, vastly complicating designing for future retrofitting or upgrading rather
the problem of providing spares, ammunition, and than replacement. Product improvement is a constant
maintenance skills to match requirements. The diver- process with modifications being made to enhance
sity of equipment types also makes it more difficult manufacturability as well as performance. Therefore,
for voyenkomaty to match reservists with the neces- arms development in the USSR ordinarily proceeds in
sary skillsl

an incremental fashion, with newer systems evolving
Design Philosophy from older ones and with a great deal of component

51. Sovietcommonality5L Soviet ground equipment is designed to satisfy m
both technical and tactical requirements on the battle- 54. Soviet designers have demonstrated, however,
field. The development process can be long and that they are capable of much more than incremental
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product enhancement when the situation demands it. feature of most Soviet garrisons. Reliability in a cli-
If a high-technology solution is demanded, then the mate characterized by heat or humidity, however, is
Soviet designer will be encouraged to move in this often a problem, as these conditions are not encoun-
direction, but only if there are no feasible alternatives. tered extensively within the USSR and consequently
Soviet arms are following the worldwide trend toward are not prime design criteria. Performance of Soviet
intricacy and sophistication, but they are doing so automotive cooling systems in general is marginal at
conservatively and in a fashion that minimally contra- high ambient temperatures.
diets the emphasis on quantity and manufacturability.

Availability

Reliability 59. Soviet doctrine stresses the delivery of a maxi-
mum number of usable weapons for combat when

55. The Soviets achieve equipment reliability needed, and Soviet plans concerning availability focus
through a combination of design philosophy, training on maintaining large quantities of equipment and
practices, and storage and maintenance procedures. supplies. To reduce wear and tear and conserve
Each of these parts is tempered to get the most use resources, many weapons are simply kept in storage,
from equipment under the stressful combat and envi- while their crews practice on simulators or equipment
ronmental conditions envisaged by the Soviets. Soviet designated for training. Weapons used frequently are
planners place great emphasis on battle damage as subject to a regular schedule of preventive mainte-
opposed to day-to-day wear and tear as a source of nance. Heavy emphasis is also placed on the care and
attrition. Although under pressure to increase reliabil- upkeep of weapons in storage, or conservation (konser-
ity whenever feasible, Soviet designers do not go to vatsiya), as the Soviets call it. Stored weapons are kept
extreme lengths if the combat life of a given piece of under shelter, out of sunlight, and are subjected to
equipment is assumed to be short. On the other hand, periodic inspection and use
weapons not generally thought to be subject to imme- 60. The semiannual training cycle makes extensive
diate destruction, like battlefield radars, do appear to use of training vehicles and simulator training devices.
be configured more toward long-term durability Many units include quantities of obsolete equipment

56. During factory and acceptance testing, the be- that are maintained in excess of TO&E and are used to
havior and frequency of failure of a weapon are facilitate the transition from simulator to equipment
carefully recorded, and on this basis the designer, organic to the unit. Expenditure of full-caliber ammu-
manufacturer, and user agree on the service life and nition is limited, but there is extensive use of simula-
basic maintenance requirements. The service life and tors and subcaliber ammunition. When organic vehi-
the number of hours of use accumulated against this eles used for training are sent to be rebuilt, their
lifespan remain basic reference points in the life cycle, replacements go directly into storage, displacing older
determining weapons usage, storage potential, and equipment which is withdrawn for training use. This
maintenance reflects a conscious desire to maintain the newest

equipment in the best condition for combat. Exercises
57. Soviet design practices produce equipment that begin and end with movement of tracked vehicles by

is generally quite reliable. This is indicated by assess- tank transporter and rail to protect tracks and preserve
ments derived from field testing of Soviet equipment usable mileage. Design criteria for armored vehicles,

by especially tanks, rigidly limit tracked vehicle width to
-acaa ontamep m soviet-tehnca manuas, and by enable ever model to be moved on existing standard
estimates on expected performance based on technical flatcars.
specifications.F

58. Reliability in cold weather is an important Equipment Conservation
factor for Soviet equipment. An air start for tracked 61. The Soviets maintain stringent equipment con-
vehicles, and preheating of oil, fuel, coolant, and even servation and storage procedures, and from 60 to 85
some electronic systems are common design features. percent of a unit's equipment is maintained in storage
Environmental storage in permanent buildings is a in peacetime. These efforts are designed to achieve
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economies and attain high levels of combat readiness. 64. Armored fighting vehicles are placed in daily
Conservation procedures generally limit the quantity storage if they will be out of operation for no more
of vehicles in daily use and the number of kilometers than a month; wheeled vehicles and tracked prime
vehicles may accumulate. The Soviets have followed movers are stored in this mode for up to two months.
this conservation policy, with some procedural but Motor transport vehicles go into short-term storage
little systematic change, since World War II. The goal when out of operation for up to three months, and
of this storage system is threefold: tanks for up to a year. Although precise percentages of

-- Reduced usage, permitting the fielding of the unit vehicles in the various storage modes are un-

maximum quantity of combat-ready equipment. known, a full-strength ready unit probably would have
most of its equipment in daily storage and the remain-

- Reduced replacement and repair parts require- der in short-term storage
ments, thus diminishing the economic burden of
a large military force. 65. Long-term storage can extend for up to five

years and is practiced by cadre-strength units as well
- Reduced POL consumption.F7 as reserve depots. Preparation for long-term extended

62. About 15 to 35 percent of a unit's vehicles are storage begins at the subunit level with a complete

used for training, transport, and housekeeping duties; technical inspection of the general condition of each

the remainder are kept in various modes of storage. item designated for storage. The officers and special-

Stored equipment may be activated for maneuvers ists of the appropriate services and maintenance sec-

when needed to accomplish training requirements. tions, together with the platoon leaders and company

While the military district commander provides over- commanders, as well as the battalion technical officer,

all direction concerning usage, it is the regimental thoroughly inspect and check the condition of assem-

commander who controls daily use and storag = blies and components, power packs, weapon system,
communications, and instrumentation. Once deficien-

Storage Modes cies have been identified and corrected, technical
specialists assigned from higher maintenance echelons

63. There are two types of vehicle storage: daily or at designated storage facilities begin the elaborate
and extende - Extended storage can be of short or procedures of preparing the equipment for storage.
long term. Equipment maintained in daily storage This process can require days to complete. (See table
receives daily servicing by the crew. Armored fighting IV-5.l
vehicles, for example, are cleaned, and any defects
detected in the engine, electrical system, brakes, 66. Inspection. To prevent deterioration of equip-
tracks, or transmission are corrected. All armament ment, the storage system prescribes periodic technical
and associated equipment on the vehicle are checked inspections. The interval between inspections varies
and repaired if necessary. Fuel and lubricants are from a week at the company level to a year at the
topped off, and a check is made to ensure that front or military district (MD) level. The annual
authorized supplies, to include ammunition, are prop- front/MD-level inspection is the most formalized and
erly stored on the vehicle. If the vehicle is expected to stringent, and its results drive the year's maintenance
be inactive for longer than 15 days, the cylinders are effort. A comprehensive inspection plan is formulated
flushed with oil and the fuel pump is removed, and carried out at regimental level by a technical
greased, and placed in a preservative wrapping. Bat- commission of vehicle, armor, weapons, and electron-
tery cables are disconnected and the terminals are ics specialists supervised by the regimental deputy
greased. During winter the cooling system is drained. commander for technical affairs. This group evaluates
When equipment is prepared for short-term storage, a the condition of the equipment, the organization of its
number of special measures and operations are per- storage, its administrative records, and the knowledge-
formed in addition to regular technical servicing. The ability of its maintenance personnel.
equipment crews and unit mechanics perform all
operations in preparing for this type of storage. 67. ffectiveness of Conservation Practices. The

conservation storage system appears generally to re-
duce equipment usage, replacement and spare parts
requirements, and POL usage. The effectiveness of
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Table IV-5

Storage Preparation and Removal Norms in the Soviet Ground Forces

Preparation for Storage Removal From Storage

Equipment Type of Personnel Time Equipment Type of Personnel Time
Type Storage Performing Required Type Storage Performing Required

Tanks and Daily Crew 3-4 hrs Tanks and APCs Daily Crew 15-30 mins
APCs

Short-term Crew and 1-2 days Unsealed; Crew 15-60 mins
mechanics short-term

Long-term Personnel 3-4 days Sealed; Crew 2-4 hrs
of special short-term,
storage units long-term

Trucks Daily Crew 3-4 hrs Trucks Daily Crew 15-30 mins
Short-term Crew and 6 hrs-2 days Unsealed; Crew 15-60 mins

mechanics short-term

Long-term Personnel 1-2 days Sealed; Crew 45 mins-
of special short-term, 2 hrs
storage units long-term

Field and Daily Crew 1-2 hrs Field and Daily Crew 10-20 mins
antiaircraft Short-term Crew and 6-10 hrs antiaircraft Unsealed; Crew 20-40 mins
artillery mechanics artillery short-term

Long-term Personnel 2-3 days Sealed; Crew 1-2 hrs
of special short-term,
storage units . long-term

procedures practiced and the reliability of stored and recovery units will he located at army and front
equipment varies, however, from unit to unit, because levels. The second fundamental principle is that dam-
of such factors as unit manning, location, postulated aged equipment will be repaired at the lowest possible
wartime mission, command emphasis, and the avail- level and returned to the user. The third fundamental
ability and expertise of technicians and supervisors principle, which affects all aspects of the Soviet main-
Generally speaking, "ready" units can be expected to tenance system (see the inset for a comparison with
maintain their equipment in a high state of readiness that of the United States), is the strict conservation
consistent with their anticipated early commitment (storage) of resources and the elaborate measures taken
during wartime. Stored equipment in cadre units, to implement this policy.L7
however, is sometimes maintained poorly. The major
disadvantage of this system is that the storage of large 69. The Soviet attitude toward maintenance and
quantities of combat equipment in peacetime may repair reflects the larger emphasis on combat avail-
distort demands for repair parts and maintenance ability. The Soviets do not normally perform much
requirements that would be faced during wartime s peacetime mechanical repair at the unit level, other

than scheduled servicing and replacement of compo-
Maintenancel]. nents at predetermined intervals. Figure IV-2 depicts

the number of man-hours required to perform various
68. The first fundamental principle of the Soviet types of peacetime maintenance on selected equip-

maintenance system is that the bulk of maintenance - ment items. (s)

70. During wartime, the Soviets expect that the
greatest source of replacements will be combat-dam-
aged equipment repaired at or near the forward line
of troops by organic repair resources from battalion to
front level. The traditional sources of equipment
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Figure IV-2
Soviet Maintenance Norms

Note change in scale
Man-hours required

EO: Daily maintenance TO 3: Technical Maintenance inspection No. 3, performed

TO I: Technical Maintenance Inspection No. I, performed by primarily by the divisional maintenance battalion with
driver, assisted by mechanic from maintenance battalion support as required from army or higher levels

TO 2: Technical Maintenance Inspection No. 2, performed by
driver, assisted by mechanic from regimental maintenance
company

T-72 Tank BMP Infantry Combat Vehicle
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122-mm Self-Propelled Howitzer BTR-60 PB
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a After every trip. 2-3 hours.
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Comparison of Soviet and US Maintenance Categories

SOVIET US FUNCTIONS PERSONNEL

Inspect, lubricate, adjust, clean. US driver/crew.

Soviet driver/crew.

Organizational US company maintenance section,
Minor repair, replacement, battalion maintenance platoon.

Light scheduled maintenance. Soviet driver/crew, battalion
maintenance section.

US contact teams from division

Parts issue or replacement of one direct support company.

Direct major assembly. Soviet regiment workshops,

Support battalion maintenance section
assisted by vehicle crew.

Replacement of two or more major Soviet division workshops with
assemblies. driver/crew of vehicle.

Meduim US corps support command,
General Major repair and replacement of general support company.
Support piece/part. Soviet army workshops possibly

with driver/crew of vehicle.

US fixed theater depots.
Capital Depot Complete disassembly and rebuild. Soviet front repair enterprises and

mobile workshops.

replacement are seen as somewhat less viable than in 72. The Soviets have organized their maintenance
the past because of factors of time, distance, and system to allow tactical units as much mobility as
attrition in the rear. As a result, the Soviets have possible by not burdening them with large, cumber-
placed a correspondingly heavier emphasis on equip- some support units. Maintenance units at army and
ment immediately repaired and rapidly returned to front level are responsible for providing support tounits. Damaged equipment would be repaired at the. .tactical units. This system is not austere; it is tailored toregimental level, if the repairs could be accomplished

conform with Soviet tactical doctrine. The past decade
within several hours. Equipment requiring more re- as witnessed a major upgrading in Soviet mainte-
pair time would be evacuated to support activities
occupying garrison facilities or industrial complexes. nance capabilities at all levels and corresponds closely
The availability of transport to move damaged eto overall improvements in the capabilities of Soviet
ment to the rear would be criticaground forces.

71. The Soviet maintenance system is well suited to 73. The Soviet ground maintenance system pro-
a fast-moving conflict with frequent rotation of front vides forward-based maintenance support designed to
line units and indeed is dependent on this rotation for be immediately responsive to the needs of frontline
effective repair and maintenance of equipment. Divi- units. The emphasis on mobility for all maintenance
sions forced to remain in high-intensity combat for units at front level and below gives the field com-
longer than five or six days would begin to encounter mander considerable flexibility in focusing mainte-
serious maintenance recuperability problems due to nance support on key forces or axes of attack. Mobile
losses that overwhelm repair capabilities. The Soviet maintenance facilities are well equipped to provide
maintenance organization, however, is tailored to sup- extensive light and medium repairs in the field, and
port Soviet tactical concepts that do not require such field training exercises involving the participation of
sustained maintenance support maintenance units provide realistic training.J
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74. The Soviet driver, as an integral part of the the type of mission envisioned for a unit, estimate the
maintenance system, performs preventive mainte- probable repair requirements and therefore the
nance on his vehicle, thus reducing the workload of amount of repair parts required. There is only limited
maintenance units. The requirement that he remain information on the amount of repair parts that these
with his vehicle during shop maintenance and assist tables predict will be needed by a division in combat
maintenance personnel in making repairs provides an for a specific length of time. However, with the time
effective means of increasing his knowledge and skill. frame known to apply to such items as POL and
Those drivers capable of making minor repairs on ammunition, it can be conjectured that the repair parts
their own, as required by doctrine, contribute to the stocks of a division without backup supply are enough
responsiveness of the system. A preinduction driver to sustain the division for approximately six days=
training program provides a useful means of mitigat- 79. Cannibalization of parts from disabled or stored
ing the lack of driving experience of Soviet youth. vehicles during peacetime is prohibited by regulation,

75. Field maintenance support is provided through but does occur. The full extent of such practices is

the use of mobile repair shop complexes at all levels unknown, but most sources report that small accessory
from battalion through front. Many of these vehicles parts such as fuel pumps and batteries are the most

maintain a portable boom with a winch for use in likely items to be cannibalized.

removing engines and transmissions. Army and front 80. Effectiveness of Repair System. In assessing
have base shops capable of performing complete the Soviet repair parts system, three major deficiencies
overhaul, major rebuilding, and capital repair of all are most apparent:
combat equipment=d

- The peacetime conservation (storage) of a large
76. Repair Parts. The Soviet repair parts system percentage of a unit's combat vehicles means

embraces both day-to-day peacetime supply and the that the repair supply system is supporting an
maintenance of wartime/emergency reserves. The artificially low vehicle count which would great-
peacetime system functions on a replacement concept. ly expand during wartime.
The division is the lowest unit level with a large

quantity of repair parts, which are maintained in a -There is only minimal stockage of repair parts at

parts warehouse. Since units at lower levels generally levels below division.

perform only minor repairs, limited supplies of repair - Numerous reports suggest cannibalization, pilfer-
parts are required at these levels. Small quantities of age, and bartering to obtain repair parts at unit
frequently used replacement parts necessary for rou- levels. This suggests either that repair parts are
tine maintenance and minor repairs are stored at not produced in sufficient quantities to meet
regimental and battalion levels. Using their own vehi- requirements, or that first priority is given to
eles, subunits draw needed parts directly from division stockpiling for wartime, while allowing day-to-
warehouses. If a part is not available, it is requisitioned day peacetime requirements to suffer=
or obtained directly from an army repair parts depot.

Sustainability
77. The combat and emergency reserve repair parts 81. The capability to support and sustain commit-

system is totally separate from the peacetime parts ted forces is a key element of readiness. Factors which
flow. These parts are held in uploaded status by motor affect this capability include:
transport units at all echelons above regiment and in
the mobile maintenance shop vans and associated -The availability of stocks of ammunition and

cargo trucks and trailers of the respective unit mainte- POL to supply anticipated wartime require-

nance elements at all levels. ments.

78. All maintenance units have an initial or "first" - The ability to transport supplies when and where

issue of repair parts, for the use of the maintenance needed.
units to train personnel in repair procedures under - A maintenance system capable of efficiently
field conditions, or in time of war. This "first" supply is recovering and restoring damaged equipment
determined from standard tables which, according to and vehicles
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82. During the past decade the Soviets have for the systematically upgraded the transport capability of
most part overcome their previous logistic shortcom- units by introducing additional vehicles with greater
ings and now have a system capable of supporting a load capacity
variety of offensive operations. They have increased 86. The extent to which transportation problems
both the size and the mobility of their front and army might affect mobilization and movement is highlycombat service support organization. From what we scenario dependent. The distribution of the Soviet
have observed in the Group of Soviet Forces in transportation network is uneven. The best developedGermany (GSFG), it appears that the types of units and most heavily used parts lie in the European USSR,required to support peacetime readiness levels are with Moscow the hub from which roads and rail linespresent in peacetime and that others-such as medical emanate. In this area, the railways, highways, and, to aand mobile maintenance units-could expand quickly lesser extent, the waterways parallel each other andduring mobilization=J provide a relatively dense web of transport services.

83. Ammunition and POL Stocks. Assuming that The rest of the USSR-about 60 percent of the land
a Soviet-type front operation (20 divisions) would last area-is serviced by a sparse pattern of transportation
between 12 and 15 days, the front would consume routes. Terrain and climatic conditions also present
some 150,000 to 225,000 metric tons of ammunition enormous problems in the maintenance of transporta-
and between 100,000 and 135,000 tons of POL.5 To tion networks and movement. The railroads would be
assure the capability to support such operations, the the mainstay of military movement during wartime,
Soviets have forward-stockpiled large quantities of with the highways playing a supplementary roleLJ
ammunition and POL. In East Germany, for example, 87. Large-scale military operations would produce
we estimate some 535,000 tons of ammunition and a sudden surge in demand for transportation services
660,000 tons of POL are stockpiled and would therefore preempt a large share of trans-

84. Transport Capability. The Soviets recognize portation assets and facilities otherwise available to

the need for a flexible and responsive transportation support the civilian economy. After an initial surge in
steheyneed urfleiblantl operaepe laespaint demand for transportation assets in conjunction withsystem. They currently operate the largest rail net- the movement of troops and equipment, transporta-
work in the world, with more than 140,000 kilometers tion requirements would slacken somewhat and the
of track, dispatching 20,000 to 25,000 trains per day. tem c ould st tomwat endithe

The ystm i cetraly dmiistredfro Mocow system could begmn to adjust to a wartime environ-The system is centrally administered from Moscow ment. Nevertheless, military demands would continueand is controlled through 32 regional headquarters, to be high, and major adjustments in transportationThe Soviets have prepared plans for militarizing the patterns would present serious problems for Sovietrail system in wartime and have conducted limited planner=
exercises. In wartime, the military Railroad Troops
(with at least some 250,000 personnel) would support 88. The Soviets have increased the availability of
the operation and maintenance of the system j the road and rail systems for the movement of combat

forces-particularly in the region opposite NATO-by
85. The Soviets have also developed an extensive expanding their storage of ammunition and POL in

motor transport system designed to support military forward areas, thus reducing the need to use rail and
requirements. This system provides both military roads for logistics. The need to use these networks for
transport units and civilian transport resources for resupply could be substantially reduced if refined
military use. The backbone of the auto transport petroleum were moved by the pipeline of the Council
system, are trucks of the Ural, ZIL, MAZ, and KAMAZ for Mutual Economic Assistance (CEMA). Conversion
series. These vehicles are rugged, are standardized of the pipeline from crude to refined products would
throughout the USSR, and can readily support military take about one week; thereafter, the system would be
operations. During the last 10 years, the Soviets have capable of delivering 55,000 metric tons of petroleum

daily to both East Germany and Czechoslovakia. Fuel' These figures include requirements for a force of about 500 daltobhEstGrnyndCeolvki.FlThee fgurs nclde ernirmens or foceof bou ~ probably also would be delivered to frontline units by
fixed-wing aircraft and 300 helicopters operating as aviation support
for the front. Division consumption ranges are 1,150 to 1,400 metric a tactical pipeline network laid by special POL resup-
tons of ammunition and 550 to 650 tons of POL per committed ply units with pre-positioned equipment in forward
division per day. (s) areas. K
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89. Western TVD. Current assessments indicate 4,320 vehicles and 14,000 to 43,000 tons per 24 hours.
that the Soviets have stockpiled sufficient ammunition
and POL to support operations for five fronts for a
period of 60 days for ammunition and up to 90 dayspl line OfromiteCaThe enUSRothae Farlongtsund
for POL. These stockpiles amount to an estimated ply line from the western USSR to the Far East and

1,960,000 metric tons of ammunition and 3,435,000 only a modest capability within the region to manu-

tons of POL. These stocks could be expanded substan- facture military hardware and munitions. Thus, they
tially by drawing from large strategic reserve stocks are heavily dependent on pre-positioned stocks. We
Blcatedawest ofrlUrals in tegic Sr vel soviet rbelieve that stocks of major combat consumables in thelocated west of the Urals in the USSR. Overall Soviet e-PLadmunto-resfiettoup
motor transport capability has grown substantially area-POL and ammunition--are sufficient to sup-

since the early 1970s. In 1973 the transport assets port intense ground force operations for one to two

available to transport ammunition in a GSFG motor- month

ized rifle division numbered about 570 trucks and 92. Nonetheless, the size of this region, with its
trailers with a lift capacity of approximately 2,600 limited and vulnerable transportation network, places
tons. By 1980 these figures had increased to more than severe limitations on Soviet capabilities. At present,
970 trucks and trailers with a lift capacity of approxi- the Trans-Siberian Railroad is the only complete rail
mately 4,500 tons. Recent evidence indicates that yet link between the European and Asian portions of the
another transport upgrade is under way with the USSR. This double-tracked railway-which has a ca-
introduction at the division level of the KAMAZ truck pacity of 120 trains each way per day-is within a few
with a 16-ton capacity= kilometers of the Sino-Soviet border at some points,

90. Southeastern TVD. Ammunition stockpiles in however, and is vulnerable to interdiction. Even in

the North Caucasus, Transcaucasus, and Turkestan peacetime, remoteness, weather, and the line's great
Military Districts are estimated to total some~ 345,000 length require substantial effort to maintain it at full

tons. This stockage could sustain 23 committed divi- capacity.
sions and five uncommitted divisions for a period of 93. Although the Soviets. have a large number of
up to two weeks. POL stockpiles (some 1.5 million airfields in the Far East, their airlift capabilities are
tons) could sustain the number of divisions for a period low, at least in terms of the number of transport
of about 100 days. The railroad system is capable of aircraft stationed in the region. A major airlift to
supporting the movement of 10 to 120 trains per 24 resupply the Far East would require the Soviets to
hours each way, with a net load per train of 1,935 tons. borrow heavily from forces now allocated to the
Highway resupply capacity varies between 2,160 and western theater
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V. ASSESSMENT OF READINESS

1. The readiness of the Soviet ground forces in its combat potential.
broadest sense is determined by their ability to convert to measure the degree to which training,
from a peacetime status to a wartime posture and to equipment effectiveness, and other factors impact on
carry out assigned missions. Readiness is a function of combat potential. The analysis in this chapter focuses on
both the force generation process and the ability to those situations in which the Soviets have the initiative
develop combat potential. This in turn is the product of in planning and preparing their forces for offensive
numerous factors that affect the ability of a unit to operations at a time and place of their choosing. The
operate and perform its mission, including the effective- chapter assesses the following factors:
ness of weapons assigned to the unit, the ability of
personnel to operate those weapons, and the unit's ability - The force generation process required to convert
to carry out integrated, coordinated operations. from a peacetime to a wartime posture.

2. In peacetime the Soviets maintain a substantial - The time required to generate a fully mobilized
force of "ready" divisions in Eastern Europe and along force without training.
other sensitive border areas and apparently believe - The time required to generate a trained force.
that these units are at least capable of rapidly respond-
ing to emergency contingencies on short notice, with - Differences in weapons effectiveness among So-
little or no mobilization. The bulk of the force strue- viet divisions.
ture, however, is maintained in a "not ready" status, - The development of combat potential during the
requiring large-scale mobilization to achieve wartime force generation processm
authorized manning and equipment levels. Moreover,
Soviet sources report that these units would not neces-
sarily be capable of performing their wartime missions The Force Generation Process

immediately after mobilizationt 5. The Soviets have developed an orderly, systematic

3. Time is an essential ingredient in the force process to convert their forces from peacetime to war-

generation process, and the Soviets have two basic time status. The process described below is not an
options in preparing their forces for combat. Should emergency reaction executed in response to an enemy
circumstances dictate, they could choose (or be forced) attack or threatened attack. Rather, it would be em-
to commit their forces as soon as they have completed ployed to prepare carefully and thoroughly for offensive
the alert and mobilization process. Should they opt for operations in a mid-to-high-intensity combat environ-
this approach, a large portion of the force would not ment such as that expected in Europe against NATO.
have received a level of training equivalent to the The process would be designed to ensure that units are
"ready" divisions, and the Soviets would have to brought up to sufficient manpower, equipment, and
accept a degradation in the combat potential of the training levels to engage in effective operations.
mobilized force. Alternatively, the Soviets could take a 6. The deliberate, phased, and time-consuming force
more deliberate, phased approach, allowing time to . .
moregeneration process described in this chapter differs from

circumstances would determine which option the Sovi- that, in response to an enemy attack, often discussed in
etsrchostae, w uld bel etheym wd optio the mor- Warsaw Pact writings. The Soviets train extensively forets chose, we believe they' would opt for the more this latter case situation, and they have developed
deliberate process when they had some control over elaborate plans for rapid mobilization and deployment
time and events.e

of their forces, including "not ready" units, with little or
4. We cannot predict how much time the Soviets no time allocated for training. These plans are to be

would allocate for postmobilization training to improve implemented in the event of the threat of an attack, an
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enemy attack, or other situations in which the Soviets do combat readiness directly from constant combat readi-
not control the timing of events s ness, and accomplish required alert measures on com-

7. Despite their apparent worst case mentality, the pressed time lines. Under such circumstances there

Soviets generally believe that a period of tension will might be confusion and chaos. Under less extreme

precede hostilities, and in fact they plan to covertly circumstances the process would be accomplished

increase the readiness of their forces during training -gradually and methodically, and units would be given
increases teforeahoies. of theirforces nsrin tini sufficient time at each alert stage to fully accomplishexercises before hostilities. The period of tension envis- specified tasks before the next stage is declared.
aged as preceding a war varies from several weeks to should te eforprie e stage intcte
several months and normally allows adequate time for Should the element of surprise be lost at any point, the

units to mobilize, train, and make other preparations Soviets can accelerate the process. Their writings
unitor clearly indicate that time requirements vary directly

with the enemy threat.
8. Historically, the Soviets also have recognized the 11. In overall terms, the mobilization of Soviet

need for, and have taken the time necessary for, n oralo and ts molizatierarcoi-
postmobilization training and preparation. In the lat' ground formations and units mnvolves three hierarchi-
terostagesofW orld W arIImobilizat and preparation In the a cal force structure elements, each with related butter stages of World War II, mobilized troops and units differing alert, dispersal, and mobilization require-received months of training prior to commitment on ments:
the western front, and newly formed divisions trained
for four to six months in the interior of the USSR. - The tank, motorized rifle, and airborne divisions
Preparations for the invasions of Czechoslovakia and provide the basic combat maneuver force and
Afghanistan and contingency preparations during the have varied mobilization availability times de-
Polish crisis similarly included extensive preparations pending on their peacetime manning levels.
and training before and after mobilization.Z - The combat divisions are supported by a variety

9. Force generation is a process that takes place over of nondivisional combat support and service sup-
time, starting with a unit's peacetime status and ending port elements maintained at varied readiness
when full combat readiness has been achieved. The levels.

time required to generate a force for combat is the sum - Together the combat and support forces are
of the time necessary to alert, disperse, mobilize, train, organized and subordinated under an army and
move, and accomplish final preparations and deploy- front command and control structure that is not
ments. The following discussion assesses the time neces- fully developed in peacetime.|
sary to alert the force; plan systematic and comprehen-
sive attack options; mobilize and assemble required 12. Division Mobilization. The time required for
personnel; remove equipment from storage; receive Soviet divisions to advance through the four alert
equipment not authorized in peacetime; deploy to stages and to complete mobilization would vary ac-

dispersal areas with combat-ready command and con- cording to peacetime manning status. On the basis of a

trol structures; and conduct necessary training. Those detailed "critical path" analysis of each of the six types
elements of the process involving movement of the of Soviet divisions,' we believe Soviet divisions gener-

force to its area of employment are scenario dependent ally could alerted and could complete mobilization

and are not considered. in the time shown in table V-1:

10. Alert, Dispersal, and Mobilization. The - All Soviet airborne divisions, except the one

mechanism for generating the force is the formal alert training division, are maintained in a full-

system that involves the transition of units through the strength ready status and could be alerted, vacate

four alert stages and the attainment of a full wartime
personnel and equipment status (see chapter II, para-
graph 10). The time required to execute measures
associated with the alert stages varies. In an emergen-
cy, such as a reaction to a surprise attack, an attempt
would be made to mobilize rapidly, declaring full
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Table V-1 front and army level and are essential to the support

Estimated Mobilization Time for Soviet Divisions and sustenance of Soviet offensive operations. These

(days, rounded to nearest half day) units include artillery, tactical surface-to-surface mis-

sile, engineer, signal, chemical defense, intelligence,
Expected Standard 90-Percent...

Type of Division Time Deviation a Probability a electronic warfare, air defense, and logistic support

Full-strength ready 2.0 0.231 1.5-2.5 organizations. All nondivisional units present in the

Reduced-strength ready I 2.5 0.291 2.0-3.0 peacetime structure of the groups of forces are assessed
Reduced-strength ready I1 3.5 0.394 3.0-4.0 as full-strength ready. In addition, air assault brigades,
High-strength cadre 4.5 0.459 3.5-5.0 Scud and Scaleboard brigades, SA-4 brigades, and
Low-strength cadre 5.5 0.551 4.5-6.5 independent tank brigades and regiments throughout
Mobilization base 8.0 0.669 7.0-9.0 the USSR generally are manned at the full-strength

ready level. Other support and rear service units are
kept at lower manning levels in peacetime (see table
V-2):

-- Signal regiments that would support fronts and
armies are manned at the reduced-strength ready

their peacetime garrisons, and move to dispersal level. Signal battalions that would support an

airfields within 25 to 40 hours. army corps are manned at high-strength cadre
level and would expand to regiments in wartime.

- Within one and a half to two and a half days, the
31 full-strength ready tank and motorized rifle - Nondivisional ponton bridge regiments and engi-

divisions could complete in-garrison prepara- neer brigades are manned at the high-strength
tions, vacate their garrisons, and move to nearby cadre level, as are multiple rocket launcher

dispersal areas. At this point these divisions brigades and regiments. Motor transport brigades
would be fully prepared for commitment to and regiments and logistic support brigades are

combat. manned at either the high- or low-strength cadre
level.

- The 42 reduced-strength ready divisions could
complete mobilization and disperse within two to Table V-2
four days. Although their proficiency would be
less than that of full-strength ready divisions, we Soviet Manning Patterns for Nondivisional Units
believe these divisions would be at least minimal- Full-strength ready (manning at 95-100 percent)
ly prepared for commitment to combat in a mid- Air assault brigades
to-high-intensity environment. scud and scaleboard brigades

SA-4 brigades

- The 103 cadre divisions could complete the alert, independent tank regiments and brigades

dispersal, and mobilization process within three Reduced-strength ready (manning at 55-85 percent)
and a half to six and a half days, but would Signal regiments (army/front level)

require additional training to increase their pro- Cadre (manning at 5-40 percent)
ficiency to a level minimally sufficient for offen- Signal battalions (corps level)
sive operations in a mid-to-high-intensity en- Ponton bridge regiments
vironment. Engineer brigades

Multiple rocket launcher brigades/regiments

- The 25 mobilization base divisions could mobi- Logistic support brigades

lize in seven to nine days, but would require Motor transport brigades/regiments
Artillery and antiaircraft divisionsextensive preparation and training before com- Artillery brigades/regiments (army level)

bat. Heavy artillery brigades
Separate antitank brigades/regiments

13. Nondivisional Units. The Soviets must mobi- Chemical defense regiments/battalions
lize a wide variety of nondivisional units to establish a Traffic control brigades
wartime force structure. These units are assigned at
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- The following units usually are manned at low- to complete alert, dispersal, and the preparation of
strength cadre level: artillery and antiaircraft equipment is the same.|I |
divisions, artillery brigades and regiments subor-
dinatet15. Command, Control, and Communications

rate antitank brigades and regiments, chemical Structure. Upon mobilization, divisions and nondivi-

defense regiments and battalions, and traffic sional units would be integrated into an army- and front-

control brigades. Artillery regiments subordinate level command and control structure prior to commit-

to corps in peacetime are usually mobilization ment. The Soviets recognize the importance of the

bases, consisting of stockpiled weapons (usually command and control system and believe that it should

aolder models) and a srnall caretaker unit. be maintained at a level of readiness somewhat higher
than that of its subordinate troop units. We estimate it

14. Overall, although we are less certain regarding would require about three to five days to fully establish
nondivisional units than we are regarding divisions, we the front/army command and control structure of a front
believe nondivisional support units would require formed in the groups of forces in Eastern Europe. In the
from 11 hours to more than six days to complete the internal military districts of the USSR, which have to
alert, dispersal, and mobilization process. (See table V- mobilize and train supporting units, it would take roughly
3.) We assume that nondivisional units would require seven to 10 days to establish a full front command and
roughly the same amount of time as divisions to control structure. It is likely that much of this process
accomplish like functions. Thus, the time for a low- would be undertaken covertly and in advance of the
strength cadre division and a cadre nondivisional unit more overt divisional preparations

Table V-3

Estimated Mobilization Times for Soviet Nondivisional Units
(hours)

Estimated 90-Percent
Type of Unit Time a Probability

Air assault brigades 19.5 15.1-24.0
Scud brigades 17.4 13.9-20.8
Scaleboard brigades 11.1 8.1-14.2
SA-4 brigades 11.1 8.1-14.2
Independent tank brigades/regiments 18.0 14.3-21.8
Helicopter regiments/squadrons - 19.5 15.7-23.3
Signal regiments/front/army 27.9 22.7-33.1
Signal battalions/corps 46.2 37.2-55.2
Ponton bridge regiments 55.5 45.7-65.2
Engineer brigades 55.5 45.7-65.2
Multiple rocket-launcher brigades/regiments 48.7 38.5-58.9
Motor transport brigades/regiments 59.5 49.4-69.5
Logistic support brigades 59.5 49.4-69.5
Maintenance regiments/battalions 55.5 45.7-65.2
Artillery divisions 133.1 111.0-155.2
Artillery brigades/regiments/army 66.0 54.5-77.4
Heavy artillery brigades 74.0 62.5-85.4
Antiaircraft artillery divisions 133.1 111.0-155.2
Antiaircraft artillery brigades 48.9 39.6-58.2
Antitank brigades/regiments 54.9 44.4-65.5
Motor transport brigades/regiments 65.6 55.5-75.8
Logistic support brigades 65.6 55.5-75.8
Chenical defense regiments/battalions 63.0 53.2-72.7
Traffic control brigades 59.6 50.2-69.1
Artillery regiments/corps 93.6 72.5-114.7
Hospital base 85.5 65.4-105.6

a Rounded to nearest tenth.
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16. Front-level headquarters do not exist in peace- conduct postmobilization training to improve combat
time, and in wartime they would be organized from proficiency. Most reduced-strength or cadre units
the headquarters elements of groups of forces or would require at least some of the following types of
military districts. We believe that those headquarters training after they had completed mobilization and
designated to form wartime fronts have the necessary were at full strength:
personnel in peacetime to establish the wartime front
staff. Front staffs are normally supported by a front - Individual refresher training to reacquaint pre-

signal regiment or brigade which establishes a front viously trained reservists with their military spe-
command post communications center; a rear CP cialties and crew-served weapons and equip-
signal regiment which provides communications for ment.

the rear services; and numerous radio-relay, wire and - Unit training and exercises to perfect individual
tropospheric-scatter battalions that provide multichan- skills, forge unit cohesion and integration, and
nel communications among the CPs and to subordi- develop a unit's capability to carry out tactical
nate units. In addition, a security and service regiment
provides transport, security, and logistic support for
the staff. These supporting units are maintained at full - Staff training and command post exercises to
strength in the groups of forces, but at reduced- enhance command and staff proficiency and to
strength ready or cadre levels in the USSR iI | rehearse and perfect planned operations.71

17. The Soviets maintain tank and combined-arms 20. The training for individual divisions and non-
armies in'peacetime with staffs controlling subordinate divisional units would vary according to their intended
units. Armies generally are supported by a command missions. Our analysis focuses on the training that
post signal regiment, a signal battalion, and a security would be required by units earmarked for offensive
and service battalion. As with front units, in the groups operations in a mid-to-high-intensity combat environ-
of forces these units are maintained at full-strength ment such as that expected in Europe.2 Consequently,
and at reduced-strength or high-strength cadre levels we focus on the proficiency required to conduct
in the USSR - complex operations such as those of an operational

18. In peacetime, the headquarters of Soviet mili- maneuver group, penetrating a prepared defense, or

tary districts, groups of forces, and armies maintain conducting a meeting engagement with a combined-
numerous facilities to support a smooth transition to a arms enemy force on an integrated nuclear, chemical,
wartime structure. Hardened command posts, manned or conventional battlefield.
by small shifts of duty personnel and located near 21. The mission proficiency of the "ready" divi-
garrison headquarters, provide sheltered locations to sions at the completion of mobilization meets or
which staffs can deploy and control the mobilization exceeds the minimum proficiency demonstrated by a
and dispersal process. These wartime CPs have func- GSFG division at the start of its training cycle. These
tioning radio, radio-relay, and landline communica- divisions are prepared to fight in a time-constrained,
tions to garrison locations and to superior and subordi- emergency situation and could achieve levels of mis-
nate CPs. In addition, the groups of forces in Germany
(GSFG) and Czechoslovakia (CGF) maintain complex sion proficiency acceptable for commitment to mid-
fixed radio-relay systems including many bunkered to-high-intensity combat with little or no additional
sites that can be rapidly converted to wartime front- training.

level communications structures. Moreover, new mo- 22. The divisions considered "not ready" (cadre and
bile signal equipment entering the Soviet inventory mobilization bases), on the other hand, would have a
enhances the ability of the front to rapidly establish mission proficiency after mobilization far below that
long-range multichannel communications. of the GSFG division at any point in its training cycle.

Training

19. To prepare for offensive operations-and if
time were available-individual Soviet units could
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The Soviets can tolerate the risk of keeping a large
part of their force structure at such a low level of Training Milestones of the Group of Soviet
proficiency because: Forces in Germany (GSFG)

- They expect sufficient warning and preparation Minimum Proficiency. The lowest point of unit
time to conduct the training necessary to raise proficiency in the GSFG training cycle, which occurs

at the time of troop rotation. About 20 percent of the
proficiency levels. divisions' manpower consists of untrained recruits or

inexperienced conscript NCOs/specialists fresh from- Many "not ready" units probably would not be training units. We believe that, given a choice, the
committed to combat until weeks into the war, Soviets would not commit divisions at this low level of
allowing time for the needed training. proficiency. If confronted with an enemy surprise

attack, or a situation in which the Soviets did not have
- Some "not ready" units probably are not intend- control of events, however, such divisions would be

ed for operations in a mid-to-high-intensity com- committed to combat.
bat environment. They may be employed as Minimum Standard for Commitment to Offensive
occupation troops in conquered enemy territory Operations. About three months after troop rotation,
or to guard lines of communication, vital installa- new conscripts have completed their basic training and
tions, or other rear areas in Pact territory. "Mop- have been integrated into their units; company and

battalion level training has begun. At this point, weup" operations after enemy main forces have believe the divisions have completed sufficient training
been defeated may also require lesser proficien- and attained sufficient cohesion !or commitment to
cy. offensive combat.

23. Training Goals. In assessing the training level Maximum Proficiency. The proficiency level at-

and proficiency of Soviet divisions, w se the GSFG tained by the GSFG division at the completion of its
semiannual training program when all required train-

division as a yardstick. The GSFG division is the most ing, including regimental or division exercises, is com-
proficient in the Soviet force structure, and we assume plete. At this point we judge that the highest level of
that at the completion of its semiannual training cycle proficiency of any Soviet division is attained.
it meets Soviet standards for commitment to offensive
operations in a mid-to-high-intensity environment. In
our analysis of the semiannual training cycle of the 24. The amount of training required by Soviet
GSFG division, we have established three milestones divisions to attain GSFG standards varies from four to
that we use as the basis for assessing the status of other 45 days, depending on peacetime manning levels and
divisions (see inset). the proficiency level desired (see table V-4). Training

Table V-4

Training Required for Soviet Divisions To Meet GSFG Standards
(days, rounded to nearest half day)

Minimum
Mission

Minimum Proficiency for Maximum
Mission Offensive Mission

Type of Division Proficiency Operations Proficiency
Full-strength ready 0 0 0
Reduced-strength ready I 0 0 4-5
Reduced-strength ready 11 0 4-5 19.0-30.5

26.5-38.5 b
High-strength cadre 8.0-17.5 19.0-30.5 29.5-43.0
Low-strength cadre 9.5-19.5 19.0-30.5 29.5-43.0
Mobilization base 12.0-22.0 21.5-33.0 32.0-45.5

Divisions with cadre battalions only.
b Divisions with cadre regiments and battalions.
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generally would begin with several days of individual 26. In summary, mobilization and training will nol
refresher training and then build through varying necessarily occur after a forcewide M-day has beer
periods of unit training and exercises at company, declared. The alerting and preparation of individua
battalion, regiment, and division level. Staff training divisions may occur in a phased and unobtrusive
would be undertaken concurrently. "Ready" divisions manner well before the declaration of general mobili.
would require little, if any, training to achieve mini- zation. (See inset for historical precedents.) If the
mum proficiency for offensive operations. "Not Soviets prepare individual force elements incremental-
ready" divisions, on the other hand, would require ly, the initial phases may be difficult to distinguish
from 19 to more than 30 days to achieve the same from normal peacetime training and exercises
standard.

25. If the training were undertaken after the divi-
sions were fully mobilized, their availability for combat Historical Precedents in Soviet Training Practices
would vary from one and a half days to more than 50 World War II. Historically, the Soviets have recog-
days, depending on the type of division and proficiency nized the necessity of providing training after the
level desired (see table V-5). The Soviets, however, have mobilization or formation of units. At the beginning of
a number of options that could reduce the amount of World War II they were forced to commit poorly
postmobilization training and thus speed up the divi- trained and prepared units to stop the German inva-

sion. Later in the war, however, mobilized troops andsions' availability: portions of the training program units received months of training before commitment
could be completed before full division mobilization, or on the western front, and newly formed divisions
the Soviets could incrementally increase the authorized trained four to six months. Before initiating major
manning of selected divisions before full-scale mobiliza- offensives, such as the Berlin operation, units received
tion, as they did in preparing for the invasion of replacements to bring them up to strength and were
Afghanistan. These divisions could then accomplish directed to conduct training for up to 20 days. When

more extensive training before full mobilization. Alter- units were withheld from combat and assigned to the

natively, a division's battalions or regiments could be "Reserve of the Supreme High Command," their prep-
aration included 30 to 40 days of trainin

mobilized sequentially and. reservists released upon
completion of their training. Such a division, if mobi- Czechoslovakia. Before the invasion of Czechoslo-

lized shortly thereafter, could attain an acceptable vakia the Soviets made a clear distinction between the
preparation and training of "ready" and "not ready"

mission proficiency with little or no additional training. divisions. The invasion was carried out by "ready"
Some Soviet divisions apparently did this during the divisions that were mobilized up to four months before
Polish crisis in 1980-81 the invasion and moved to concentration areas near

Table V-5

Cumulative Force Availability Time Estimates for Soviet Divisions
(days-90-percent probability range-rounded to nearest half day)

Minimum
Mission

Minimum Proficiency for Maximum
Alert, Dispersal, Mission Offensive Mission

Division Type and Mobilization Proficiency a Operations a Proficiency

Full-strength ready 1.5-2.5 1.5-2.5 1.5-2.5 1.5-2.5
Reduced-strength ready I 2.0-3.0 2.0-3.0 2.0-3.0 6.5-7.5
Reduced-strength ready I 3.0-4.0 3.0-4.0 7.0-9.0 30.0-42.0 b

22.5-34.0 
" High-strength cadre 3.5-5.0 12.5-22.0 23.0-35.0 34.5-48.0

Low-strength cadre 4.5-6.5 15.0-25.5 23.0-36.0 35.5-49.0
Mobilization base 7.0-9.0 20.0-30.5 29.0-41.5 40.0-53.5

a Includes time for alert, dispersal, and mobilization.
h Divisions with cadre regiments and battalions.

Division with cadre battalions only.
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Czechoslovakia. The training varied from none at all to Weapon Effectiveness
individual refresher training, small-unit drills, and
exercises. Several cadre divisions, also mobilized during 27. Analysis of variations in the weapons inven-
the Czechoslovak crisis, did not participate in the tories of Soviet divisions-both quantitative and quali-
invasion but apparently served as a reserve for the .
invasion force. In marked contrast to the "ready" tative-indicates that there are substantial differences

divisions, they engaged in a comprehensive postmobili- in the potential combat power of the divisions. As-
zation training program lasting 30 to 40 days and sessed in terms of weighted equipment value (WEV) I
culminating in a division field training exercise weapons effectiveness varies widely within the ground

Afghanistan. Two of the three cadre divisions used in forces according to the type of division and the region
the invasion of Afghanistan, the 5th Guards Motorized or theater of military operations (TVD) in which it
Rifle Division and the 108th Motorized Rifle Division, would operat
also began preparations months beforehand, probably in
response to a Soviet decision to upgrade force readiness 28. In general, tank divisions generate higher weap-
in the area as the situation in Afghanistan deteriorated in on effectiveness scores than motorized rifle divisions
the summer and fall of 1979. Both divisions apparently because they have more and/or better tanks (see tablewere raised from cadre status to reduced-strength ready
II at least six months before the invasion and began a V-6).. Moreover, equipment effectiveness scores for

training program appropriate to the higher status. In motorized rifle divisions vary more widely than those
December they mobilized reservists to attain full- for tank divisions, reflecting the greater uniformity of
strength ready status. The divisions entered Afghanistan the quality of combat equipment held in tank divi-
in late December, but for a month thereafter their sions. The variance in equipment effectiveness be-personnel continued to train and set up base facilities. At
the end of January their reservist personnel were re- tween tank and motorized rifle divisions is most
leased and replaced by trained active service personnel pronounced in cadre divisions and mobilization bases.
drawn from throughout the Soviet forces. Only then
were units committed to combat operations

29. The major variations in weapons effectiveness
By contrast, a third division, the 201st MotorizedBy cntrsta tirddivsion th 2 t Mtorzed occur :between the "ready" and "not ready" divisionsRifle Division, conducted what was in essence an

emergency mobilization in late December and experi- and on a regional basis. "Ready" divisions generally
enced many difficulties. The division moved to Termez are better equipped, with newer, more capable weap-
and trained. At the end of January 1980, its reservists on systems, and normally have a full complement of
were replaced by active service troops from elsewhere weapons. "Not ready" divisions, particularly low-
in the USSR, and two of its regiments were replaced by
units drawn from the western USSR. The division then strength cadre and mobilization base divisions, are
entered Afghanistan in the first half of February j equipped with older weapons and often do not meet

Poland. The Soviets also apparently took a deliber- current organizational inventory standards
ate time-phased approach during 1980 in preparing for 30. On a regional basis, the Western TVD, facing
possible military action in Poland. The intensity and NATO's Central Region, contains the "lion's share"
level of training in the three MDs bordering Poland
(Baltic, Belorussian, and Carpathian) reflected an in- (30 percent) of the motorized rifle and tank divisions

crease over that normally expected and was not paral- in the Soviet ground forces, and typically its maneuver
leled in other military districts. From September to divisions are better equipped. Soviet divisions opposite
December 1980 the Soviets prepared 13 selected ready China in the Far Eastern TVD, in aggregate, are the
and cadre divisions subordinate to the 11th Guards,
13th, and 28th Armies in the Baltic, Belorussian, and
Carpathian Military Districts and increased their readi-
ness status by mobilizing and training and then demo-
bilizing selected elements. Preparatory exercises and
training were staggered among armies. While one army
was exercising, another was in a posttraining period of
maintenance and reduced activity, and a third was
preparing to exercise. This staggered preparation en-
abled the Soviets to increase the readiness of a contin-
gency force over a period of months without fielding
the entire force.
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Table V-6

Average Weighted Equipment Value of Soviet Maneuver Divisions, End of 1981

Division Average Weighted Equipment Value (WEV)

Manning Category Western Northwestern Southwestern Southeastern Far Eastern Strategic
and Type TVD TVD TVD TVD TVD Reserve

Full-strength MRD 699.5 - 658.5 580.0 - -
ready TD 699.3 - 619.5 - 690.0 -

Reduced-strength MRD 685.8 437.3 - - 633.7 616.0
ready I TD 727.0 - - - 682.0 -

Reduced-strength MRD - - - 458.8 584.6 -
ready II TD 725.0 - 546.0 - 651.0 573.0

High-strength MRD 646.0 267.5 596.0 459.3 537.5 496.5
cadre TD 625.0 - 555.7 - 574.0 562.0

Low-strength MRD 510.2 271.3 423.8 379.5 515.6 461.0
cadre TD 677.0 - 550.0 599.0 - 507.0

Mobilization MRD 272.0 260.3 331.0 159.0 346.8 370.8
base TD 475.0 - 290.5 - - -

next best equipped in the force structure, followed by the force generation process to training, the greater the
the Southwestern TVD, the Strategic Reserve, and the payoff in terms of combat potential
Southeastern and Northwestern TVDs. Divisions oppo- 32 The mean combat potential values depicted in
site areas of lesser threat clearly have a lower priority 32. The e o ba ntial values eten

for oremoden ad efectve wapo sysemstable V-7 reflect the substantial differences betweenfor more modern and effective weapon systems.0 j types of divisions and among theaters, as well as the
multiplicative effect of training after mobilization.

Overall Combat Potential Upon mobilization, full-strength ready and reduced-

31. Combat potential, simply defined, is the ability strength ready I divisions require little or no training.
of a unit or force to carry out its wartime mission. It is Reduced-strength ready II, cadre, and mobilization

a function of numerous factors which affect the ability base divisions clearly enhance their combat potential

to operate and execute assigned missions. These factors after postmobilization training. This gain in combat

include mission proficiency; equipment effectiveness; potential varies by type, division, and theate
command, control, and communications, and intelli- 33. The motorized rifle and tank divisions in the
gence; leadership and morale; and the logistic base. Western TVD generate the highest overall combat
Recognizing that the three last-named are important potential, due primarily to the concentration of more
but largely unquantifiable factors-particularly in as- modern weapon systems and the large numbers of full-
sessing opposing forces-our assessment of the overall strength ready divisions. Data in table V-8 depict the
combat potential of Soviet divisions focuses on the key overall gain in combat potential by theater when
first two factors-mission proficiency and weapon training is provided. This gain varies from 30 percent
effectiveness. Although we assume weapon effective- in the Western TVD to 133 percent in the Strategic
ness remains static during the force generation proc-
ess, mission proficiency-and thus overall combat
potential-will increase as training is conducted prior
to commitment. Combat potential, therefore, is direct-
ly dependent on the degree to which a unit develops
its mission proficiency as well as the effectiveness of its
combat equipment: the more time allocated during

V-9
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Table V-7

Average Divisional Combat Potential for Soviet Divisions
Following Alert and Mobilization (CPI) and After Completion of Training (CP2)

Western Northwestern Southwestern Southeastern Far Eastern Strategic

Division Manning TVD TVD TVD TVD TVD- Reserve

Category and Type CPI a CP2 b CP1 a CP2 b CPI a CP2 b CP1 CP2 b CPI a CP2 b CPI - CP2 b
Full-strength MRD c 699.5 699.5 - - 658.5 658.5 580.0 580.0 - - - -

ready TD d 699.3 699.3 - - 619.5 619.5 - - 690.0 690.0 - -

Reduced-strength MRD 638.0 638.0 406.7 406.7 - - - - 589.4 589.4 572.0 572.0
ready I TD 676.0 676.0 - - - - - - 634.0 634.0 - -

Reduced-strength MRD - - - - - - 306.8 399.0 391.6 508.7 - -
ready II TD 486.0 631.0 - - 366.0 475.0 - - 436.0 566.0 384.0 499.0

High-strength MRD 258.0 556.0 107.0 230.0 240.7 518.0 183.7 395.1 215.0 462.4 198.5 427.0
cadre TD 250.1 537.3 - - 222.3 477.7 - - 230.0 494.0 225.0 483.0

Low-strength MRD 158.5 448.8 84.0 238.3 146.8 417.8 117.7 333.8 159.9 453.6 143.0 405.7
cadre TD 210.0 596.0 - - 170.0 483.5 186.0 527.0 - - 157.0 446.0

Mobilization MRD 32.5 239.5 31.0 229.3 39.7 291.3 19.0 140.0 41.5 305.5 44.4 326.6
base TD 57.0 418.0 - - 34.5 255.5 - - - - - -

a Combat potential without training.
b Combat potential with training.

Motorized rifle division.
d Tank division.

Note: All Soviet units have a theoretical combat potential (mission proficiency score times weapon effectiveness value) when they
complete mobilization. The average combat potential of divisions by type and TVD immediately after mobilization is reflected in the "combat
potential without training" (CPI) column. Except under extreme circumstances, however, we believe the Soviets will attempt to increase a
unit's mission proficiency by providing training. In the table, "combat potential with training" (CP2) reflects the average impact on overall
combat potential if divisions are brought up to the GSFC division's minimum standard for offensive operations (see table V-4 and annex D).

Table V-8

Theoretical Increase in Soviet Divisional
Combat Potential by Theater.

Aggregate Combat Aggregate Combat

TVD Potential Upon Potential After Percent of
Mobilization Training Change b

Strategic Reserve 3,200 7,400 133
Southwestern TVD 6,250 12,450 99
Southeastern TVD 6,050 11,100 84
Northwestern TVD 1,750 2,900 66
Far Eastern TVD 16,750 26,800 60
Western TVD 27,550 35,850 30

a Divisional combat potential is the aggregate combat potential of all maneuver divisons within a
theater of military operatons.

b The change in combat potential is influenced chiefly by the ratio of "ready" and "not ready"
divisions within a theater. Essentially, the greater the number of "ready" versus "not ready" divisions, the
fewer the number of divisons that need training; thus the lower percentage change in combat potential.

Does not take account of non-Soviet Warsaw Pact forces, which, if included in the TVD force, would
increase the score.
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Reserve. The degree of improvement in a TVD's require little or no training and thus reach a minimum
combat potential is largely explained by the ratio of acceptable combat potential upon completion of alert
"not ready" to "ready" divisions. "Not ready" divi- and mobilization. Table V-8 indicates that training is
sions require differing amounts of training to raise less important in the Western TVD, and to varying

their mission proficiency. "Ready" divisions, however, degrees more significant in other TVDs. I
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VI. IMPLICATIONS

1. The Soviets maintain a large and impressive bat with a relatively "young" and reliable fleet of
ground force structure that reflects the vast dimen- combat vehicles. Nevertheless, peacetime conservation
sions of their nation, the scope of its military interests, of large quantities of weapons and equipment may
and the nature of combat anticipated. The mixture of distort the demand for repair and maintenance that
ground force units which, by Soviet definition, are would be expected in wartime. Soviet forces may well
considered "ready" or "not ready" for combat sug- be ill prepared to cope with high levels of battle
gests-and our research confirms-a major difference damage and the requirements that would be placed on
in the peacetime status and readiness posture of units the maintenance repair and supply system in a sus-
in these two broad readiness categories j tained, high-attrition conflict. However, the Soviet

practice of echelonment, allowing replacement of
2. More than one-half of the 185 active divisions as units, could enhance sustainability| |IIIII~

well as the 25 mobilization base divisions and many

support units are maintained in a "not ready" status in 4. The Soviets have available a large supply of
peacetime, and the Soviets must rely on the mobiliza- ammunition, POL, and spare parts, calculated at

tion of large numbers of reservists to achieve wartime consumption rates applicable to mid-to-high-intensity
manning levels. Substantial numbers of transport vehi- combat. Much of this stockpile is held in rapidly
cles must also be mobilized to field and sustain this relocatable stocks in forward areas and would be
force. In some respects, this "not ready" force offers readily available to Soviet forces early in a conflict.

advantages for the Soviets. It provides a known force The availability and reliability of equipment and the

structure for planning purposes and can be rapidly supply of ammunition, POL, and spare parts should

expanded to wartime manning and equipment autho- not be a significant constraint on the immediate

rizations. It also allows those manpower and equip- readiness of the force in any theater. The ability of the

ment resources that would be needed during wartime logistic support structure to sustain forces in prolonged

to be employed in the civilian economy in peacetime. combat will vary from one theater to another, how-

There are, however, definite disadvantages from the ever.

force readiness standpoint. The low peacetime man-
ning of "not ready" units severely limits the Soviets' Readiness Trends

training programs. Furthermore, their reserve system 5. While the Soviets have continued a pattern of
does not produce cohesive and effective units upon steady ground forces growth over the past 10 years
mobilization. Individual reservists are infrequently (some 30 new divisions or mobilization bases have
called tip for training and rarely serve consecutive been created), there has not been any appreciable
tours in the same unit. Training provided is of uneven change in the overall readiness posture. On the con-
quality at best. In short, the large "not ready" or trary, between 1972 and 1981 there was a drop of
skeletal element of the force structure requires sub- about 4 percent in the proportion of "ready" to "not
stantial preparation to overcome deficiencies in peace- ready" divisions in the forces (see figure VI-1). Al-
time manning, equipment, and training, as well as though a few divisions have been upgraded from "not
shortcomings in the Soviet reserve system. ready" to "ready" status, most new divisions either

3. In regard to equipment, the Soviets have a have been manned at cadre levels or are being

design, deployment, and support philosophy that em- maintained as inactive mobilization base divisions
phasizes readiness for combat in the initial stages of 6. We do not anticipate a major, permanent change
war. The combination of rugged, reliable equipment in the readiness posture of the Soviet forces over the
and a usage pattern that emphasizes conservation of next five years unless Moscow perceives a substantial
equipment, means that the Soviets would enter com- and lasting alteration of the threat in one region or

VIT-
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Figure VI-1 mobilization base divisions)-along with its support

"Ready" and "Not Ready" Maneuver Divisions and command-and-control structure-within 11 days
in the USSR, 1972-81 (see figure VI-2). However, upon completion of alert

and mobilization alone, the 210 divisions would have a
greatly limited overall combat potential: equal only to
88 GSFG division equivalents.' This level of overall

Total Divisions force capability represents 42 percent of the total
200 - combat potential that could be generated if training

"Not Ready" Divisions were conducted to the minimum level required for
offensive operations. Most of this initial force capabil-

15o ity would be provided by the 82 "ready" divisions

9. By completing the training necessary to conduct

oo offensive operations in a mid-to-high-intensity combat
environment, the time required to generate the full
210-division force would increase to about 50 days.

50 However, more than 90 percent of the force (194

divisions) would be available 35 days after alert. This

0 expenditure of additional time to train "not ready"
1972 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 divisions up to minimum GSFG equivalent standards

for offensive operations would theoretically increase
the overall combat potential of the force by 55 percent
to some 137 GSFG division equivalents. Table VI-1
illustrates the combat potential generated by tank and

587949 12-82 motorized rifle divisions in each theater of military
another. Any effort to substantially upgrade their operations (TVD) in terms of GSFG division equiva-
readiness posture would be problematic. The Soviets lents after completion of mobilization (11 days after
will continue to face a situation of dwindling man- initial alert-or A+11) and after completion of train-
power resources through the end of the decade, and a ing (A+50 days). The Western and Far East TVDs
major increase in peacetime manning (except on an clearly generate the most combat potential, indicating
emergency basis by recalling reservists) in one region that divisions in these theaters are the best trained andmight require consequent reductions in other regions.

equipped in the force structure. |

Forcewide Readiness and Combat Potential Force Readiness by Theater

7. The Soviets appear to have systematic and effec- 10. The Soviets have structured and deployed their

tive procedures for mobilizing their forces. However, ground forces essentially for theater warfare, and their

the completion of the alert and mobilization process war planning calls for the division of Soviet and other

would not provide a completely corbat-ready force. Warsaw Pact frontiers into TVDs (see figure VI-3).

On the basis of our assessment of the combat potential Their basic military strategy is to overwhelm any and
of "ready" and "not ready" divisions, we believe that, all opponents quickly, relying primarily on Pact forces

except under extreme circumstances, the Soviets already in place in the theater, and Soviet theater

would allocate additional time for training prior to forces, thus, appear to be designed to dominate in each
committing units to offensive operations in a mid-to- A GSFG division equivalent is a unit of measurement employed
high-intensity combat environment l to express each Soviet motorized rifle and tank division's combat

8. The Soviets do not necessarily intend to bring all potential in terms of the mean combat potential of its counterpart in

210 divisions to full combat readiness prior to the the Group of Soviet Forces in Germany. Each division's combat
2. 0 .potential will be greater than, equal to, or less than that of the meaninitiation of hostilities. Nonetheless, they could mobil- GSFG division depending on its training status and overall weapons
ize their entire 210-division force (including the 25 effectiveness (see annex E for methodology employed). (c)
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Figure VI-2
Force Generation Profile for Soviet Divisions: Total Force
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Table VI-1

Soviet Combat Potential by Theater a

(Motorized Rifle and Tank Divisions)

Combat Combat
Potential (in Potential (in

Divisions GSFG Division GSFG Division
Theater of Military (Tank/MRD) Equivalents) Equivalents)
Operations (TVD) Available at A+11 at A+50

Western TVD 62 39 51
Southeastern TVD 29 8.5 15.8
Far Eastern TVD b 56 24 38.5
Southwestern TVD 27 9 19.3
Northwestern TVD 10 2.4 4.7
Forcewide 202 -88 137

a Excludes all non-Soviet Warsaw Pact forces.
b Does not include the division in the Kuril Islands.

Includes divisions in the Moscow, Volga, and Ural Military Districts.

TVD independently. Certain specialized units (such as would phase their preparation, bringing various elements
airborne divisions) and some strategic reserve units in of the forces to full combat readiness sequentially.
the central USSR may be employed to reinforce one
TVD or another. 13. Soviet planning for the Western TVD envisions

offensives along three main axes of advance. (See
11. Readiness, therefore, is largely a theater prob- figure VI-4.) To carry out these offensives, the Warsaw

lem for the Soviets and is most usefully assessed on Pact, at least initially, could organize its forces into
that basis. The three Soviet theaters that encompass three fronts in the first echelon (the Soviet-East
the bulk of the forces and the majority of the USSR's German front, the Soviet-Polish front, and the Soviet-
vast frontier are the Western, Southeastern, and Far Czechoslovak front), and two fronts from the western
Eastern TVDs. Of these, two-the Southeastern and USSR in the second echelon (the Belorussian and
Far Eastern-are composed entirely of Soviet forces.' Carpathian fronts). This five-front posture-with 80 to
The Western TVD is unique, however, with its buffer 90 divisions, of which 60 to 65 would be Soviet-plus
zone of East European states and a force structure in naval and tactical air support, probably would fulfill
which non-Soviet Warsaw Pact (NSWP) ground forces the Soviets' conservative doctrinal preferences. The
make a heavy contribution-more than half the first- force would consist of the Soviet and non-Soviet units
echelon divisions in Central Europe-to the overall in East Germany, Poland, and Czechoslovakia, and
theater force. forces from the Baltic, Belorussian, and Carpathian

Military Districts.

Forces Opposite Central Europe 14. The Soviet-East German front probably would

12. The Soviets believe that a war in Central Eu- be the largest in terms of forces and would carry out

rope probably would occur only after a period of the main effort (see table VI-2). It most likely would be

heightened tension during which they would take made up of Soviet forces in East Germany and Poland

steps to increase the readiness of their forces in the and East Germany's ground divisions, and would have

Western TVD. An increase in peacetime readiness the task of attacking NATO forces in central West

preceding a general mobilization probably would be Germany, probably between Hannover in the north
precdin a enerl iobiizaton robbly oul be and Mannheim in the south. It could face forces from

accomplished covertly, with the most detectable steps adMnhi ntesuh tcudfc ocsfo
being accomplished last. We believe that the Soviets as many as six of NATO's eight corps areas. Major
being a o i d s Welem ents of this front also could swing north of

The Far Eastern TVD also encompasses Mongolia, but Mongo- Hannover, across the north German plain, although
lian forces would not figure prominently in-if they contributed at this would require extensive restructuring of the
all to-Soviet operations in this theater. (c) front's logistic base. If the Soviet-East German front's

,VI-4
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Figure VI-4
Warsaw Pact Five-Front Attack Force in the Central Region
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main effort were made in a more northerly direction, consisting of the five Soviet divisions in Czechoslo-
some of the front probably would be given the vakia. The front would have the responsibility of
responsibility of carrying out offensive operations of attacking toward the Rhine in an area roughly be-
sufficient intensity to convince NATO-at least for a tween Mannheim and the Swiss-German border
time-that the main effort was in the center, to delay
a shift in NATO forces to meet the main effortLt 111 17. Soviet planners could also elect to begin the

attack with three fronts before the two reinforcing
15. It is likely that the Soviet-Polish front would be fronts from the western USSR were in place and

responsible for engaging NATO forces in the area of available. A phased buildup to three fronts would
the two northernmost corps of AFCENT, as well as in involve a total of some 50 to 60 divisions, of which
Denmark in AFNORTH. We believe that 15 Polish about 26 would be Soviet, plus support and tactical air
divisions and probably four divisions of the Soviet 11th units. It would offer the Soviets a reasonable expecta-
Guards Army in the Baltic MD would be primarily tion of an orderly transition to an attack posture that
responsible for.this area, but Soviet and East German would afford force superiority, sustainability, and the
forces would assume responsibility for defending the capability to respond to the risks of a wider war. The
area until Polish forces arrive. forces would include all Soviet and most NSWP

16. The majority of the forces in the Soviet- divisions garrisoned in East Germany, Poland, and
Czechoslovak front most likely would consist of 10 Czechoslovakia.

Czechoslovak divisions, although the northern flank of 18. Operational Requirements. Warsaw Pact the-
the front probably would be formed by an army ater forces in the Western TVD do not have to be
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Table VI-2

Postulated Warsaw Pact Troop List, Western TVD Ground Formations

Soviet-Polish Front (19 divisions)
Pomeranian Army (Polish) 1 or more Scud brigades
Silesian Army (Polish) 1 or more Scaleboard brigades
Warsaw Army (Polish) 2 or more SA-4 brigades
11th Guards Army (Baltic Military District) At least 1 attack helicopter regiment

Soviet-East German Front (27 divisions)
1st Guards Tank Army 8 or more Scud brigades
3rd Shock Army 8 or more SA-4 brigades
20th Guards Army 5 or more attack helicopter regiments
8th Guards Tank Army 1 or more transport helicopter regiments
2nd Guards Tank Army 7 or more ponton bridge regiments/battalions
MD-V Army (East German)
MD-Ill Army (East German)
Northern Group of Forces (NGF) (Army/Corps)

Soviet-Czechoslovak Front (15 divisions)
1st Army (Czechoslovak) At least 1 SA-4 brigade
4th Army (Czechoslovak) At least 1 attack helicopter regiment
Central Group of Forces (CGF) Army

Belorussian Front (11 divisions)
5th Guards Tank Army Up to 4 Scud brigades
7th Guards Tank Army I Scaleboard brigade
28th Army Up to 5 SA-4 brigades

1 attack helicopter regiment
1 transport helicopter regiment
3 ponton bridge regiments/battalions

Carpathian Front (11 divisions)
13th Army Up to.3 Scud brigades
38th Army 1 Scaleboard brigade
8th Army Up to 3 SA-4 brigades

1 transport helicopter regiment
2 ponton bridge regiments or battalions

Available Reserves
2 airborne divisions
5 divisions in Baltic MD
Up to 10 divisions in Kiev MD

available in their entirety for commitment on D-day. D+2-3. The second-echelon armies of the first-echelon
The Soviet concept of echelonment provides for a fronts would be committed after the front's immediate
steady time-phased introduction of fresh forces into objectives located at a depth of 250 to 350 kilometers
battle to sustain an offensive. In the Western TVD, the were seized on or about D+6-10. Pact planning as-
time-phased introduction of forces into battle would be sumes that the second-echelon fronts would be moved
accomplished by a systematic commitment of eche- forward from the western military districts and com-
loned forces. The Pact would initially commit 30 to 45 mitted at about D+7 or later. However, if the first-
first-echelon divisions of the first-echelon armies to echelon fronts were able to sustain the momentum of
seize immediate tactical objectives. According to Soviet the offensive, the second-echelon fronts might well be
planning factors, second-echelon divisions of the first- held longer in reserve and committed much later in the

echelon armies would be committed after the campaign against objectives deep in the theater.|
immediate army objectives, which usually lie at a - 19. We believe initial Pact operations in a conflict
depth of 100 to 150 kilometers, were seized on or about would be carried out by the forces currently assigned
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to the groups of forces and to the NSWP armies. The days for units in the "ready" category (air assault
divisions from the western USSR military districts units, front and army signal units, Scud and
would not be required immediately; rather, they Scaleboard units, SA-4 brigades, and independ-
would be employed to seize deep follow-on theater ent tank and motorized rifle regiments) and from
objectives. The Soviets accept the risk of maintaining two to five days for "not ready" units such as
their forces in the western USSR at lower readiness ponton bridge regiments, engineer brigades,
levels and probably believe that sufficient time would motor transport units, and artillery brigades and
be available for these units to attain acceptable readi- divisions.
ness levels before and after D-day, prior to their Preparation of the command, control, and com-
commitment. Under any scenario, however, we expect munications structure for the front/army forces
that the Soviets would use whatever time was available would require three to five days from alert.=
to increase unit proficiency through training

22. Should the Soviets opt to train all divisions up to

the level of mission proficiency required for offensive
operations in a mid-to-high-intensity combat environ-

20. The Soviets have two general options in prepar- ment, the availability time for the entire five-front

ing to conduct operations in the Western TVD: force would be considerably longer:

- They could initiate operations immediately upon - The initial force generation profile would not

completion of alert and mobilization of sufficient differ greatly from that when no additional

units to flesh out the force. training was undertaken, largely because of the
availability of the "ready" divisions within 72 to

- They could conduct the training necessary to 96 hours after alert.
improve proficiency to a point of their choosing,
and thus enhance the combat potential of their - The remaining "not ready" divisions, however,

forces would require up to 45 days to alert, mobilize,
and conduct the necessary trainini

21. If the Soviets were willing to accept the lower .. ,, 
misson rofcieny-o unts tat ad ot ben om- 23. The 26 ready divisions in the groups of forcesmission (probably plus the 11th Guards Army from the Baltic

pletely trained, we believe they could generate suffi- MD) that would support the three first-echelon fronts
cient Soviet forces to support a three-front offensive make up less than half of the total first-echelon force.
within three to five days and the Soviet forces to Soviet divisions make up the bulk of the center
support a five-front offensive in 10 to 1I days (see (Soviet-East German) front but less than a third of the
figure VI-5). These periods would not include the time northern (Polish-Soviet) and only a third of the
necessary to move these forces, however: Czechoslovak-Soviet front. Together, the East Ger-

- Within 72 hours after alert, they could have mans, Poles, and Czechoslovaks would provide 35 of
available for deployment the 26 "ready" tank the 61 divisions in these three fronts. Polish and
and motorized rifle divisions in the groups of Czechoslovak forces would be particularly important
forces that would support the Pact first-echelon because they would make up the bulk of the flanking
fronts, as well as two or more airborne divisions. forces on either side of the key central (Soviet-East

German) front. Ultimately, therefore, the readiness
- The tank and motorized rifle divisions (including and combat potential of the first echelon would be

all mobilization divisions) making up the second- heavily dependent on that of the Soviet-allied forces.
echelon Belorussian and Carpathian fronts and This memorandum does not assess the readiness of
divisions in the Baltic' and Kiev MDs, which non-Soviet Warsaw Pact forces. We believe that some
would serve as potential reserves, would require NSWP divisions (all six East German divisions and a
11 days to complete mobilization. few Polish and Czech divisions) could be mobilized

- Alert and mobilization of front- and army-level about as quickly as their Soviet counterparts. We do

support forces would range from 36 hours to four not believe, however, that all NSWP divisions and
support forces supporting the three-front first echelon

'The lIth Guards Army, which probably would be assigned to could be readied as quickly as the Soviet elements of
the Soviet-Polish Front, could mobilize in 4.5 to 6.5 days. (s) that force
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Figure VI-5
Force Generation Profile for Soviet Divisions: Western TVD
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24. Under other than emergency conditions, it is Two options that we believe have at least been
likely that the Warsaw Pact would opt to take the time considered by Soviet planners are:
necessary to mobilize and prepare the non-Soviet
forces that play a crucial role in its first echelon. - A limited operation to occupy northwestern Iran
Under conditions requiring rapid preparations, the (Azarbayjan).

Soviets would have to launch the offensive either with - A large-scale operation to seize control of Iran
less fully prepared NSWP forces on the flanks or with and the northern littoral of the Persian Gulf.
a thinner first echelon until NSWP forces could be
brought up to full readiness. Either of these options- 27. We believe that the Soviets could undertake a

or the observable and time-consuming movement for- limited operation employing a single combined-arms
ward of additional forces from the USSR-would army, with three to five divisions in Azarbayjan,
place the Soviets in a less-than-optimum position supported by all or some of the following elements: a
operationally. Thus, the readiness and combat poten- tactical aviation division; several helicopter regiments;

tial of the NSWP are critical. airborne, air assault, or airmobile forces; and amphibi-
ous forces. An invasion force of this size could be

25. The additional training undertaken by "not assembled from the forces available in the Transcauca-
ready" divisions would have a significant impact on sus and North Caucasus MDs of the USSR (see figure
the overall combat potential of the force. At the VI-6).[I |
completion of alert and mobilization (A +11 days), the
force of 62 tank and motorized rifle divisions (includ- 28. To conduct the larger operation, Soviet planners
ing all mobilization divisions) would have the combat might require up to six ground armies with about 21
potential of 39 GSFG division equivalents (or approxi- divisions (19 motorized rifle and two airborne). These
mately 63 percent of the maximum possible value of forces would be drawn from the Transcaucasus, North
these units. After an additional 32 days of training, Caucasus, and Turkestan MDs and Soviet forces in
however, or a total of 43 days from initial alert, the Figure VI-6
combat potential of the force of 62 divisions could Soviet Invasion of Iranian Azarbayjan:
increase by about 30 percent to 51 GSFG division Illustrative Scenario
equivalents. Similar gains would be achieved by non-
divisional units.

Forces Opposite Southwest Asia

26. Soviet planning for operations in Southwest Asia Bak

differs substantially from that required for war in
Central Europe. Not only would the scope of conflict
and opposing forces differ, but the Soviets would have
to consider a number of factors unique to the region:

JoSe
- The importance of the Persian Gulf area to the 'Aarbiyjn-,

Western Alliance. rz Astara

Khevari

- The status of the insurgency and Soviet force
commitment in Afghanistan. -

- Difficult terrain and poorly developed lines of
communication. r zanian

k+' oazvin
- The presence of a NATO country (Turkey) bor-

dering the area.
Axis of advance

- The possibility of engaging the US Rapid De- __o ,_ o
ployment Joint Task Force. oea

- A resurgence of Islamic unity.
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Table VI-3

Troop List for Soviet Operations Against Iran
(Ground Formations)

Transcaucasus front (13 divisions) Up to 4 SA-4 battalions
7th Guards Army 1 or more ponton bridge regiments
4th Army Attack helicopter units
31st Army Corpsa
12th Army Corps a (North Caucasus MD)

Turkestan front (6 divisions) 1 or more SA-4 brigades
36th Army Corps a 1 or more ponton bridge regiments
40th Army 2 or more attack helicopter regiments

Theater-level forces
Two airborne divisions
Screening forces opposite Turkey (4 divisions)
Scud brigade

a Organized as an army for conduct of operations.

Afghanistan and probably would be organized into Readiness for Operations in Southwest Asia
two fronts (see table VI-3).' The invasion would be
likely to take place in two phases: a first phase 30. We believe the Soviets could mobilize the num-

designed to secure northwestern, central, and north- ber of divisions required for a limited operation

eastern Iran including Tehran, and then consolidate, against Azarbayjan about 60 to 80 hours after alert.

resupply, and redeploy tactical aircraft to captured They could generate the 20 or so divisions for large-

airfields; and a second phase involving a drive from scale operations in 120 to 140 hours (see figure VI-8).

central Iran to the-Persian Gulf to seize the Khuzestan Without additional training, however, the combat

oilfields region and to secure control of the Strait of potential of either force would be extremely low, and
the most effective divisions would be those now inHormuz. The phased approach could also be com-.
Afghamistanj0bined with an early "grab" of the strait by heliborne i

or airborne forces, although they would be at risk until 31. If the Soviets undertook a postmobilization
reinforcements arrived over land. training program before mounting the invasion, they

could nearly double the combat potential of the force.
29. In the initial phase of such an operation, three Given the low estimated combat potential of these

first-echelon armies would move into northern Iran, units in peacetime, we believe it likely that the Soviets
followed by three armies in the second echelon (see would take time to train to higher proficiency levels.
figure VI-7). Four divisions from the Transcaucasus Failure to do so would add to the substantial risks
and North Caucasus MDs would cover sectors along already inherent in a campaign in this region
the Soviet-Turkish border vacated by assault forces.
The Soviets would then consolidate positions in north- Forces Opposite China
western, central, and northeastern Iran; logistic and
maintenance facilities would be established, a logistic 32. Soviet options in a Sino-Soviet conflict could
buildup would be undertaken, and tactical air forces range from large-scale raids with limited objectives to
would redeploy to captured airfields. In the second a full-scale invasion of western and northeastern
phase, the Soviets would seize southwestern Iran, the China. Soviet objectives under any option would be

Khuzestan oilfield region, and control of the Strait of conditioned in part by the international political envi-

Hormuz, using three armies with nine divisions|. | ronment, the military situation in other theaters, and
the causes of the conflict. We believe, however, that

Forces from the Central Asian MD could also be available to military as well as political considerations probably
support a major offensive would discourage the Soviets from pursuing the total
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Figure VI-7
Full-Scale Soviet Invasion of Iran: Illustrative Campaign
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Figure VI-8
Force Generation Profile for Soviet Divisions: Southeastern TVD
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Figure VI-9
Soviet Fronts in the Far East
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defeat and surrender of China or attempting -the long- 35. The Transbaikal front--which includes forces
term military occupation of the Chinese heartland.= from the Transbaikal MD and Mongolia--probably

would attack into Manchuria and conduct a holding
33. We believe that Soviet ground operations in the attack on the Mongol ia-Beijing axis. Some forces

Far East would be interspersed with short defensive would attack directly from the Transbaikal MD to
periods during which enemy incursions would be capture the city of Hailar and eventually link with
repelled, followed by offensive operations that would forces from the Far East front in the region of
achieve high rates of advance and attain desired Qiqihar. The bulk of the front, however, would launch
military objectives. For offensive operations, Soviet a three-pronged attack out of Mongolia, eventually
forces probably would be organized into three primary linking up with forces from the Far East front in the
fronts-located in the Far East, Transbaikal, and region of Changchum
Central Asian MDs-and, possibly, a reserve front 36. Central Asian Front. The Central Asian front,
from the Siberian MD (see figure VI-9) if not occupied in support of the Southeastern Theater,

probably would have limited objectives. The two corps
34. Operations Into Manchuria. The major offen- (five to seven divisions) comprising this front probably

sive campaign in the Far East probably would be would advance on two major axes, one through the
aimed at Manchuria and could involve two fronts (the Dzhungarian Gate and a second through the Ili River
Far East and Transbaikal fronts) that have the largest valley, to disrupt possible Chinese attacks and to create
share of ground forces. Soviet ground forces in the Far a protective buffer.
East front would conduct a multipronged attack de- 37. Reinforcements. The Siberian MD, with five
signed to overrun Manchuria. Campaign objectives for active divisions and two mobilization divisions, pro-
the Far East front might include Harbin, Changchum, vides the ground force reserves for the Far East
and Jilin, with a possible further drive to the Liaodong Theater. If further reinforcements were needed, they
Peninsula and Yellow Sea ports would have to come from the central USSR.
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Readiness for Operations Against China of the support structure-would require more than a

38. The Soviets could alert and mobilize the 25 month of training to achieve a comparable level of

"ready" divisions in the Far East within four days. proficiency
These divisions are maintained in a reduced strength 40. Given the relatively low combat potential of the
status and would require manpower augmentation total force upon mobilization, the Soviets could opt to
from local resources but little additional training. complete the required training prior to launching a
Within 11 days of an alert, the Soviets could generate major three-front offensive into Manchuria. In a more
a full 56-division force, including the reserve front in limited campaign, however, they could well choose to
Siberia, and probably integrate it into the theaterwide launch initial cross-border operations against the rela-
command and control structure that exists in peace- tively thin forward defense of the Chinese Army and
time (see figure VI-10). count on having sufficient time to prepare follow-on

39. Once mobilized, the Soviet force in the Far East forces for commitment should they be requireds In
would require additional training to achieve a level of any case, we expect the Soviets would use whatever
combat proficiency consistent with that we have time was available to increase unit proficiency through
judged necessary for mid-to-high-intensity combat training.
(that is, the GSFG minimum standard for offensive
combat). The 25 "ready" divisions could be prepared
in seven to nine days after alert, but "not ready"
elements of the force-another 31 divisions and much
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Figure VI-10
Force Generation Profile for Soviet Divisions: Far Eastern TVD
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